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ABSTRACT

SELF ORGANIZATION IN MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL

FOR WIRELESS AD HOC AND SENSOR NETWORKS

By

Fan Yu

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the role of protocol self organization

at the Medium Access Control Layer in wireless ad hoc and sensor networks.

Protocol self organization is defined as autonomous and self-calibrating

communication state machines that can adjust their operating parameters and state

machine logic as a reactive response to external operating environment such as

network load, node crowding, topology changes due to mobility, energy depletion,

infrastructure failure and communication errors. While the traditional wired

networks continue to enjoy relatively stable operating environments, the emerging

wireless and sensor networks suffer from the mentioned operating instabilities due to

their ad hoc deployments, specialized applications and various resource constraints.

The goal in this work is to utilize protocol reorganization as defined above in order

to mitigate the effects of the mentioned instabilities. We propose a MAC self

organization framework for both intra-MAC and inter-MAC as outlined below.

For infra-MAC self organization, we develop an In-band Self-Organized Mfg;

(ISOMAC), for wireless sensor networks with arbitrary mesh topologies. The

specific problems the mechanism attempts to solve are arbitrary ad hoc deployment,

energy limitation, and network dynamics. The novelty of the proposed framework



lies in its in-band control mechanism. Both analytical and simulation models show

that in addition to the reasonably fast reorganization convergence, the energy penalty

of the in-band information is quite negligible.

A cross-layer approach, Minimized Slot Misordered Routing (MSMR) with

ISOMAC style MAC, is also developed. The self organizing TDMA MAC schedule

is used as input to the routing protocol to generate routing paths.

As for validation and extension of the ISOMAC framework, an application

adaptation in vehicular wireless networks is investigated. An adapted ISOMAC,

Vehicular Self-Organizing MAC (VeSOMAC), which is capable of inter-vehicle

message delivery with short and deterministic delay bounds has been developed.

Through n32 simulation experiments, the efficiency of self organizing abilities of

VeSOMAC is demonstrated in the presence of fast topology variation in vehicular

networks.

Finally, we propose an inter-MAC self organization framework in the form of

dynamic MAC protocol switching. The problem we address with this framework is

to make a network adaptable with dynamic network loading conditions while

providing acceptable user perceived performance. The key concept is that a network

node can autonomously switch across different MAC layer protocols as a response to

network traffic heterogeneity. Therefore, the reorganization here is accomplished

across multiple protocols. Both theoretical and experimental analyses support that

the dynamic MAC protocol switching logic enhances the network-wide throughput

in the presence of traffic heterogeneity.
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Chapter 1

Background

1.1. Wireless Ad Hoc Networks

Wireless ad hoc networks are formed by wireless communication links among

multiple communication devices. Nodes in an ad hoc network can forward data for

other nodes, and hence the decision on whom and where the forwarding data should

go are dynamically optimized based on the network connectivity and traflic load. It

is unlike the traditional networks in which the task of data forwarding is commonly

performed by designated routers with customized hardware and software. It is also

different from managed wireless networks where a special node called access point

manages the communication among other nodes.

Minimal configuration and quick deployment are the two most important features

of ad hoc networks. These features make these networks favorable for emergency

and tactical situations such as battle-field surveillance and disaster recovery. The

decentralized nature of most wireless ad hoc networks provides the adaptability of

applications in circumstances in which a central entity is not available or cannot be

relied on. And the scalability of the wireless ad hoc networks can be possibly

improved in contrast with managed wireless networks, although the overall capacity

is still limited, which has already been identified in [l] and [2] theoretically and

practically . A

1.2. Wireless Sensor Networks

Wireless sensor is a hardware device which is equipped with battery, sensor



module, micro-processor, memory, and RF receiver/transmitter. The advances in

micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) technology and digital electronics have

made it possible to integrate a wireless sensor node with low-cost, low-power tiny

hardware. For example, a Berkeley and Crossbow mote [3, 4] has an 8-bit Atmel

AT90L88535 microprocessor as CPU running at 7.3728 MHz clock fi'equency,

providing a data transmission rate of 19.2 Kbps by using the 916 MHz wireless

frequency. Figure 1.1 shows some of the currently available sensor devices.

 

Figure 1.1: Sensor Nodes Mote2, MoteZdot, Imote, TelosB, Cricket

The concept of wireless sensor networks (WSN) is leveraged by these tiny sensor

nodes, capable of sensing, processing, and communicating data. Many applications

can be operated via WSN, such as environmental monitoring, target field imaging,

intrusion detection, tactical surveillance, vehicle-tO-vehicle management, seismic

structure response, and ecosystems monitoring. A sensor network usually is

composed of a large number of sensor nodes that are densely deployed either within

the phenomenon or very close to it in a stationary manner. Most of the time it is not

necessary to engineer or predetermine the exact geographic positions of sensor nodes,

which makes it possible to arbitrarily deploy in some inaccessible terrains or in

disaster relief environments. Hence self-organization capability of individual sensor

nodes is essential for algorithms and protocols used in sensor networks.

Collaboration between the sensor nodes is another distinct feature. Due to the limited



resources, each sensor node is expected to carry out few simple local processing and

to transmit only the required and partially processed data to a “fusion” node through

a low data rate flow. Node failure is also a problem that the sensor network protocols

and algorithms have to face since sensor nodes are powered by battery and in most

cases frequent replacements ofbatteries are not a possibility.

Following is a list of wireless sensor network specific issues [5-8]:

Application Specific: There are a large number of applications of the sensor

networks such as environment data collection, public facility monitoring, vehicle

tracking, battle-field surveillance and intrusion detection, which all benefit fiom

combination of sensing, computing and communication technology. Different

application scenarios diverge from each other (i.e., design requirements of a sensor

network change with application), thus it is unlikely to find a general solution for all

applications. For example, the challenging problem of low-latency precision tactical

surveillance is different from that of a periodic weather monitoring task.

Ad Hoc Deployment: Often times, there is no infrastructure in the regions where

sensor nodes are deployed. Under unplanned wireless sensor network deployment, it

is the individual sensor node’s responsibility to figure out the connectivity and data

flow direction. This requires the sensor nodes to be self-organizing.

Eneggz Constraint; Different from ad hoc networks, sensor nodes in WSN are all

powered by battery and the replacement is usually difficult. Thus energy

consumption is a primary consideration for wireless sensor network protocol and

algorithm design. Since communication is significantly more expensive than



computation [9], reducing energy dissipation used in communication becomes very

important. Typically the non-essential energy consumptions are contributed from

four sources.

> Protocol overhead: besides valid data certain control messages have to be

exchanged to access communication resources;

> Message collision: unnecessary additional energy is wasted by

retransmitting as well as receiving possible duplicate messages;

> Overheating: sensor nodes spend energy in receiving messages for which

they are not intended, because that message transmission usually is

broadcast within WSN;

> Idle listening: when there is no centralized scheduler to manage sequence

of transmission, sensor nodes have to keep the wireless radio interface up

(power on) for possible message receptions. Even when the sensor nodes

do not transmit or receive any messages, the consumed energy can still be

prevalent. Researches [9, 10] have shown that idle listening actually

accounts for most of the energy expenditure at low traffic situations, which

is quite common for most applications in WSN.

In order to prolong network lifetime, different strategies should be incorporated at

various network layers including hardware improvement at physical layer, energy

efficient medium access control protocol, avoiding packet collision and idle listening,

optimal routing path selection, and content filtering or error tolerance at application

layer.



Scalabilim' For certain applications, the number of sensor nodes in WSN can be

very large, in some cases up to hundreds or thousands. Protocols and algorithms

have to scale to these large numbers and deal with issues such as protocol overhead,

limited bandwidth, and energy expenditure. Furthermore, it is not possible to build a

global addressing scheme for the deployment of such large number of sensor nodes

as the overhead of ID maintenance can become very high. Thus, traditional IP-based

protocols can not be directly applied to WSN.

Network Dvnthics: Although wireless sensor networks are often considered as

stationary, some applications may require one or several powerful mobile nodes to

achieve better performance [11, 12]. Beside mobile nodes, nodes addition and nodes

failure (possibly due to battery drain) can also invoke network connectivity changes.

The potential dynamics in the networks strengthens the need for self organization at

the MAC and the routing layer. The MAC and routing protocols which can smoothly

respond to the dynamics are preferable

Trafic Patterns: Unlike communication in traditional ad hoc networks which is

based mostly on point-tO-point transmission, sensor network mainly uses a

multi-point to point communication paradigm and almost all applications of sensor

networks require the flow of sensed data from multiple sources to a particular base

station. This, however, does not prevent the flow of data to be in other forms (e.g.,

multicast or peer to peer). The reason that all messages are sent to all the radio

neighbors is because a single sensor node lack the global knowledge of the whole

network. In addition, the traffic in the sensor networks can be continuous,



event—driven, query—driven, or hybrid, based on specific applications.

anIin of Service: Providing bounded message latency and high delivery ratio

may be crucial in certain time-constraint applications such as intrusion detection and

disaster warning. However, in some other applications like environmental

monitoring it is enough to have only occasional packet delivery but with long

network lifetime requirements. Especially when battery power is below normal

operating threshold, quality of service has to be compromised for lifetime.

Lo_cgtion Awareness: Location awareness in sensor nodes is important since data

collection is normally based on the location of data and event generation. In a WSN

often it is not feasrhle to use Global Positioning System (GPS) hardware in cost and

energy constrained nodes. Methods based on triangulation [13], for example, allow

sensor nodes to approximate their positions using radio strength from a few nodes

with known coordinates. It is found in [13] that algorithms based on triangulation or

multilateration can work quite well under conditions where only very few nodes

know their positions a priori.

1.3. Applications of Wireless Sensor Networks

Sensor networks are initially motivated by military applications such as intrusion

detection, battle-field surveillance and enemy tracking. Recent research shows a

rapid increase on the civilian applications like environment data collection, health

monitoring, and disaster relief.

1.3.1 Military applications

Battlefield Surveillance: Important terrains, routes, and paths can be monitored by



deploying sensor nodes to the dedicated field. Sensor nodes can sense the activities

or predefined critical events then send raw or post-processed information to the base

station. Real-time situation requests can also be generated at the base station, and

disseminated to requested areas.

Tamet Hacking: Collaborative mobile sensing can cooperate with navigation

system. For example, networked tracking of adversarial mobile targets using

unmanned ground and airborne sensors is an emerging application for the militaries’

network-centric warfare capability. Target tracking is a prevalent military

requirement across a wide spectrum of surveillance and reconnaissance scenarios

including those in remote and urban battlefields, inside large buildings and public

places such as airports, train stations, and inside underground tunnels.

Forces and Equipment Monitoring: All forces and equipment can be attached with

sensor nodes. Then the attached sensor nodes can periodically report the status to the

commanders or leaders. The report can be sent to a single sink or multiple sinks and

forward to upper command hierarchy ifnecessary.

1.3.2 Environmental Data Collection Applications

Clickable Ecosvstem: This system is developed in the cooperation of Dr. Stuart

Gage fi'om Department of Entomology and Dr. Subir Biswas from Department of

Electrical and Computer Engineering at Michigan State University. Sensor nodes are

placed at interested spots in the outdoor field. Bach sensor node automatically

records the acoustic signals, weather data and images of monitoring spot. After the

recording, acoustic signals are sent back to a data server in the laboratory via



wireless through a single-hop or multi-hop network depending on locatiOn and

availability. If individual sensor node is strong enough and there are not many

obstacles in the sensing field, single-hop communication will be used to collect all

sensing data. Otherwise, multi-hop communication will be used so that sensing field

is covered without requiring a very powerful sink node. When an acoustic signal is

received by the server, further analysis on biological indices are computed based on

acoustic intensity in selected frequency bands. The final environmental acoustics are

then stored in digital library, which can be accessed via regular internet network.

Some sound tracks, sensing spot images and videos are available in [14].
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Figure 1.2: System architecture of clickable environment [14]

1.3.3 Health applications

Tracking and Monitoring Doctors and Pgtients inside a Hospital: A small and



light sensor can be attached to each patient in the hospital. The sensor is able to

monitor the heart rate, blood pressure, body temperature, and to locate the patient.

Sensor data is sent to a central monitoring center and processed so that all patients

can get immediate response if any reading is abnormal. And sensor nodes can be

attached to doctors to locate them for potential emergencies.
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Figure 1.3: Clickable environment sensor platform [14]

1.3.4 Other Applications

Home Automation: Smart sensor nodes can be embedded in all home electronics,

such as vacuum cleaners, micro-wave ovens, refrigerators, washing machines, TVs,

air conditioners, lamps, and computers etc. All the electronics can interact with each

other or with external network via internet or cellular network. End users are also

able to control or manage home devices locally and remotely.

Vehicle Tracking and Detection: Sensors with GPS function can be built into cars.

Location information of cars are recorded and sent back to base station for example

city traffic management center. Individual car is tracked down and real-time traffic

information can be derived from fusing all cars’ information.



Chapter 2

Self Organizing Medium Access Control Protocols

2.1 Role of Medium Access Control in Wireless Networks

In wireless networks, packet collision is a common challenge [15-19]. Packet

collisions usually result from two or more nodes sending data at the same time over

the same transmission medium or channel. Medium Access Control (MAC)

protocols have been developed to aid nodes to determine as to which node gets to

use the channel when competitions for the channel exist. In the literature, this

problem is known as multi-access channel allocation problem of the MAC layer,

which belongs to a sub-layer of the data link layer in the seven-layer Open System

Interconnect (OSI) network model. The addressing and channel access control

mechanisms proposed in the literature make it possible for several nodes to

communicate within a network.

2.2 Concept ofMAC Self Organization

Generally speaking, protocol self organization means that elements in a protocol

interact with each other to dynamically achieve a global protocol function or

behavior [20, 21]. According to the definition above, the services provided by MAC

self organization should be “self” adapted to environmental changes. More

specifically, the concept of self organization includes the following four aspects. ,

(i) The protocol itself is unsupervised and distributed.

(ii) Protocol parameters can be dynamically changed by adaptation of network

variables. The purpose of dynamic changes is to constantly improve and
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maintain better protocol performance.

(iii) Protocol state machine can be also changed when changing just the

protocol parameters may not be enough to cope with the changes in

network environment.

(iv) A node can even change its operatingprotocol when the protocol state

machine and parameter changes within a single protocol may not be

enough to cope with the changes in network environment.

2.3 Needs for MAC Self Organization

MAC layer has a direct bearing on how data can be exchanged between two nodes

along a routing path in the network. Because of the unique features we described in

chapter 1, such as constraints on computational ability, storage and energy resources,

MAC protocols in wireless Ad H00 and sensor networks are quite different from

traditional networks. MAC self organization addresses those constraints in the

following ways:

(1] Ad hoc deployment: In Ad Hoc and sensor networks nodes are deployed in an

unplanned manner and with typically no centralized entity. The MAC protocol itself

at each node has to find out the connectivity and neighborhood information so that

all the nodes can access the shared medium or channel to create a basic

communication infrastructure. The MAC self organization addresses this

requirement because of its autonomous operation feature. And if any unplanned

redeployment happens, it could adjust to the dynamics accordingly.

(2) Enemy limitation: As mentioned before, energy is a scarce resource in wireless
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sensor networks. In addition to building a basic communication link, MAC protocol

in wireless sensor network has to be energy efficient by providing a smart

sleep/wake-up mechanism so that it ensures sensor nodes to sleep as long as possible

to save energy consumption and to extend network lifetime. The smart

sleep/wake-up schedule has to be obtained in a distributed manner, and the changes

caused by energy change need to be addressed. MAC self organization is suitable for

these operations due to its distributed manner and dynamic adjustment features.

(3) Network dynamics: There are three major aspects of network dynamics. They

are topology dynamics, load/name dynamics, and communication dynamics.

> Topology dynamics often include node failures, link failures, and node

mobility. Sensor nodes are more prone to failure in contrast to traditional

networks due to limited resources. Thus new sensor nodes can be deployed

for failure recovery or redundancy. Also a certain number of nodes in a

network can be mobile for enhancing the network operations, and any node

mobility adds to the network dynamics.

> Load dynamics is usually spatial and temporal. It is typically introduced by

non-uniform deployment or emergence of certain events.

> Communication dynamics can be generated by outside radio interference,

radio medium fluctuation, and radio strength change due to fading.

The advantage ofMAC self organization is that it copes with these various dynamics

by changing protocol parameters, state machine, or even the protocol itself, as

outlined in Section 2.2.
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2.4 Research Issues Addressed in this Thesis

A number of protocol self organization issues related to the MAC layer in

wireless ad hoc and sensor networks is investigated in this dissertation. A summary

ofthe investigated issues and their relations are outlined in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Pictorial summary of the investigated issues in this thesis proposal

2.4.1 Design of Self Organizing MAC

2.4.1.1 Motivation and Related Work

The sensor nodes are often critically constrained by their operating energy

availability. This makes energy management as one of the key challenges in

designing such systems. As a result, wireless embedded networking is often

perceived as a design problem to deal with energy-bandwidth and energy-delay

tradeoff, as Opposed to the classical delay-bandwidth tradeoff in conventional

networking systems.
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The protocol Sensor-MAC (SMAC) [9] attempted to introduce interface

wake-sleep cycles in the presence of random channel access. T-MAC [22] enhances

the performance of SMAC by making the wake periods adaptive. Both of them

suffer from the inherent energy inefficiency of contention based protocols. In

TRAMA [23] nodes maintain a network-wide common frame which is organized

into alternating contention-based “random access” and contention-free TDMA

allocation “scheduled access” regions. Control packets of TRAMA are still

susceptible to collisions. TDMA-W [24] is another distributed out-of-band TDMA

protocol. But the adaptation of network dynamics is not handled well in TDMA-W.

2.4.1.2 Proposed Work

We wanted to address the intra-MAC self organization problems with energy

limitation, network dynamics, and ad hoc deployment from the list in Section 2.2.

Thus an In-band Self-Organized MAC (ISOMAC) protocol is proposed. ISOMAC is

a distributed TDMA typed MAC protocol. By avoiding explicit timing information

exchange, ISOMAC can work without network-wide time synchronization which

can be prohibitive for severely cost-constrained sensor nodes. Efficient energy

expenditure is achieved by employing a partial node wake-up and header-only

transmission strategy based on the instantaneous nodal data rate. The slot-cluster

effect, caused by in-band bitmap constraints, enables ISOMAC to offer better spatial

channel reuse compared to traditional distributed TDMA protocols. The detailed

ISOMAC protocol will be introduced in chapter 3.

2.4.2 Cross-layer Design
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In traditional network design, the seven-layer open systems interconnect (081) [25]

model divides the overall networking service into seven layers and defines a

hierarchy to be provided at each layer. The central idea of cross-layer design is to

Optimize the control and exchange of information over two or more layers to achieve

significant performance improvements by exploiting the interactions between

various protocol layers. There are two primary reasons that favor the cross-layer

design. To begin with, wireless links create new problems for layered protocol

design. One classic example is TCP which considers packet error as an indication of

congestion. Additionally, cross-layer design could provide more opportunistic

communication than single layer design [26-33]. In [28] the authors divide

cross-layer design into four categories.

(1) Creation of new interfaces: The created new interface will be used to share

information between layers. This includes sharing lower layer(s) information upward

towards higher layer(s), higher layer(s) providing parameters downward towards

lower layer(s), and an iterative loop between two layers.

(2) Merging of adjacent layers: This manifestation provides service from a new

super layer that is the union of constituent layers.

(3) Design coupling without new interfaces: Two or more layers can be coupled

together without creating extra interfaces for the purpose of information sharing.

(4) Vertical calibration across layers: The performance at high layer can be a

function of the parameters at all layers below it.

2.4.2.1 Motivation and Related Work
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While solving the energy problem at the MAC layer, the TDMA mechanism can

give rise to increased end-to-end routing layer delay. This can happen when the

TDMA slots of sensor nodes on a route are not time-ordered in the same sequence as

the nodes appearing on the route. The problem is that if we have a TDMA type

medium access control for delay sensitive and event based sensor network

application, what is the best routing scheme.

DMAC [34] tries to allocate MAC communication sequence based on routing path

along collecting tree in the sensor networks. However, DMAC only assumes

unidirectional data flow towards the root in the presence ofpreset routes. In [35], the

protocol proposes to use a link scheduling algorithm to find the minimum-delay

schedule for given slot lengths for all the links. The ignorance of congestion at

higher level nodes near sink is the primary disadvantage.

2.4.2.2 Proposed Work

We take a different approach to address the delay problem by computing

minimum delay routes based on a given TDMA allocation. We try to find the

delay-optimized routing based on pre-set TDMA slot allocation. Our proposed

Minimized Slot Misordered Routing (MSMR) addresses the problem of end-to-end

delay mitigation in sensor network with TDMA MAC. Delay reduction in MSMR is

accomplished by computing least cost routes with a link cost formulation based on

the degree of misordering of the TDMA slots of nodes across a link. Chapter 4

describes the details ofMSMR.

2.4.3 Application ofISOMAC Protocol for Vehicular Networks
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2.4.3.1 Motivation and Related Work

MAC self organization is important not only in sensor applications but also in

other applications such as the ad hoc vehicular networks. Different features of the

application impose different challenges on MAC self organization. Unlike energy

being the primary issue in sensor networks, message (especially safety related)

latency and delivery ratio become the first priority in vehicular networks.

A number of variations of CSMA/CA and 802.11 have been implemented in

[36-38]. The unbounded delay caused by the fundamental random access mechanism

is an issue for such protocols. The protocols in [39, 40] propose schedule-based

TDMA mechanisms, all with a large upfront reconfiguration delays. The protocol

LCA [41] proposes a scheduled TDMA scheduling mapping with vehicles’

instantaneous geographical location. But the problem of complete pre-mapping of

geographical locations and dimensioning of optimal cell size are non-trivial.

2.4.3.2 Proposed Work

A multi-hop delivery delay minimized MAC self organization protocol for the

vehicular networks has been adapted from ISOMAC in chapter 5. The adaptation

addresses the problems ofbounded delivery latency and small reconfiguration delay.

The adapted Vehicular Self-Organizing MAC (VeSOMAC) is designed to be vehicle

location and movement aware so that the MAC TDMA slots in a vehicle platoon can

be time ordered based on the vehicles’ relative locations. Chapter 5 provides detailed

information of VeSOMAC.

2.4.4 MAC Protocol Switching
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2.4.4.1 Motivation and Related Work

Previously we look into the MAC self organization problem in the context of

intra-MAC operations. Different types of MAC protocols have merits in varying

network scenarios. For instances contention based protocols are generally suitable

for bursty and low congestion scenarios, whereas schedule based protocols

overwhelm in multiple concurrent traffic scenarios. Multiple different MAC

protocols could coexist within the same network, especially a network with varying

traffic dynamics. Instead of MAC self organization problem in infra-MAC protocol,

coexistence of multiple MAC protocols raises new challenges for inter-MAC

protocols.

Protocols like Funneling-MAC [42] try to deal with non-uniform network

dynamics by a single hybrid MAC protocol. Although problems are relieved to some

extent, these solutions are only suitable for applications with special traffic

characteristics or assumptions with powerful nodes’ coordination. The traffic

heterogeneity is not fully explored to address the problem of maximizing the

network-wide throughput.

2.4.4.2 Proposed Work

We propose to handle the MAC self organization challenges from coexistence of

multiple MAC protocol in network by the concept of“MAC switching”. This is used

to deal with the ad hoe deployment and network dynamics problems. Instead of

trying to give a generic solution, we elaborate the MAC switching concept between

two candidate MAC protocols, TDMA and CSMA/CA. The modifications of
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transmission rules in both protocols and the general switching logic have been

developed. Chapter 6 provides details.

2.5 Summary

We first describe the role of Medium Access Control in wireless networks. The

concept of the MAC self organization is then elaborated. Inspired from three distinct

constraints of the WSN we further discuss the needs of the MAC self organization.

The development of the topics addressed in this thesis is finally presented. A brief

motivation and related work, followed by a summary of the proposed work, are

provided for each of the four major topics in this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Towards In-Band Self Organization in Energy-Efficient MAC

Protocols for Sensor Networks

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Motivation

Because of their low cost, tiny form factor and remote unattended deployments,

embedded sensor nodes are often critically constrained by their operating energy

availability. This makes energy management one of the key challenges in designing

such systems. As a result, embedded wireless networking in WSN is perceived as a

design problem to deal with energy-bandwidth and energy-delay tradeofi‘, as

opposed to the classical delay-bandwidth tradeofl' in conventional networking

systems. While energy syntaxes are being developed by the research community at

all the protocol layers, energy-eflicient Medium Access Control (MAC) remains a

key design challenge. In this chapter, we present an intra-MAC self organization

mechanism to mainly address the problems of energy, ad hoc deployment, and

network dynamics.

3.1.2 Related Work

A common design approach for the existing energy—aware sensor MAC protocols

[9, 22-24, 34, 43, 44] is to reduce idle energy consumption [45] by introducing

network interface sleep. This is typically achieved by introducing a notion of

sleep-awake cycle, in which a node sends and receives data during the wake periods,

and conserves energy by switching off its interface during the sleep periods. The
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smaller the wake-sleep duty cycle, the higher the savings. The goal is to operate in

the smallest possible duty cycle while being able to support the application traffic

loading. For sensor MAC protocols, it is often necessary to trade MAC delivery

delay, effective throughput and node fairness [46] for energy efficiency.

Sleep-wake cycles are typically not feasible for traditional contention-based

protocols such as ALOHA [47], CSMA [48], and 802.11 (DCF mode) [49]. This is

primarily because these random access protocols are fimdamentally asynchronous in

not having timing coordination between the senders and their receivers. As a result, a

node is needed to be always awake for possible packet receptions from its neighbors.

This results in the energy inefficiency for random access protocols.

In a hybrid design, the protocol Sensor-MAC (SMAC) [9] attempts to introduce

wake-sleep cycles in the presence of random channel access. During the wake

periods nodes execute an 802.11-like contention based MAC protocol, and during

the sleep periods all nodes turn their interfaces ofi‘. Sensor nodes form virtual

clusters so that all nodes within the same virtual cluster maintain the same

wake-sleep schedule. By decreasing the wake-sleep duty cycle, SMAC can trade

latency and effective channel capacity for energy efficiency. The main concern with

SMAC is that since its basic medium access mechanism is contention-based, the

protocol is still susceptible to collisions and its resulting energy inefficiency during

waking periods. Also, the protocol assumes static traffic loading with predetermined

duty cycles. While the latter issue is addressed in the protocol T-MAC [22] by

making the waking periods adaptive, it still suffers from the inherent energy
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inefficiency of contention based protocols, packet collisions.

This inefficiency can be avoided in Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

based protocols. In TDMA protocols such as HiperLan-II [50], since all

transmissions within a MAC frame are pre-scheduled, it is possible for a node to

sleep when it is not expected to transmit or receive packets. Although it solves the

energy problem, an implementation issue with HiperLan-H of its dependency on a

centralized base station for TDMA scheduling still exists. For ad hoc deployed

sensor networks, such centralized infrastructure is usually not feasible, and thus the

design goal should be to develop a TDMA style protocol with distributed MAC slot

scheduling algorithms.

The protocol TRAMA [23] implements such a distributed TDMA allocation

among time synchronized nodes. In TRAMA, nodes maintain a network wide

common frame which is organized into alternating contention-based “random

access” and contention-free “scheduled access” regions. Data transmission is

performed in “scheduled access” slots and neighbor information exchange is

performed in “random access” slots. After the neighbor information (up to two-hops)

is collected during the contention-based phase, the nodes execute a distributed

election method to decide the transmission schedules within the local neighborhood.

TRAMA clearly achieves the goal of distributed TDMA for improved energy

efficiency without a centralized coordinating base station. The following operational

shortcomings of TRAMA have been identified. First, global TDMA frames require

network wide time synchronization, which can be a severely restrictive process [51,
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52] for cost-constrained sensor nodes, especially in very large networks with

potentially thousands of nodes. Limited energy, bandwidth, hardware and unstable

links in multi-hop sensor networks with unpredictable delay characteristics make

network wide time synchronization particularly difficult. Second, although the data

communication in TRAMA is contention-free, the control information exchange is

still susceptible to collisions which can limit the energy-gain of the protocol to some

extent. Finally, a new node can join the network only during the random access

period. Thus, for keeping the node join-latency small, the random-scheduled duty

cycle will have to be appropriately dimensioned based on the rate of change in

network topology. In spite of these operational difficulties, TRAMA provides a

useful TDMA framework with distributed MAC scheduling.

TDMA-W [24] is another distributed MAC scheduling protocol without using

contention based control like TRAMA. Nodes in TDMA-W send control packets

during scheduled data slots, and that is how the neighbors’ allocation information is

disseminated. Based on its neighbors’ allocation information, a node is able to select

a collision-free transmission slot, which will be used for subsequent data as well as

control packet transmissions.

Although TDMA-W has a steady state allocation target very similar to our

proposed ISOMAC, the former has the following shortcomings. First, TDMA-W, as

presented in [24], requires absolute slot identifications to be exchanged through the

control packets. Unlike ISOMA C, that makes TDMA-W dependent on global

framing and time synchronization. Second, TDMA-W incurs a high energy cost as
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follows. In each frame, a node must remain awake during its wake-up slot even if it

is not transmitting or receiving during that frame. This implies that a node must

expend one full data slot worth of energy in each frame irrespective of its

communication activities. Third, in TDMA-W there is no syntax for a node to inform

its neighbors about its own “wake-up slot”. In the absence of this information,

although the protocol will work when all network nodes are added/activated

simultaneously, it will not work in more realistic incremental node addition scenarios.

Whereas, ISOMAC addresses the shortcomings ofTDMA-W.

3.1.3 Proposed ISOMAC Protocol

We present a distributed TDMA scheduling protocol ISOMAC (In-band

Self-Qrganized MAC), which achieves similar goals as in TRAMA, but without its

restrictions stated above. The key idea in ISOMAC is to use an in-band control

mechanism for MAC self-organization. Instead of sending explicit control packets as

in TRAMA, nodes use a bitmap vector in data packet headers for exchanging slot

occupancy information among the neighbors. In the header of each outgoing packet,

the transmitting node inserts a bitmap vector which represents the relative TDMA

slot timing of all its l—hop neighbors with respect to the transmitting node’s own slot

location. As a newly joined node receives data packets from its neighbors, it

gradually learns about the TDMA slot locations of all its neighbors and the

neighbors’ neighbors (i.e. 2-hop neighbors). Based on this allocation information of

up to two-hop neighbors, the new node is able to select a collision-free transmission

slot. In ISOMAC, this is how an in-band control mechanism is used to avoid the
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contention based out-of-band control, as used in TRAMA.

In addition to its energy efficiency, the primary features of ISOMAC are as

follows.

1. MAC self-organization is achieved using a novel in-band technique. Since

there is no contention based operation in the protocol, it is virtually collision

free at steady states.

2. ISOMAC does not depend on network time synchronization. Although it can

be implemented with time synchronization, experimental results indicate that

the performance improvement due to synchronization is quite modest.

3. The protocol is fair. A guaranteed data rate is allocated to each node, which is

allowed to use a part or the entire allocated rate depending on its individual

traffic load

4. ISOMAC is insensitive to moderate channel errors. This is notable since

in-band protocols are generally known to perform poorly in erroneous channel

conditions.

5. ISOMA C’s in-band bitmap vector design intrinsically provides higher spatial

reuse compared to other distributed TDMA protocols.

6. In ISOMAC, information about the location of wake-up slot is implicit and

therefore, unlike in TDMA-W, it can handle both simultaneous and

incremental node additions.

3.2 Network, Traffic and Operation Model

ISOMAC is designed for arbitrary sensor mesh topology using a single channel
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with spatial reuse. Nodes are static and the links are bidirectional. Upon deployment,

a node executes the in-band ISOMAC protocol for choosing a collision flee

transmission slot. Nodes automatically adjust their allocation to accommodate

topology changes caused by node arrivals and departures.

ISOMAC is routing protocol agnostic and it can support point-to-point,

point-to-multipoint [53] and multipoint-to-point sensor [54] traffic. In ISOMAC, a

node is allowed to transmit data at any rate up to X. which is the maximum
alloc ’

allowable rate per node. A split-slot interface sleep technique is introduced to ensure

that a node can adjust its sleep-wake duty cycle to optimize its energy expenditure

according to its own and the immediate neighbors’ data transmission rates.

The notion of flame in ISOMAC is completely local to individual nodes (same

size for all nodes). Timing information exchange between nodes is relative, thus the

protocol can work without network time synchronization. If the nodes, however, are

time synchronized, ISOMAC can be implemented with global flame structures. In

either case, all sensor nodes in the network are required to run at the same clock

flequency, with limited degree of allowable clock drifts.

3.3 ISOMAC Protocol Details

3.3.1 Frame and Slot Structure

Packets are assumed to be of constant length and correspond to the Tx-slotl

duration I. As shown in Figure 3.1, each Tx-slot is split into a header sub-slot

(Theader) and a relatively much larger data sub-slot (Tdata ). A flame is of duration

 

l . . . . . .

From tins pornt, unless otherwrse specrfied, the term slot Will be used to refer to a transmisszon slot.
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Tflame , and it defines the minimum periodicity of transmission slots flom any node.

Therefore, the allocated rate to a node can be written as lalloc = 1/ Tfi'ame packets

per unit time. Although one Tx-slot is periodically allocated to each node during a

flame, a node can choose to skip transmissions in the absence of data packets in its

transmission buffer. Such data skipping are marked as “Header-only Tx” in Figure
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Figure 3.1 Slot allocation in ISOMAC

For each node, immediately after its transmission slot, there is an interrupt

sub-slot. This receive-mode sub-slot can overlap with any of this node’s l-hop

neighbors’ transmission slots. As a result, the interrupt sub-slots do not affect the

available data rate, as it is intended only for receiving. Also, this sub-slot is typically

much smaller than the data sub-slot duration. In our design, Tint errupt has been

set to be equal to the header duration Theader' The purpose of this sub-slot will be
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explained later when the protocol details are elaborated. Note that all the defined

sub-slot types include necessary guard times for modern preambles and Tx-Rx

switch over latencies, when applicable.

3.3.2 Asynchronous ISOMAC (ISOMAC-A)

3.3.2.1 Steady State Allocation and Transmission

Slot allocation in ISOMAC needs to satisfy the following timing constraint.

liming Constraint: At steady state, no two one-hop or two-hop neighbors '

transmission slots can completely or partially overlap. Overlaps between one-hop

neighbors cause direct collisions and between two-hop neighbors cause hidden

collisions [55].

A valid allocation schedule for nodes A, B, D and E in the linear network

topology of Figure 3.1:a, is shown in Figure 3.1:b. Since the shown allocation is for

the asynchronous version of ISOAMC, nodes are depicted to maintain their own

flame boundaries. Note that except the node pair (A, E) all other nodes are within up

to two-hop distance of each other. That is why in the allocation schedule, all nodes

have completely non-overlapping Tx-slots except those of nodes A and E. Such

overlapping slots provide spatial channel reuse in ISOMAC.

Although in each flame a full Tx-slot is allocated to each node, it may transmit

both header and data, or only header. In other words, even if there is no data to be

sent, a header is always transmitted in each flame flom each node. Packet headers

are used by ISOM4C protocol for sending allocation information using an in-band

bitmap vector as explained below.
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3.3.2.2 In-band Header Bitmap

Relative timing information about Tx-slot allocation is exchanged using a

Bitmap Vector (BV) in each packet header. Bits in the EV from a node represent how

its one-hop neighbors are occupying Tx-slots in the immediate temporal vicinity of

the node’s own Tx-slot. The concept is explained in Figure 3.2, in which the top

segment illustrates how a node P is allocated a Tx-slot within its own TDMA flame.

The middle row depicts the Tx-slots occupied by all of P’s one-hop neighbors. Note

that although these neighbors’ slots are shown in the timing context of P’s flame, all

four neighbors maintain their own frames which are asynchronous to each other.

The bottom row shows the bitmap vector that node P inserts in the header ofeach

of its outgoing data packets. Middle of the bitmap represents the timing of P’s own

slot. In this example, the bitmap vector is 4-bit long and each bit represents the

occupancy status of two slots in the vicinity of P’s own Tx-slot For example, the ‘ l ’

in “+1” location indicates that two slots immediately following P’s slot are already

fully or partially occupied. Similarly, a ‘0’ in the “-1” location indicates that node P

perceives both the slots before its own slot to be flee.
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Figure 3.2: Concept of in-band header bitmap
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The bitmap vector length is typically much smaller than the total number of

Tx-slots in a flame, and therefore it can convey the occupancy information only

about limited number Tx-slots around the temporal vicinity of the transmitting

node’s own slot. In the example in Figure 3.2, the frame size is 12, whereas the

bitmap vector length is only 4, which can convey the occupancy information about 8

slots. Observe that with a bitmap size B = 4, P is unable to represent the occupancy

information about one of its neighbors’ (the one in extreme left) slot.

Using this header bitmap, a transmitting node continually informs all its l-hop

neighbors about Tx-slots that are occupied by the transmitting node’s l-hop

neighbors. By listening to the bitmaps in all received packets, a node can figure out

the relative slot locations of all its l-hop and 2-hop neighbors. In turn, with this

information, the receiver node can choose a collision-flee Tx-slot which is

non-overlapping with the slots of its l-hop and the 2-hop neighbors.

The primary advantage here is that all timing information exchanged is relative

to the slot location of the transmitting node. This relative timing allows ISOMAC to

be implemented with or without network time synchronization. Though in the

asynchronous version, the bitmap efficiency is reduced by the overhead that one bit

here represents the occupancy information of two slots instead of one. This is

because a neighbor’s Tx-slot can partially occupy two slots in the absence ofTDMA

flame synchronization. In the worst case, this effect may actually render half of the

system capacity unusable. In the synchronous case, however, this overhead does not

exist. This indicates that in the asynchronous ISOMAC-A, the capacity efficiency is
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traded for more distributed deployments without the need for time synchronization

across the network.

Since the bitmap length is kept smaller than the flame slot count, the ISOMAC

allocation needs to satisfy the following Bitmap Constraint: Iftwo nodes i andj are

one-hop neighbors then i is chosen slot should be able to be represented within the

bitmap vector of j. The same is applicable for node jis slot. Since each bit

corresponds to two slots, this constraint means that the slots ofnodes i andj can not

be more than B slots apart, where B is the bitmap length.

For a node, the bitmap constraint is satisfied when it is able to find a ‘1’

corresponding to its own time slot in the bitmaps ofQ its l-hop neighbors. In the

allocation shown in Figure 3.2, the separation between P’s Tx-slot and one of its

neighbors’ Tx-slots (extreme left) is more than B (which is 4) slots. This indicates

that the shown allocation does not satisfy the bitmap constraint, and therefore is not

stable. The bitmap constraint is particularly important because a large B incurs

higher capacity overhead, and therefore the goal of the protocol would be to use the

smallest possible B, which will allow the protocol to converge within acceptable

time duration.

3.3.2.3 Transmission Slot Feasibility

For a new node that is entering the network, a feasible transmission slot is one

that satisfies the timing and the bitmap constraints as defined in Sections 3.3.2.1 and

3.3.2.2.

Feasible Slots: From the bitmap standpoint, a feasible slot should be within a time
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region represented by shared ‘019 in the bitmaps transmitted by all the neighbors of

the new node.

Consider the topology in Figure 3.3, in which a new node Rjoins in between two

unconnected nodes P and Q. Bitrnaps (with length 4) flom P and Q are shown in

Figure 3.3:a as received by the new node R. The shared ‘0’s in the bitmaps of P and

Q indicate a feasible time region for node R to choose a Tx-slot flom. The feasible

region is indicated in the figure.
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Figure 3.3: Slot selection feasibility
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Proof ofFeasibility: Since a shared ‘0’ bit indicates that the corresponding time

region is not used by any of P’s and Q’s l-hop neighbors, it is guaranteed to be

hidden collision flee flom all of R’s 2-hop neighbors. Also, since the chosen slot is

within the bitmap of all R’s l-hop neighbors (P and Q in this case), it is guaranteed

not to be used by any of those l-hop neighbors. These two clauses together satisfy

the ISOMAC protocol constraints for the chosen slot.

Since a slot (chosen by R) within that feasible time region is within the bitmap of

both of R’s neighbors, the temporal separation between R’s slot and any of its

neighbor’s slots is guaranteed to be less than the bitmap vector length, which is 4

here. This satisfies the bitmap constraint. Since both timing and bitmap constraints

are satisfied, the chosen slot can be declared as feasible.

For the bitmap vectors in the scenario in Figure 3.3:b, since there are no shared

‘O’s, no collision-flee time region will be available for R to choose a slot flom. If a

slot is chosen by R flom the time region indicated by a ‘0’ in P’s bitmap then it

would collide with a l-hop neighbor of Q. Therefore a hidden collision cannot be

avoided because of the violated timing constraint. Another possible situation is

depicted in Figure 3.3:c, in which the bitmap constraint is violated. As a result,

although there exist collision-free slots at ‘0’ regions, no feasible slots will be

available for the new node R in scenarios pictured in Figure 3.3:c.

3.3.2.4 Sleep-wake Schedule

In a steady state, a node remains awake only during the following time segments:

1. During the transmission slot header duration (Theader ), and data duration
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(Tdata) only if data needs to be transmitted. A data-present bit in the header is

set if data will be transmitted following the header in a given Tx-slot

2. During the header duration (Theader) of all its one-hop neighbors’ slots.

Locations of those Tx-slots are learned simply by listening to the transmissions

flom all neighbors. While receiving a header flom a neighbor, if the

data-present bit is found to be set, the receiving node will remain awake.

Otherwise, it goes to sleep after the header is received.

3. During its Interrupt sub-slot immediately after the Tx-slot. During this time, a

node waits in receive mode for notification interrupts flom any newly joined

neighbor nodes.

In transient state, when a node receives a notification interrupt flom one of its

newly joined one-hop neighbors, it remains awake for W number of flames

(described in section 3.3.2.9) in order to learn about the location of the new node’s

self-chosen transmission slot.

3.3.2.5 Protocol Overview

The key strategy is that if a newly joined node does not immediately find a

feasible Tx-slot, it chooses a non-feasible slot defined as follows. The slot is chosen

right in the middle of the slots of its l-hop neighbor pair which has the largest slot

distance among all possible neighbor pairs. Upon choosing a slot, the new node

starts transmitting periodically once per framez. This action may first cause (the

middle point may satisfy few neighbors’ constraints, but not all of them) all its l-hop

 

In ISOMAC-A, upon entering the network, a node arbitrarily picks its own frame starting point.
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neighbors to be forced out of their Stable (see Section 3.3.2.9) allocation state. But

then an iterative slot movement is used for all the nodes in the neighborhood for

incrementally attaining steady allocation state for all the neighbors including the

perturbing new node. During this iteration, each node attempts to move its slot in the

middle of all its neighbors’ slot locations.

 

 

 

 

 

  
tAB<B.T,tBC<B.T,tCD<B.T,tDE<B.T

B: Bitmap Vector Length T : Tx-Slot Duration   
 

Figure 3.4: Iterative slot movement for convergence

Consider the 5-node topology in Figure 3.4, in which the step-l of the allocation

depicts Tx-slots chosen by nodes A, B, D and E before node C enters the network.

With the allocation in step-1, tAB , the minimum temporal distance between A’s and

B’s slots, is smaller than the quantityer, and therefore it satisfies the bitmap

constraint as stated in Section 3.3.2.2. Since their slots do not collide with any of

their l-hop and 2-hop neighbors, the timing constraint is also satisfied. As a result,
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nodes A and B are in a stable allocation state. The same applies to nodes D and E. To

summarize, at Step-l both the sub-networks A-B and C-D are at a steady allocation

state.

Upon entering the network, node C learns about the slot locations of its l-hop

neighbors B and D flom their periodic transmissions, and the 2-hop neighbors (A

and B) through B’s and D’s bitmaps. Since the value of tBD is larger than

2 x B x r , C cannot find a slot that will satisfy the bitmap constraint of being able to

be representing both B’s and D’s slots in C’s own bitmap vector. As shown in step-2,

unable to find a feasible slot, C chooses a collision flee but non bitmap-constraint

compliant slot that is right in the middle of B’s and D’s slot locations. Since 1BC

and ’CD in step-2 are both larger thaan t , now none of the nodes B, C and D

can satisfy the bitmap constraint, thus their allocations become unstable. Nodes A

and E however still remain stable.

Responding to its instability, in step-3 B moves its slot right in the middle of those

of its l-hop neighbors A and C. The goal of B is that by reducing the slot separation

tBC it will be able to satisfy the bitmap constraint and make its own allocation

stable. Following the same strategy, node D moves its slot between those of its own

l-hop neighbors C and E. Node C does not move since it was already in the middle

of its l-hop neighbors B and D. After these moves, the slot separations between any

node and all its l-hop neighbors become smaller than B x z' , and therefore the

allocation in Step-3 is considered to be stable because of its compliance with both

the timing and bitmap constraints. In case the bitmap constraint was not satisfied for
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all nodes in Step-3, the same process of slot movement would have to continue till

the allocation stabilizes.

To summarize, the core idea is to let each node iteratively move its slot near the

middle of its neighbors’ slots until an allocation pattern which is stable for all nodes

in the neighborhood emerges. The idea of middle is chosen because in the absence of

time synchronization, the collective middle provides a common reference for all

nodes in the neighborhood.

3.3.2.6 Logic for Slot Selection in ISOMAC-A

In a more general situation (compared to the one in Figure 3.4), when a node has

a large number of neighbors, and no feasible slot is available, middle point

computations and slot selections involve the following steps:

1. Compute the relative slot distances between all different neighbor pairs. For a

given neighbor pair, their relative slot distance is computed by choosing the

minimum slot separation between them,

2. Identify the middle point (Tmiddle) of slots of the neighbor pair that has the

maximum relative distance, and

3. Choose a feasible slot randomly (uniform distribution) flom the range Tmt‘ddle

-Br to Tmiddle +Br, where B is the bitmap vector length. If no feasible slot is

available in this range, in each subsequent flame the range is extended using a

binary exponential strategy until a feasible slot is available.

Steps 1 and 2 take care of flame asynchrony, and step 3 minimizes collision

probability by introducing stochasticity when two or more unstable nodes end up
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computing the same middle point as their new slot choices. If a collision still

happens, the mechanism for its detection and resolution is presented in Section ‘

3.3.2.7.

Although in the example in Figure 3.4, a sequential approach is shown for

explanation purpose, no such sequence of slot movement is enforced in ISOMAC.

Nodes move asynchronously and independently and therefore multiple nodes can

end up colliding with each other because of their slot movement to overlapping time

regions. In the actual implementation, we implement a series of randomization both

in terms of the time and target location of the slot movement for minimizing such

collisions.

From the sleep-wake standpoint, every time a node moves its slot, it remains

completely awake during W number of flames. This is to make sure that the node

monitors the activity in the neighborhood for Wflames based on which it will decide

if its own allocation is still unstable or it has become stable. In our implementation

typical value of Wwas in the range of 3 to 5.

3.3.2.7 Collision Handling

During transience, caused by a topology change, if nodes P and Q in Figure 3.3

choose overlapping transmission slots, 3 hidden collision will take place at node R.

Since R is not able to listen to P’s and Q’s transmissions due to the collision, it will

simply indicate those two overlapping slots to be empty (‘0’) in its own bitmap.

Upon receiving R’s bitmap, node P looks for its own location in R’s bitmap to see if

P’s transmission was successfully heard by R or not. A ‘0’ corresponding to P’s
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Tx-slot will indicate that there was a collision or packet corruption due to channel

error. If the situation persists for a preset number of flames then node P will attempt

to move its own Tx-slot to resolve the collision. Node Q will also behave similarly.

To summarize, a node is required. to be able to see its own slot in the bitmaps of

all its l-hop neighbors. Otherwise, a collision or channel error is said to have

occurred. This way, the bitmaps in ISOMAC are used as an implicit

acknowledgement technique for detecting hidden collisions.

3.3.2.8 Role of Interrupt Sub-slot

When a new node joins a neighborhood and starts transmitting on a newly

chosen Tx-slot, there is no way for the existing neighbors to know about this new

node and its transmission slot. Without being able to get this information, all

one-hop neighbors of the new node would sleep during its transmission slot and miss

the data packets. Also, without knowing its existence, the neighbors will not be able

to represent this new node’s Tx-slot in their bitmap vector.

To address this, immediately following its transmission slot, a node remains

awake for a small interrupt-subslot (of duration Tint errupt ). Before the new node

chooses a slot, it sends interrupt transmissions during the interrupt sub-slots of all its

neighbors. Since all nodes remain awake during their individual interrupt sub-slots,

they can receive this interrupt transmission and know that there is a new node in the

vicinity. After a neighbor is interrupted, it remains awake for Wflames to learn about

the Tx-slot location of the newly joined neighbor.

3.3.2.9 Protocol State Machine
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The state machine of the ISOMAC protocol is presented in Figure 3.5. Upon joining

the network, a new node arbitrarily chooses its own flame boundaries and enters a

Listen state that lasts for W flames to learn about the Tx-slot locations of all its
 

l-hop and 2-hop neighbors. Locations of l-hop neighbors are learnt flom their

direct transmissions and the locations of 2—hop neighbors are learnt flom the bitmap

vectors transmitted by the l-hop neighbors. After this initial listening duration, the

new node chooses a feasible slot using the logic described in Section 3.3.2.6. At this

point, it also interrupts all its l-hop neighbors so that the neighbors wake up and

remain awake for Wflames to learn about the slot location of the new node. During

the Listen state a new node needs to remain awake continuously.
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Figure 3.5: State machine for ISOMAC
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After choosing its own slot, the new node enters an Evaluate state which lasts for

W flames. The node expects that during these flames, allocation should stabilize in

the neighborhood. After W flames are over, if the node finds that its bitmap

constraint is satisfied then it simply gets to the Stable state and starts following the

regular sleep-wake schedule. Otherwise, it assumes that its chosen slot could not

reach a steady state. In that case, the node chooses a new feasible slot, interrupts all

its neighbors and re-enters the Evaluate state. Since during the Evaluate state it is

necessary that all l-hop neighbors should be able to listen to the node, it remains

awake during the entire state.

While in the Stable state, a node continuously monitors the bitmaps received

flom all its l-hop neighbors to detect any allocation instability including hidden

collisions. If instability is detected through unsatisfied bitmap constraint for W

consecutive flames, the node chooses a new slot, interrupts its neighbors and transits

to the Evaluate state, waiting to stabilize allocation in the neighborhood. Another

reason for a node to transit from Stable to Evaluate state is when it is interrupted by

one of its l-hop neighbors. Such an event indicates that the interrupting node has

chosen a new slot, either because it has joined the network or there is allocation

instability caused by channel error or another newly joined node. Upon receiving an

interruption, the node does not change its Tx-slot but it simply transits to the

Evaluate state to monitor the transient activity before it can come back to the Stable

state.

In the protocol state machine, both Listen and Evaluate are transient states and
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they occur only during topology changes. In majority of the time a node remains in

the Stable state with a very tight energy schedule as outlined in Section 3.3.2.4. As a

result, although the energy expenditure is significantly more in the first two states,

overall, ISOMAC is very energy efficient.

In ISOMAC, a special type of collision can happen in extremely rare situations

when all nodes in the network happened to have entered the network exactly at the

same time and they have chosen the same slot. In such a case, none of the nodes are

able to detect the collision. To exit flom this situation, a node is programmed to

randomly skip one of its transmission slots once in a large number of flames, so that

during the skipped slot it can listen if any of its neighbors is alsotransmitting during

the same Tx-slot. If such a situation is detected, the node simply chooses a new

feasible slot, interrupts its neighbors and transitions to the Evaluate state. Although

extremely rare, this type of collision is slightly more flequent for the synchronous

ISOMAC because of its common flame timing across the nodes.

3.3.3 Synchronous ISOMAC (ISOMA05)

Network time synchronization can be leveraged in ISOMAC by using the

following two mechanisms. First, with a common notion of flame and synchronized

slot boundaries across all nodes, the bitmaps can be used more efficiently so that a

single bit is able to represent only a single Tx-slot, as opposed to two slots as in

ISOMAC-A. As a result, a B-bit vector in ISOMAC-S can represent the slot locations

ofB neighbors as opposed 2B neighbors as in ISOMAC-A.

Second, time synchronization offers a significant simplification in the iterative
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slot movement strategy compared to that in ISOMACA. In ISOMAC-A, each node

attempts to move its Tx-slot towards the collective temporal midpoint of all its

neighbors’ slots. The midpoint was chosen because in the absence of common

flames it provided a shared temporal target for all nodes in a neighborhood. In

ISOMAC-S, since all nodes share the same flame, this midpoint approach is not

needed. Instead, nodes can move their slots towards the beginning of the common

flame, which now acts as the shared temporal target for all nodes in a neighborhood.

If a feasible slot is not found, the following steps are used in ISOMAC-S for new

slot selection.

1. Identify the neighbor which has the earliest slot in the flame. Say the location of

that slot is at time Tearly:

2. Choose a slot randomly (uniform distribution) flom the range -Br/2 to
Tearly

Tearly
+Br/2, where B is the bitmap vector length. If the feasible slot is not

found, like in ISOMACA, a binary exponential range increment is performed

till a feasible slot is found. Note that the range should not be extended beyond

the flame start boundary.

Just like in the asynchronous case (Section 3.3.2), these two steps are repeated

iteratively for all nodes in the neighborhood till a collective steady state is attained

for all the neighbors. Although this slot selection logic for ISOMAC-S is different

flom that ofISOMAC-A (see Section 3.3.2.6), its core protocol logic is still the same

as that shown in Figure 3.5.

3.4 Model for Frame Size Dimensioning and Energy Consumption
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The bounds of flame size F (in number of slots) can be computed using the

following model. For fixed packet duration of 2' seconds (header and data), the

channel capacity can be expressed as l/ 2' packets per second (PPS). IfM represents

the maximum number of combined l-hop and. 2-hop neighbors, then the wireless

bandwidth in a neighborhood is shared by (M+l) nodes. Therefore, the maximum

data rate that can be allocated to each node is: Amax =1/(r(M + 1)) (3.1).

Let the actual allocated data rate be 1101106“ PPS per node {1113241101106}: Am)

and the flame duration be Tframe seconds. For an allocation strategy of one slot

per node per flame, Tfi-ame = “ lalloc
and sinceTfmme =Fx 2', one can write

F =1/(rx/lalloc).... (3.2).

The lower bound of F is decided by the bitmap constraints. For ISOMAC-S,

since a node’s bitmap is required to represent the slots of all its N neighbors, the

length of bitmap vector: B 2 N . Also, the number of slots represented by a bitmap

cannot be larger than the flame size E Therefore,F 2 Bz N . To guarantee the

timing constraint: F 2 M +1 (3.3).

For ISOMAC-A, since each neighbor’s slot can occupy at most two bits in the

bitmap, B 2 2N . Also, since each bit may correspond to at most two slot locations,

F 228. Combing these two: F 24N (3.4). Combining those two inequalities,

the lower bound of flame size for asynchronous ISOMAC is: F 2 max(M + 1,4N)

(3.5). For the synchronous ISOMAC, the lower bound of F can be written as:

F2max(M +1,N).... (3.6). The upper bound in Equation 3.2 and the lower

bounds in Equations 3.3 and 3.4 define the feasible region for F to be chosen flom.



Note that this feasible region is defined by the packet duration, allocated rate per

node, and the network density in terms of the maximum number of combined l-hop

and 2-hop neighbors.

Like in any standard TDMA protocol, the average MAC delay is: FXT/Z

(3.7), which increases with F. As for energy consumption in ISOMAC-S, let

Tawake (in see.) he the total time that a node needs to be awake during a second for

the following operations.

Header and Data Transmission: Uptime for such transmissions is A x r see, where

the actual data rate is A PPS.

Header and Dag Reception: Since a node is required to receive data transmissions

for all its N neighbors, the corresponding wake time is A. x r x N sec.

Header-only Tmsmission: Since xi can be less than 11 the number of
alloc ,

header-only transmissions in a second is (,1 A) . Substituting
alloc _

Italloc =l/Fr the uptime for header-only transmission is (l/Fr-A)hr seconds,

where h is the ratio Theader /r .

Header-only Reception: To receive a header-only transmission, a node needs to be

awake for header duration. Total uptime for such receptions flom N neighbors is

(1/Fr—2)th seconds.

Interrupt Slot: Each interrupt slot lasts for hx 2' second, during which a node needs

to remain awake. Since there is only one interrupt slot (immediately following its

transmission slot; see Figure 3.1) per flame for it, and there are l/Frnumber of

flames per second, the node needs to remain awake for(1/Fr)hr seconds out of a full
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second. This additional wake-time, however, is not necessary when the node’s

interrupt slot is overlapped with any one of its neighbors’ transmission slots. In

ISOMAC-S, The probability of that happening is N/B, since at steady state, all N

neighbors should be represented within B slots around this node’s own transmission

slot. Therefore, the wake duration due to interrupt slots is (1 — N/B) x (l/Ft')x h r.

Adding all five components, in ISOMAC-S, a node needs to remain awake for:

l h N

T . =xir1+N + ——/t hr 1+N +— 1——awake ( ) [Fr J ( ) F[ B) (3.8)

seconds out of a full second. This quantity represents ISOMAC-S’s energy

expenditure for the duty cycle of a node’s operation.

In case of ISOMAC-A, all the energy components except the one due to the

Interrupt Slots are the same as those in ISOMAC-S. Since in ISOMAC-A, a B-bit

bitmap vector flom a node represents the slots of 2B neighbors, the probability of its

Interrupt Slot being overlapped with at least one neighbor is h N/23, When an

overlap does not occur (probabilityz1—hN/23), the wake time as in ISOMAC-S is

h/F.When an overlap does occur, the wake time due to the Interrupt Slot may or

may not be there depending on the relative slot timings of this node and its neighbors.

So the average wake duration is h/2F. Combining these with the wake up

components for Header and Data Transmission, Header-only Transmission, and

Header-only Reception, the expression for Tawake in case ofISOMAGA is:

l hN h hN

T =Ar1+N+ ——/l hr1+ +1———+-——x— 39

Equations 3.6 and 3.7 demonstrate that the energy expenditure increases with
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higher data rate, network density, and packet header duration. However, nodes are

more energy efficient with larger flame size, which inflates the MAC delay (see

Equation 3.5). This clearly indicates the delay-energy trade off in ISOMAC.

As for dimensioning the flame size F, the first step is to determine its feasible

range using Equations 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. The next step will be to choose an

appropriate value within the feasible range for striking the right balance between the

allowable MAC delay and acceptable energy efficiency for specific applications.

Note that the bitmap size is upper bounded by the flame size, which in turn is

decided by the network density (a derivative of M). Therefore, successful

dimensioning of these parameters depends on a priori knowledge about the

maximum network degree of a target network. While this is a key assumption for

ISOMAC, it is important to note that for any distributed TDMA protocol [23, 24] the

flame size needs to be dimensioned based on the network density or degree.

3.5 Multi-slot ISOMAC for Variable Traffic ’

The ISOMAC protocol logic can be extended flom is basic “one slot per flame”

mode to more general traffic scenarios in which multiple slots may have to be

assigned to individual nodes.

Following the basic ISOMAC process as described in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3,

each node first assigns itself a periodic basic slot. The basic slot is used for sending a

bitmap with information about all the node’s neighbors. Subsequently, depending on

is traffic requirements, a node can grab periodic additional slots based on the timing

information received via direct receptions and via the bitmaps received flom the
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basic slots of its neighbors. Transmissions on these additional slots do not include

bitmaps because the basic slots are already used for this purpose. The interrupt

process for the additional slots is the same as that for the basic slots.

When a node requires more bandwidth it may grab additional slots using the

process described above. When the slot is no longer required, the node stops

transmitting in the slot so that it becomes available for other nodes in the

neighborhood to choose, when they require additional network bandwidth. Also,

when a neighbor does not hear a transmission on a slot for W flames (see state

machine in Figure 3.5) it stops waking up on that slot any more to conserve energy.

If the nodal degree is N, the maximum number of two-hop neighbors per node is

NN . If each node maintains S slots (including the basic slot), then there must be

SxNN number of slots in one flame. This expression indicates the capacity

requirement of multi-slot ISOMAC protocol.

Multi-slot allocation is feasible for both ISOMAGA and ISOMAC-S. Also, there

is no restriction as all nodes should have the same number of additional slots. Each

node must have a basic slot, and a number of optional additional slots based on its

own capacity need and the availability in the local neighborhood.

Although the protocol can handle variable traffic, it is mandatory for a node to

own a slot and send a header-only transmission even when there is a no packet to be

transmitted. While the energy expense due to this header transmission can be

reduced by using a small header size, the bandwidth penalty of owning the slot

cannot be avoided. This is the basic cost associated with any in-band approach. The
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advantage of this, however, is faster slot reorganization, especially in the presence of

energy aware node sleeping which generally make a protocol less reactive.

3.6 Performance

ISOMAC has been simulated using a C-based event-driven sensor network simulator.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Network Size (number ofnodes) 100

Network density (average number of 5

neighbors)

Frame size (number of slots) 100

Bitmap size 24

Packet error rate 0%

State evaluation time W (flames) 3

Slot duration (millisecond) 5

Header duration (percentage of slot duration) 2.5%

Node deployment mode Arbitary

Data rate (percentage of xalloc) 10%

ISOMAC protocol version ISOMAC-A     
Table 3.1: Baseline system parameters in simulation

3.6.1 Experimental Parameters

We implement ISOMAC on 100 nodes that are randomly distributed within a

rectangular sensor field. While keeping the sensor transmission range fixed at 40m,

the sensor field dimensions are changed for altering the sensor density. Following the

specification in [56], we choose a radio data rate of 25.6 Kbps and fixed packet

duration of 5ms, which is also the TDMA slot duration. Unless stated otherwise, for

all experiments, the flame duration is chosen to be 100 slots and a packet header is

assumed to occupy 2.5% of a Tx-slot. As for data model, each sensor node is

allowed to generate traffic at a maximum rate of one packet per flame. All reported
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performance numbers are based on local MAC layer traffic. No end-to-end routing is

considered. Unless stated otherwise, all results correspond to the asynchronous

version of the ISOMAC.

3.6.2 Protocol Convergence

A network is considered to be in a stable state when all its nodes are in the Stable

state as shown in Figure 3.5. The convergence time is defined as the interval flom

when a new node is added to a stable network to when the network again becomes
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Figure 3.6: Convergence characteristics for ISOMAC-A

The concept is illustrated using the experimental results in Figure 3.6:a. It is

shown that a new node is added in a stable network of 29 nodes at the beginning of
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the 6‘11 flame. Addition of this 301’ node causes temporary instability by forcing three

nodes out of their ISOMAC Stable states. But eventually, the network converges by

the end of the 15th flame. Therefore, the convergence time is registered to be 9

flames.

To understand the convergence characteristics, we first experiment with a linear

network as shown in Figure 3.4. It is assumed that before a new node is added, two

disconnected sub networks, each with n nodes, are already in allocation steady sates.

The timing separation between these two disconnected sub networks is 48 slots, and

the inter-node timing separation within each sub network is 3 slots. In the scenario

depicted in Figure 3.4, nodes A, B, D and E form two physically disconnected, yet

stable allocation clusters (each with n = 2), before node C is added in such a way that

it physically connects the two disconnected sub networks. As explained in the Figure,

node C merges the two existing stable allocation clusters to form a large stable

cluster with all 5 nodes. We conduct experiments with various existing cluster sizes

(different values of n) and measure the protocol convergence time after adding the

cluster-joining node in the middle.

Convergence in such linear networks for different bitmap length is reported in

Figure 3.6:b. For each data point, the average convergence time is computed flom

500 experiments as outlined above3. Experimental results are compared with those

obtained flom an analytical model presented in Appendix A. As expected, the

 

3

Unless stated otherwise, all results reported in this section correspond to an average taken flom 500

experiments.
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convergence latency increases with network size since more ISOMAC iterations are

needed to merge larger allocation clusters (see Figure 3.4 and is explanations in

Section 3.3.2.5). Therefore, convergence in larger networks is slower in general.

Note that for larger networks (n = 3, 5), convergence is faster with larger bitmap

vectors. This is because with larger bitmap vectors, the allocation is less restrictive

due to the bitmap constraint, as explained in Section 3.3.2.2. As a result, fewer slot

movements are necessary before network-wide allocation steady states are found.

The result is faster convergence.

The final point observed flom Figure 3.6:b, is that the experimental results match

quite closely with those obtained flom the analytical model. The slight differences at

smaller bitmaps are due to a few restrictive assumptions in the model and will be

explained in Appendix A.

Convergence ofISOMAGA in a lOO-node arbitrary mesh topology is depicted in

Figure 3.7. In this experiment, 100 sensor nodes are sequentially added at arbitrary

locations in a rectangular sensor field. An example convergence trace is shown in

Figure 3.7:a, in which the convergence latency after each node addition is shown for

the first 50 nodes. Results for the last 50 nodes were not shown for the sake of

maintaining clarity in this graph.

The primary observation in Figure 3.7:a is that with increasing network size the

convergence gets slower, and with larger bitmap vector length the convergence is

faster. These indicate that the results form the model for linear networks, as shown in

Figure 3.6:b, extend for more realistic arbitrary mesh networks. Since locations of
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added nodes are arbitrary, for some nodes they can simply become a new sub

network, or a part of only one existing sub network. After addition of such nodes,

convergences are fast and are represented by small latencies mostly fewer than 5

flames. However, the large peaks in the convergence trace correspond to scenarios in

which a newly added node is forced to merge two or more disconnected sub

networks as described for a linear network in Section 3.3.2.5. Observe that with

larger bitmap vectors, there are fewer such allocation latency peaks compared to that

with shorter vectors.
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(a) Convergence trace with arbitrary node (b) Effects of bitmap vector length on

addition allocation convergence time   
Figure 3.7: Convergence in arbitrary mesh networks

The efl'ect of network density (average number of neighbors N) on convergence

latency is shown in Figure 3.7:b. In this experiment, all 100 nodes are first allowed
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to join the network and the allocation convergence latency is measured after each

node is added. Finally, the convergence average for all 100 nodes was computed.

These experiments were carried out for 500 times to compute the final average that

is reported in Figure 3.7:b.

With higher density, since more iterations are needed to get stability in a

neighborhood, the convergence latency tends to be larger. In fact, if the bitmap

vector is not sufficiently long then a convergence may not be feasible. In these

experiments with ISOMAC-A, no convergence was found when the bitmap length

was 16 for network density 5, and when the bitmap lengths were 16 and 24 for

network density 6. As shown in Figure 3.7:b, although it is evident that ISOMAC-S

performs better than ISOMACA, the average gain is never more than just one flame

duration. This implies that expensive network time synchronization can be avoided

within a sensor network running ISOMAC.

3.6.3 Sensor Deployment

In a sensor field, nodes can be added either as an Arbitrary Deployment (as in

Figure 3.7:a), or they can be added in a preplanned way so that no disconnected sub

networks are formed during the entire course of deployment. The latter case, which

we term as Connected Deployment, a newly added node is always placed in such a

way so that it can be a part of an existing connected graph. This would correspond to

a sensor deployment starting flom one side of the sensor field and then gradually

approaching to the other side of the field.

Convergence characteristics for both modes of deployments are reported in
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Figure 3.8:a. For the Connected Deployment, since the newly added nodes are never

forced to merge multiple existing allocation clusters, the convergence latency peaks

(see Figure 3.7:a) never happen. This explains why the convergences in this

deployment mode are always faster than those in Arbitrary Deployment mode.

This trend holds across all bitmap lengths and network density values that we have

experimented with. These results imply that whenever possible, a controlled sensor

deployment is desirable flom the convergence standpoint.
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Figure 3.8: Effects of sensor deployment pattern and spatial reuse in ISOMAC

3.6.4 Spatial Channel Reuse

Distributed TDMA protocols are expected to achieve spatial channel reuse [55],

which helps increasing the supported traffic for a given number of sensor nodes and

channel bandwidth. We measure spatial reuse by computing the percentage of a
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TDMA flame that is used by allocated Tx-slots. With 100 nodes in the field and our

chosen flame size of 100 slots, if there was no spatial reuse then 100% of the flame

will be occupied by the Tx-slots allocated to 100 nodes. With spatial reuse, however,

because of overlapped Tx-slots, less than 100% of the flame will be occupied.

Therefore, the lower the flame occupancy, the better the spatial reuse.

A comparison of percentage flame occupancy between ISOMAC and other

distributed TDMA protocols such as TDMA-W [24] is presented in Figure 3.8:b. The

main allocation difference between the two protocols is in the following. While slot

allocations in ISOMAC and regular TDMA protocols are constrained by the timing

constraint (see Section 3.3.2.1), ISOMAC allocations are additionally restricted by

the bitmap constraint. As a result, the Tx-slots of neighbor nodes in ISOMAC tend

to cluster together. This clustering gives rise to higher slot overlapping, which in turn

delivers lower flame occupancy compared to regular TDMA cases.

Since with smaller bitmap vectors the degree of clustering is higher, the flame

occupancy numbers are smaller. With our chosen flame duration of 100 slots, when

the bitmap vector size is increased to 50, the cluster width for ISOMAC-A

(asynchronous case) becomes 100, which is the entire flame. At this point, the effect

of bitmap constraint vanishes, and therefore, ISOMACs spatial reuse performance

becomes the same as that of regular TDMA protocols.

To summarize, due to its bitmap constraint, ISOMAC provides inherently better

spatial reuse compared to unconstrained distributed T'DMA protocols such as

TDMA-W. However, this improvement is traded for slower allocation convergence,
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especially for smaller bitmap vectors.
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3.6.5 Channel Errors

While a node is in the Stable state (see Figure 3.5), if it does not receive implicit

in-band acknowledgements flom all its neighbors for more than W flames, the node

transits flom Stable to Evaluate state. In the presence of channel errors, excessive

packet header (and bitmap) corruption can cause protocol instability due to such

undesirable transitions state transitions flom Stable to Evaluate. This impacts both

transient and steady state operations of a network.

The impact of channel errors on convergence for the lOO-node network is reported

in Figure 3.9:a. Observe that although the convergence is slower at higher channel
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errors, the actual increase in latency is just less than one flame for all bitmap lengths

and packet error rates up to 12%. This is due to the threshold parameter ‘ W’ used in

the protocol state machine. As a baseline, we use W to be 3, which means at least

three consecutive packet headers flom a neighbor has to be corrupted before a node

transits flom Stable to Evaluate state. Larger W will make the performance more

insensitive to the channel error, but at the expense of slower recovery times.
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Figure 3.10: Stability and allocation recovery under varying packet error rates

The effects of channel error in network steady state are shown in Figure 3.9:b,

which depicts the number of nodes in Stable state. These results are shown for a

packet error rate of 8%.

The steady state performance from an individual node’s perspective is depicted

in Figure 3.10. The bitmap vector length for these experiments was chosen to be 24.
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The average interval between two consecutive transitions from Stable to Evaluate is

shown in Figure 3.10:a. For example, with the value of W chosen as 3, a node

remains at the Stable state for an average duration of 4000 frames for a packet error

rate of 4%. Also, as explained in the previous paragraph, a larger W helps a node to

remain unperturbed for longer duration.
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Figure 3.11 : Energy performance ofTDMA-W and ISOMAC

The non-linear effect in Figure 3.10:a can be explained as follows. WithE as the

packet error rate, the probability of a node to be forced out of the Stable state can be

written asEW , which represents the probability of corruption of W consecutive

packets from any one of its neighbors. For N neighbors, the probability can be

written as NxEW . This expression explains the non-linear degradation of steady

state performance with packet error rate, as shown in Figure 3.1023.
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Once a node is forced out of stability due to channel errors, it waits for a transition

back to the Stable state till it receives W consecutive successful headers from all its

one-hop neighbors. We define this time as the allocation recovery latency, which is

reported in Figure 3.102b. As expected, the recovery latency is larger with higher

channel errors. Observe that for packet error rates up to 10%, the recovery time is

less than 4 frames’ duration, which is somewhat smaller than the lowest convergence

latency, as depicted in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Based on the performance reported in

Figures 3.9 and 3.10, it appears that although ISOMAC is an in-band control

protocol it can tolerate moderate packet errors up to 10% without being excessively

affected in terms of its convergence and recovery latencies.

3.6.6 Energy Consumption

Steady state energy consumption is represented by the fraction of frame duration that

a node’s wireless interface is required to remain up. Experimental and analytical

energy results (see Equation 3.7 in Section 3.4) for the asynchronous ISOMAC and

TDMA-W [24] are presented in Figure 3.11. As shown in Figure 3.11:a, for ISOMAC

with higher data rates, since more number of full packets are needed to be

transmitted and received as opposed to header-only transactions, the overall energy

consumption is larger. It also indicates that for a given data rate, if the frame size

increases, a node will have to remain up less frequently, and therefore the energy

expenditure reduces. Observe that the experimental and the model data for ISOMAC

from Equation 3.7 are in complete agreement. As shown in Figure 3. l l :a, TDMA-W

has a relatively higher energy overhead, compared to ISOMAC — especially at lower
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rates. In each flame, a node must remain awake during its wake-up slot even if it is

not transmitting or receiving during that flame. This implies that a node must expend

one full data slot worth of energy in each flame irrespective of its communication

activities. This affects TDMA-W’s energy efficiency more at lower rates, since more

often a node remains awake during its wake-up slot without any Tx/Rx activities.

With increasing data rates, the wake-up slots start getting utilized more often and

that is why the energy expenditure for TDMA-W becomes saturated at higher rates.

At steady state, even in the absence of data to be transmitted, a node in ISOMAC

requires to transmit a packet header with its bitmap during its allocated Tx-slot in

each flame. While this is essential for all its neighbors to maintain their allocation

steady states, these header transmissions consume energy that is not directly related

to sensor data. Figure 3.11:b, characterizes the energy cost with varying packet

header durations as a percentage of the total packet duration. The graph in Figure

3.11:b indicates that an increase in header size flom 2% to 10% of the packet size,

the resulting increase in node up time is less than half a percent. This linear change is

also predicted in the model presented in Equation 3.7. As in Figure 3.112a, the

experimental and the model data are in excellent agreement.

As demonstrated by the results in Section 3.6.5, excessive channel errors in the

in-band bitmap vectors cause temporary transitions from Stable to Evaluate state.

Since a node remains continuously awake in the Evaluate state, these state

transitions increase energy expenditure during the protocol steady state. This effect is

demonstrated in the experimental results shown in Figure 3.12. Since a node has to
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miss W (chosen to be 3) consecutive headers flom any of its one-hop neighbors

before it departs from the Stable state, at lower error rates such transitions do not

happen very flequently. That is why the energy consumption is somewhat insensitive

to packet error rates up to 6%. When it increases further, we see the increase in

energy expenditure. From these results, it can be concluded that although noisy

channels can worsen the energy efficiency ofISOMAC, the overall impact for packet

error rates of up to 10% is quite within a tolerable range.
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Figure 3.12: Effects of channel error on energy, clock drift on allocation stability

3.6.7 Effects 01' Clock Drift

The effects of clock drifl on ISOMACs steady state performance is reported in

Figure 3.12:b. We let each node choose a clock drift based on a given mean value

and 10% variance. The drift direction for an individual node is randomly chosen,
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either forward with time or backward. The results in Figure 3.12:b are reported as

the average duration of stable state from an individual node’s perspective. The

variance and difl”erence in drift direction cause relative clock drift, which affects the

ISOMAC-A protocol as follows.

Since [$011MC-A relies on local clock for slot and flame timing, the relative drift

can move a node’s transmission slot with respect to those of its neighbors. This can

perturb allocation stability of ISOMAC-A by progressively violating the mapping

between the relative slot locations and the information coded in the corresponding

bitmap vectors. As a result, nodes can transition flom Stable to Evaluate state, thus

affecting the stability of the protocol.

Every time a node enters into the Stable state, the average duration it stays stable

before a transition to Evaluate state due to clock drift is reported in Figure 3.12:b.

The longest possible bitmap vector (flame duration in number of slots) was used for

a network with density 4. As expected, with smaller drift (0.1 ppm as opposed to

lppm) ISOMAC-A demonstrates better stability. For example, with 1 parts per

million drift and frame size 150, a node remains in the Stable state for an average

duration of 10765 frames. With 0.1 ppm drift, the number increases to nearly a

million flames. It can be also observed that larger flames size helps improving the

allocation stability to some extent This is because with larger flame size, the

average time gap between any two neighbors’ slots is also larger, and larger gaps

make the protocol less vulnerable to the undesired slot movement due to the relative

clock drift. To summarize, the ISOMAC-A protocol can be significantly influenced
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by the clock drift, although for ISOMAC-S (the synchronous version) this is less of a
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Figure 3.13: Effects of static and dynamic multi-slot allocation

3.6.8 Multi-Slot ISOMAC

Latency-bandwidth characteristics for ISOMAGA with static multi-slot

allocation (see Section 3.5) is reported in the graphs in Figure 3.13za. During this

experiment, all nodes are statically allocated l, 2 or 3 slots per flame, including the

basic slot. As expected, with increasing date rate the latency increases following the

standard queuing pattern. Also, for the same data rate, the latency is smaller for

scenarios in which higher numbers of slots are allocated per flame. This also

indicates that statically allocating larger number of slots can enhance the sustainable



MAC data rate of the ISOMAC protocol. In addition to the simulation experiments,

we have evaluated the latency numbers using the TDMA delay analysis mechanism

presented in [57]. The latency figures are analytically computed to be

A
 D=—l—Fr+Fr +r , D=—l-Fr+£r—-—+r and

2 2(1—2) 4 4 2(1—2/2)

D = 11:, ’1 +1 for allocations of 1, 2, and 3 slots/node/flame+-—-r————-

6 6 3(1—1/3)

respectively. Figure 3.13:a demonstrates that the simulation experiments produce

results that are very close to the analytical results.

The working and the efl’ects of dynamic multi-slot ISOMAGA on latency are

demonstrated in Figure 3.13zb. In this experiment, variable capacity needs are

created by switching the data rate flom a node between 0.5 packets/flame and 1.5

packets/frame afier every 100 frames. With 1 slot/flame static allocation for the node,

the latency changes flom a moderate value for the lower data rate, to a dramatically

increased value for higher rates. This is simply because the sustainable data rate for

the l slot/flame allocation is much smaller than the required 1.5 packets/frame rate,

and therefore heavy queuing develops. For the same variable data rate, a dynamic

multi-slot allocation has also been experimented with. In this case the allocation for

that node is dynamically switched between 1 slot/frame and 2 slots/flame based on

the nodes instantaneous data rates. As evident flom Figure 3.13zb, the latency in this

dynamic case is much more contained compared to that in the static allocation case.

It is always in the range of 0.1 to approximately 5 flames compared to the case of

basic ISOMAC with static allocation.

3.7 Summary and Conclusions
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We have presented a self-organizing MAC protocol for distributed sensor

networks. In the proposed ISOMAC protocol, a fixed length bitmap vector is used in

each packet header for exchanging relative slot timing information across immediate

and up to 2-hop neighbors. It is shown that by avoiding explicit timing information

exchange, ISOMAC can work without network-wide time synchronization which can

be prohibitive for severely cost-constrained sensor nodes in very large networks.

Through simulation experiments it was shown that ISOMACis performance without

time synchronization is just marginally worse than that with synchronization. It was

also shown that a slot-clustering effect due to in-band bitmap constraints causes

ISOMAC to offer better spatial channel reuse compared to traditional distributed

TDMA protocols. Results demonstrate that with in-band bitmap vectors of moderate

length, ISOMAC converges reasonably quickly - approximately within 4 to 8 TDMA

frame duration. Also, if the bitmap is restricted within 10% of packet duration, the

energy penalty of the in-band information is quite negligible. Due to the fact that in

ISOMAC a node has to own a slot and send a header-only transmission even when

there is a no packet to be transmitted, the protocol would perform better in relatively

more uniform traffic scenarios with less such zero-traffic situations.
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Chapter 4

Cross-layer Routing Protocols in the Presence ofMAC Self

Organization

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Current MAC Self Organization Strategies in WSN

Generally contention-based protocols are susceptible to collisions and its

resulting energy inefficiency during the wake periods. Recent researches show that

this inefficiency can be avoided in Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

protocols. Since all transmissions within a TDMA MAC flame are pre-scheduled, it

is possible for a node to sleep when it is not expected to transmit or receive packets.

Such distributed TDMA approaches have been explored in protocols such as

TRAMA [23] and TDMA-W [24]. These and other TDMA based sensor MAC

protocols all attempt to achieve collision-flee slot allocation such that nodes within

up to 2-hops of each other cannot share overlapping transmission slots. Spatial reuse

can happen beyond this 2-hop neighborhood. Differences among the existing sensor

TDMA protocols [23, 24] exist in the control mechanisms for distributed slot

scheduling. But once the slots are allocated, they behave as regular TDMA protocols

and follow similar sleep-wake cycles for energy conservation.

4.1.2 End—to—End Delay due to TDMA Slot Misordering

While solving the energy saving problem at the MAC layer, the TDMA

mechanism can give rise to increased end-to-end routing layer delay. This can

happen when the TDMA slots of sensor nodes on a route are not time-ordered in the
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same sequence as the one the nodes appear on the route.

As an example, consider a data flow from node A to node D on the linear topology

in Figure 4.1:a. With the TDMA Allocation-1 (see Figure 4.1:b), a packet from

node A can be delivered to node D within a single TDMA flame duration. This is

possible because with Allocation-I the TDMA slots on the route flom A to D are

time-ordered in the same sequence as the one the nodes appear on the route itself. As

a result, when it is a node’s turn to relay a packet, the packet is already available

because it was transmitted by this node’s upstream neighbor during an earlier slot

within the same TDMA flame. For example, since node B’s TDMA slot is preceded

by node A’s slot, node B is guaranteed to have received the packet flom A before its

own allocated slot starts. The same applies to the slots for node C. As a result, the

maximum end-to-end delay in this case is bounded by the TDMA flame duration.

Note that the location of D’s slot doesn’t affect the delay in this case since D is the

sink.
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Figure 4.1: Effects ofTDMA on end-to-end delay

Now consider Allocation-2 in which the temporal ordering of the TDMA slots no
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longer coincides with the sequence of nodes on the route from A to D. This slot

misordering can introduce significant amount of end-to-end routing delay in the

following manner. A will forward a packet to B during A’s slot in Frame-1. By the

time B receives this packet, it is past B’s transmission slot in Frame-l, and therefore

B has to wait till the next flame for transmission. After B sends the packet to C in

Frame-2, the same misordering issue is faced by C. In the end, a packet from A to D

will require three complete TDMA flames, as opposed to just one flame in the case

of Allocatioon-I. In the worst case, when the N nodes on a route have the complete

reverse ordering compared to the slot allocation ordering, the end-to-end delay will

increase linearly to N-l frame duration.

This problem of increased delay due to slot misordering can be exacerbated in

sensor networks where large flame durations are usually chosen for maintaining low

duty cycles for limiting energy consumptions. In TDMA-W [24], for example, the

chosen flame duration is 1 second, which means that for a 50-hop route the worst

case end-to—end delay due to slot misordering can be as large as 50 seconds.

In sensor networks with delay sensitive applications, such large end-to-end delays

are highly undesirable. Especially for applications such as event monitoring for

tactical surveillance, intrusion detection, industrial process monitoring, and security

attack detection, such delays need to be mitigated.

The objective of this work is to introduce a Minimized Slot Misordered Routing

(MSMR) technique to limit end-to—end application delays caused by the slot

misordering problem. In MSMR, such delay reduction is achieved at the expense of
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increased energy overhead in routing layer.

4.1.3 Related Work

In the protocol D-MAC [34], the delay issue discussed above is resolved by

delay-optimized slot allocation based on pre-set routes. In [34] multipoint-to-point

data model is assumed over a routing spanning tree. Once a routing tree is

constructed, D-MAC allocates transmission slots to nodes based on their positions

on the routing tree. Nodes at the lowest level are allocated the earliest

transmission slots in a flame, and those at higher levels are allocated subsequent

slots. This slot ordering ensures that as long as traffic flows flom the lower to higher

levels within the tree, all transaction within the tree can be performed within a single

frame.

D-MAC suffers flom the following shortcomings. First, the protocol is not able to

operate in the absence of preset routes and therefore, unlike TRAMA [23] and

TDMA-W [24] it is forced to assume that only one routing tree is allowed in the

network. Second, D-MAC is not contention flee like regular TDMA. With D-MAC,

nodes at the same depth level of a routing tree share common transmission slots and

therefore they are susceptible to collisions and the subsequent energy inefliciency.

Third, D-MAC does not provide syntax for completely avoiding hidden-collisions.

Finally, it assumes unidirectional data flow towards the root. This can be restrictive

for many sensor applications where sensor programming commands need to be also

routed downstream along the tree.

The other existing approach for mitigating end-to-end delay due to MAC slot
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misordering is presented in [35]. This protocol proposes a cross-layer delay

optimization scheme that works with variable length TDMA flame. The mechanism

uses a link scheduling algorithm to find the minimum-delay schedule for given slot

lengths for all the links. While this mechanism provides a cross-layer solution to the

end-to-end delay problem, like D-MAC it also assumes unidirectional tree based

data routing, which may not be practical for a number of sensor network applications.

Also, the congestion at higher level nodes near the sink is not being considered in

[3 5]. Moreover, the variable length TDMA flame may pose a disadvantage in terms

of implementation complexity.

4.1.4 Proposed Solution

In this chapter we take a different cross-layer approach to address the delay

problem by computing minimum delay routes based on a given TDMA allocation.

Unlike D-MAC, which resolves the problem by delay-optimized slot allocation

based on pre-set routes, we seeks an opposite point of view by finding the

delay-optimized routing based on pre-set TDMA slot allocation. This is

accomplished by computing least cost routes with a link cost formulation based on

the degree of misordering of the TDMA slots of nodes across a link. The goal is that

the routing algorithm will automatically choose a route with least amount of slot

misordering on an end-to-end basis. Note that unlike D-MAC [34], which supports

only multipoint-to-point data model, our proposed protocol is data model agnostic.

The primary advantage of this Minimized Slot Misordered Routing (MSMR)

approach is that unlike in D-MAC, multiple routes can be simultaneously supported
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in a network. Also, since no specific data models need to be assumed, both

point-to-point and multipoint—to-point applications can be supported over MSMR.

Moreover, the applications can be bidirectional.

Note that MSMR is a cross-layer technique but it does not depend on the specific

TDMA allocation protocol at the MAC layer. Therefore, it is completely agnostic to

how the TDMA scheduling is achieved, as long as the steady state TDMA scheduling

is collision-flee within 2-hop neighborhood.

4.2 Minimized Slot Misorderd Routing (MSMR)

4.2.1 TDMAAllocation Model

MSMR is designed for arbitrary sensor mesh topologies using a single radio

channel with spatial reuse. Sensor nodes are assumed to be stationery and all links be

bidirectional. Upon deployment, a node executes a distributed MAC scheduling

protocol [23, 24] to be allocated a TDMA slot which is collision free from its all

l—hop and 2-hop neighbors. Frames across the network may or may not be time

synchronized based on the availability of any network time synchronization

mechanisms such as GPS.

An example of asynchronous slot allocation for the linear network in Figure 4.2:a

is shown in Figure 4.2:b. Note that in this allocation, collisions are avoided by

making all l-hop and 2-hop neighbors’ sending slots non-overlapping. However,

spatial reuse is achieved by allowing 3-hop neighbors such as A and D to share

overlapping transmission slots. Since this example allocation is asynchronous,

although their frame durations are equal, the flame boundaries of individual nodes
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are completely independent of each other. In spite of this flame asynchrony, the

allocated slots satisfy the 2-hop non-overlapping rule [23]. After a TDMA slot is

allocated, the allocation pattern remains unchanged till the network topology
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Figure 4.2: Example MAC allocation and link cost formulation

4.2.2 Link Cost Formulation

The objective of the Minimized Slot Misordered Routing (MSMR) is to avoid

mismatch between the sequential ordering of the nodes in an end-to-end route and

the temporal ordering of those nodes’ TDMA allocation. We formulate a new link

cost fimction to capture the degree of such mismatch by defining the cost of the link

LI.1 based on the relative slot timings for nodes i and nodej.

The cost Ci j for link Li jis defined as the time difference between node j’s

transmission slot and node i’s transmission slot. Example of link costs for links

LC D and LD cm Figure 4.2:a are shown in Figure 4.2:b. This formulation
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always makes the sum of the cost of linkj to i and link i toj the fixed flame duration.

In other words, the condition Ci j +Cj ,- =F is always true, where Ci jis the

cost flom node i toj, C,- j is the cost flom nodej to i and F is the flame duration,

which remains the same for all nodes. Since the MAC slot of the sink node on a

route does not contribute to the end-to-end delay, the cost of the link that contains

the sink as the receiver is always set to be zero.

The underlying meaning of this cost formulation is that Ci, -represents the time

delay flom the time a packet is received by nodej flom node i, to the time the packet

is sent out by node j. The time when the packet is received by nodej is decided by

the location of the transmission slot ofnode i.

4.2.3 Baseline MSMR Route Computation

After the link costs are assigned, a minimum cost route computation algorithm

such as Dijkstra’s can be used for computing MSMR routes. Distributed

minimum—cost routing algorithms such as Bellman-Ford can also be used for the

route computation.
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The process is fiuther explained using an example of 6-node network as shown by

the solid lines in Figure 4.3:b and 4.3:c. The synchronized MAC allocation pattern

used for link cost computation is shown in Figure 4.3:a. Routes created flom all

nodes to node-0 using a Minimum Hop Count Routing (MHCR) is shown as a

spanning tree represented by the dotted lines in Figure 4.3:b. Similarly, the spanning

tree constructed using MSMR routing flom all other nodes to node-0 is depicted in

Figure 4.3:c.

Consider the route flom node 5 to node 0, which is two hops in the case ofMHCR

routing, but three hops for the MSMR routing. This example indicates that

sometimes it is desirable to take a longer route to minimize the end-to-end delay due

to MAC slot misordering. This, however, also indicates that such delay reduction is

achieved in MSMR at the expense of larger hop-counts which in turn would cause

larger energy consumptions due to added transmissions. Therefore, it is fair to say

that MSMR is expected to mitigate the end-to-end delay by trading overall energy

efficiency.

4.2.4 Balanced MSMR to Mitigate Packet Queuing

So far, the end-to-end latency has been discussed only in terms of the delay due

to MAC slot misordering. While this is reasonable at lower traffic volumes, delay

due to packet queuing can dominate the overall end-to-end delay during congestions

at higher traflic situations. This effect is expected to be prominent at nodes near the

sink node (e. g. node-0 in Figure 4.3). Since all packets are destined towards a single

sink node, these nearby nodes are more susceptible to congestion caused by traffic
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aggregation. If the end-to-end cumulative queuing delay becomes dominating over

the delay due to MAC slot misordering, then the effectiveness of MSMR on delay

reduction is likely to diminish.

This problem can be partially mitigated by in-network data aggregation as

proposed [58].While aggregation in sensor networks can be effective for monitoring

applications with spatially correlated sensor data, it is less so for event monitoring

applications as targeted for this work.

 

/* Balanced MSll/fli’ Sensor Routing Mechanism */

Use a TDMA MAC [2, 5]for slot scheduling

For all network links Li,j{

Using the allocated MAC slots, compute link slot

misordering cost Ci jas in Sec. 2.2;

}

Create an ascending ordered list of all nodes based on

their WCR hop counts to the sink node;

for (each nodefrom the list, chosen sequentially){

Compute the MSMR routefrom this node to the sink

using the baseline MSW described in Section 2. 3;

Load traflic on this route at a target event rate;

Measure the queuing delay at each node on the

route;

Adjust the cost ofall links on the route as:

Ci,j =Ci,j +Qj, where lethE

measured queuing delay at nodej

}  
 

Figure 4.4: pseudo-code of Balanced MSMR logic

Therefore, instead of adopting data aggregation, we rely on traffic load balancing

for reducing the effects of queuing. By reducing the dominance of the queuing delay

on the overall end-to-end latency we expect to preserve the effectiveness of MSMR
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for latency reduction.

To mitigate queuing, we adopt a heuristics based centralized Balanced MSMR

mechanism. Although a distributed version is feasible, considering its additional

control and subsequent energy overhead, initially we have chosen to use a

centralized version in this paper. Moreover, as considered in protocols LEACH-C

[59] and BCDCP [60], centralized routing is deemed appropriate for networks with

static sensor nodes, as targeted in this paper. The Balanced MSMR routing logic is

outlined in the following pseudo-code in Figure 4.4.

The heuristics behind the Balanced MSMR logic is to a) load the shorter routes

with targeted traffic, b) compute the link costs as a combination of latency due to slot

misordering and queuing, and finally c) compute longer routes based on this adjusted

cost metric. Considering the queuing delay as a part of the link cost helps mitigating

this by load distribution at the routing layer. Note that the routes constructed by the

Balanced MSMR mechanism depend on a target event rate from each node. This is a

reasonable assumption in application-specific sensor networks with known

long-term event generation rates.

In the Balanced MSMR heuristics, the longer paths are constructed after the

shorter ones for the following reason. According to the presented logic, the later a

route is created, the more accurate it is because of the iterative adjustments of the

link costs during the earlier route constructions. The objective is to make the longer

routes more accurate so that the effects of inaccuracy in queuing latency estimation

are minimized across the network. In order to attain that the longer routes are
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constructed after the shorter ones.

4.3 Performance Characterization

4.3.1 Network and Data Model

MSMR has been simulated using a C-based event-driven and packet-level

sensor network simulator, and its performance has been compared with the

Minimum Hop Count Routing (MHCR). The reported results represent MAC and

routing layer modeling without a detailed PHY layer model. Since we compare the

performance of MSMR and MHCR at the routing layer, any PHY layer variation

may change the absolute routing layer performance, but the comparative

performance trends of the protocols reported here are expected to be valid.

A sensor network with nodes deployed uniformly within a circular sensor field

has been simulated. While keeping the transmission range constant, we vary the

sensor field size for experimenting with different network densities. Also, to keep

the routing trees symmetric, the sink node (access point) is always placed at the

center of the circular sensor filed.

For the MAC layer, the slot duration and the frame duration are chosen to be 5

ms and 500 ms respectively. As for the MAC, we have used the scheduling scheme

of the TDMA-W [24] sensor MAC protocol. Note that the proposed MSMR

mechanism is agnostic to the control/scheduling part of the underlying MAC

protocol. It depends only on the resulting MAC schedule, and therefore can work

with other TDMA MAC protocols [23] without any performance differences.

Event-based data is generated at a constant rate (events/sec/node) from all nodes
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except the sink node. The data is contributed flom independent sensing events which

are assumed to be occurring at nodes with a Poisson distribution. The cost modeling

is performed as explained in Section 4.2.2, and a centralized Dijkstra’s

minimum-cost algorithm is used for computing routes in both MSMR and MHCR.

In the following results, each data point corresponds to the average of 500 unique

simulation runs.

4.3.2 Effects ofMSMR on Delay

MSMR has been evaluated in a 5000-node network in which each sensor node

generates packets at a very low data rate corresponding to approximately 0.001

events per second Initially, the data rate is deliberately kept very low in order to

evaluate MSMR without packet queuing. Also, such low event rates are quite

realistic for intrusion detection applications, where the events are rare but once such

an event happens, it is required to be reported from the detecting sensor node to the
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The experimental results for two different density values are presented as a

function of hop-count in Figure 4.5. Density is defined as the average nodal degree.

The hop-count in the x-axis represents the minimum possible hop-count from a

sensor node to the sink node. From each sensor node, routes are computed to the

sink using both MHCR and MSMR, and the corresponding end-to-end delays are

measured through simulation. Afterwards, the delay values are plotted as a function

of the minimum hop-count for all nodes in the network. The end-to-end delay is

recorded as the time difference between the instant an event is detected by a sensor

node and the time when it is reported to the sink node.

Note that for the minimum hop MHCR routing the end-to-end delay is

insensitive to the network density, and therefore the graphs for MHCR with different

density values are overlapping in Figure 4.5. Also, for both MHCR and MSMR,

lower density requires longer hop-count routes.

From Figure 4.5, it is evident that for a given network density, the MSMR

routing delivers lower end-to-end delay compared to the min-hop MHCR routing at

all the hop-count values. Data flom nodes which are further from the sink benefits

more flom the MSMR routing. This monotonic dependency is due to the fact that

end-to-end delay reduction by MSMR is a cumulative effect of MAC delay

reduction over all the hops on a route.

Consider the results for density 10. For example, a packet traveling flom a node

with minimum hop-count 27 (flom the sink) the end-to-end delay with the MHCR

routing is 6.4 sec, whereas the delay with the MSMR routing is 2.9 see. In other
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words, by employing the MSMR technique, the reporting delay of an emergency

event can be reduced by up to 3.5 seconds, which is a significant amount of time for

possible remedial actions for an intrusion or disaster event. With a lower density of 5,

similar trends are observed, although with a relatively lower delay reduction. This is

because with lower density each node has fewer neighbors, and therefore MSMR has

lesser route diversity leading to a smaller delay gain.

4.3.3 Energy-delay Tradeoff

As shown in Figure 4.3, the hop-counts ofMSMR routes are always greater than

or equal to those of the corresponding MHCR routes. Larger hop-counts translate to

larger transmission energy expenditure for each packet transport to the sink, and

therefore it can be said that MSMR obtains better delay performance at the expense

of increased energy overhead. The measure for energy overhead is expressed in

ad PHo = ”MSMR "HM”CR x100%,

HMHCR

terms of Percent Hop Overhe which is

reported in Figure 4.6 as a function of hop-count. The x-axis represents the same

quantity as in Figure 4.5.

The results in Figure 4.6, together with Figure 4.5, demonstrate how the

energy-delay tradeoff plays out in the given context. As evidently seen flom Figure

4.6, the increase in PHO with hop-counts is not monotonic. The overhead is less for

packets flom the nodes which has very small or very large minimum hop-counts

flom the sink. The reason for this overhead pattern is that nodes which are closest to

the sink and farthest to the sink have less number of possible routes comparing to the

nodes in the intermediate distances.
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Figure 4.6: Effects of density and hop count on PHO

As for network density, higher densities bring in more delay reduction by MSMR

(see Figure 4.5) due to increased routing diversity. As expected, the hop overhead is

also larger for higher density. Observe this efl’ect in Figure 4.6. As Experimental

results in Figure 4.6 show that the PHO for density 10 is around two times ofthat for

density 5.

4.3.4 Effects of Congestion and Packet Queuing

To study the efi’ects of packet queuing as described in Section 4.2.4, we have

experimented with MSMR routing in a 100-node network with varying event rates.

Note that with 5ms slot duration and 500ms flame duration [24], the maximum

possible event rate is 2 events/second/node. The results of packet queuing are

reported in Figure 4.7.

Observe that for lower event rates (e.g. 0.05 events/second/node) MSMR delivers

significantly better end-to-end delay compared to the minimum-hop MHCR routing.

This result is consistent with what has been observed for a low event rate of 0.01

events/second/node in Figure 4.5. With increasing event rate, the delay performance
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of MSMR starts deteriorating due to increased packet congestions. As reported in

Figure 4.6, since MSMR uses longer routes than MHCR, it generates more overall

traffic, and as a result is more susceptible to queuing than MHCR In addition, links

with smaller MAC slot misordering cost Ci are found to be chosen in large
1'

number of MSMR routes, thus making those links highly congested. These explain

why the MSMR delay shoots up at a relatively smaller event rate (i.e. 0.15

events/second/node) compared to the MHCR routing.
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Figure 4.7: Packet queuing at higher sensor event rates

This result clearly demonstrates another tradeoff which states that MSMR routing

can reduce the overall end-to-end delay only up to a maximum allowable event rate,

which is smaller than the maximum allowable rate for MHCR.

4.3.5 Balanced MSMR for Mitigating Congestion

The effect of this Balanced MSMR on queuing is also shown in Figure 4.7. Note

that at lower event rates, where the queuing is negligible, Balanced MSMR has
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delay reduction abilities very similar to the plain MSMR. With increasing event rates,

however, the load spreading in Balanced MSMR is able to defer the congestion load

point compared to the plain MSMR. In this case, it is flom 0.15 events/second/node

to 0.25 events/second/node, which is almost a 66% improvement. Observe that for

even higher loads, the delay for Balanced MSMR eventually exceeds that ofMHCR,

thus indicating that even with load balancing MSMR is more congestion prone than

MHCR.
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Figure 4.8: Increased allowable event rate with load balancing

The percent delay reductions with respect to MHCR routing for both balanced

and unbalanced MSMR are shown in Figure 4.8. At lower event rates, MSMR

slightly outperforms its balanced counterpart. Balancing however helps significantly

in terms of sustaining the delay reduction property for higher event rates. In this case,

while delay reduction for MSMR can be achieved up to 0.15 events/second/node, the

same for Balanced MSMR is approximately 0.24 events/second/node. This is a gain

of 60% in terms of maximum allowable event rate with sustainable delay reductions.
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For very high rates, however, both MSMR and Balanced MSMR lose this property

by actually performing worse than the MHCR routing.

4.4 Summary and Conclusions

A Minimized Slot Misordered Routing (MSMR) protocol has been proposed for

end-to-end delay mitigation in sensor networks with TDMA MAC. Different from

the existing D-MAC [34], which resolves the problem by delay-optimized slot,

allocation based on pre-set routes, MSMR seeks an opposite point of view by finding

the delay-optimized routing based on pre-set TDMA slot allocation. MSMR has been

targeted towards delay sensitive sensor network applications such as tactical

surveillance, intrusion detection, and industrial process monitoring. Delay reduction

in MSMR is accomplished by computing least cost routes with a link cost

formulation based on the degree of misordering of the TDMA slots of nodes across a

link. It has been shown that with realistic TDMAmodels and sensor event generation

rates, in a 5000-node sensor network, MSMR can reduce the reporting delay of

emergency events by up to 3.5 seconds, which is a significant amount of time for

possible remedial actions. We have also shown that while controlling end-to-end

delay due to slot misordering, at higher event rates MSMR can give rise to

undesirable queuing delay as a result of congestions. We propose a centralized

Balanced MSMR routing protocol that can strike a balance between queuing delay

and slot misordering delay by adjusting link costs based on instantaneous node level

congestions.

Future work on this topic includes developing a distributed Balanced MSMR
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protocol. The goal is to avoid network wide information flooding and to let the

sensor nodes compute the delay optimal routing locally.
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Chapter 5

Application ofISOMAC for Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications for

Safety and Data Intensive Applications

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Application ofISOMAC

In Chapter 3, we provide a generic MAC self organization solution ISOMAC for

wireless sensor networks. MAC self organization can play a crucial role in many

other Ad Hoc networks such as battlefield organization, disaster recovery

management, and vehicle communication. In this chapter, we adapt the concept of

the proposed ISOMAC protocol in the context of vehicular networks.

5.1.2 Background and Motivation

The emerging Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) [61] architecture is

currently being developed for enhancing vehicle safety, driving experience, fuel

economy, and economic stimulation through safer and efficient transportation

networks. A key component of the ITS architecture is vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and

vehicle-to-roadside (V2R) communication for application data exchange between

vehicles and road-side inflastructure.

ITS applications can be categorized broadly into two kinds: safety oriented and

data intensive applications. Examples of the safety oriented applications include

Cooperative Collision Avoidance (CCA), Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control

(CACC), Emergency Xehicle Preemption (EVP), and Intersection Collision Warning

(ICW) systems. Notable examples of data intensive applications are vehicle based
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probe data collection for traffic congestion management, drive-through payment

such as the EZ Pass system, parking lot payment, enhanced route planning and

guidance, and entertainment applications such as inter-vehicle gaming and music

downloads [62]. From the networking standpoint, the safety oriented applications

generally have much stringer performance requirements including lower and

bounded delay [63], and better fairness. Whereas in data intensive applications, a

higher achievable end-to-end throughput is favorable.

Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) [62] is an emerging V2V and

V2R communication standard, which is being developed for a FCC allocated 75

MHz wide spectrum segment at the 5.9 GHz band. Although IEEE 802.11p is

currently recommended as the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol within

DSRC, like other random access protocols it does not work well at high traffic

conditions. At high traffic loads, the packet delivery latency increases due to

increased collisions, retransmissions, self-competition within a single data flow, and

cross-competition among multiple data flows [64]. Also, because of the underlying

random access, at higher loads the delivery latency becomes unpredictable, and

therefore not bounded [64, 65]. These effects could also bring down the achievable

end-to-end throughput for inter-vehicle data transfer through connections spanning

across multiple vehicles.

This implies that for a delay-sensitive ITS safety application such as Cooperative

Collision Avoidance (CCA) [66], 802.11 may not be able to provide the required

small and bounded message delivery latency. This problem has been identified and
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various solutions have been proposed in [63, 67]. It has been demonstrated that the

stated latency problem is severer in the presence of vehicle crowding and broadcast

storm in the events of road emergencies. The required end-to-end throughput is not

provided in the data intensive applications by 802.11.

The above problems and requirements challenge the MAC self organization in the

vehicular networks. To address those delay issues, which are far different flom

wireless sensor networks, we adapt the previous ISOMAC of wireless sensor

networks and develop an alternative MAC layer architecture that can support ITS

safety applications by providing bounded delivery latency over a DSRC network.

The adapted TDMA protocol yghicular Self-Qrganizing MAC (VeSOMAC) is

self-configurable and firlly distributed just like ISOMAC, and capable of low-latency

data delivery with fast allocation convergence achieved by slot scheduling based on

the relative location, speed and other context parameters of a vehicle platoon, and the

application-specific data flow within the platoon.

5.1.3 Related Work

The desirable features [41] of a MAC protocol for V2V and V2R applications

include a) small and bounded delay, b) inter-vehicle fairness, c) scalability with

vehicle crowding, d) distributed operation, and e) the ability to cope with frequently

changing network topology caused by vehicle movements.

The vehicular MAC protocols in the literature are again in two broad categories:

contention-based and schedule-based. The contention based approaches have the

advantage of not being sensitive to underlying mobility and topology changes. As a
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result, unlike for the schedule-based protocols, vehicle movements do not impose

any reconfiguration overhead due to the network topology changes. This is a

significant advantage. The unbounded delay issue however, applies to all protocols

in this category because of their underlying random access. A number of variations

of CSMA/CA and 802.11 have been implemented in [36-38]. Although somewhat

mitigated, the firndamental issue of unbounded delay still remains within this

category of protocols.

Note, however, these contention based approaches are completely agnostic about

the underlying mobility and topology changes. As a result, unlike the schedule-based

protocols as explained later, the vehicle movements do not impose any

reconfiguration overhead due to the topology changes. This is a major advantage of

the contention based approaches in vehicular networks.

The protocols in [39, 40] and [23] propose schedule-based TDMA mechanisms,

in which TDMA slots are self-selected by the nodes in a distributed manner. While

providing bounded data plane latency, the contention based slot allocation process

itself involves collisions, which are stochastically resolved. As a result, the slot

reallocation due to topology change may often incur a large upfront delay before the

application data can start or resume flowing. The protocol in [67] proposes to

configure a token ring protocol so that the maximum delivery delay is always

bounded by the round-trip token time. Although being bounded, the delay can be

very large for large rings due to high vehicle crowding. This can be addressed by

having multiple rings, but then the ring management with frequently changing
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topology can cause huge upfront reconfiguration delays. MCS/CDMA [68] is another

schedule based protocol that uses CDMA code scheduling. Each vehicle has to have

parallel receiver matched filters corresponding to all the codes used. If the search for

flee code is done sequentially, it could take long time when the number of vehicles

involved is large. This will add substantial reconfiguration latency in the event of a

topology change. Also, when there are more vehicles than the number of codes, there

could be a contention for flee codes resulting in large delays in channel access. The

protocol LCA [41] proposes a scheduled MAC, in which TDMA slots are allocated

based on a vehicle’s instantaneous geographical location, which is pro-allocated a

TDMA slot. This mechanism offers bounded delay, and also there is no

reconfiguration latency due to network topology changes. However, the system

requires complete pro-mapping of geographical locations to TDMA slots, which may

have practical limitations especially when the huge geographic coverage of a

transportation system is considered. Also, dimensioning optimal cell size for varying

application requirements and vehicle density is a non-trivial problem.

The following distributed TDMA protocols, which were proposed for wireless

sensor networks, can also be considered in the context of vehicular networks. The

protocols TDMA-W [24] and DRAND [69] both use an out of band handshake

signaling mechanism for distributed TDMA slot allocation. Nodes send control

packets during scheduled data slots, and that is how the neighbors’ allocation

information is disseminated. Based on its neighbors’ allocation information, a node

is able to select a collision-flee transmission slot, which is used for subsequent data
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as well as control packet transmissions. Both these protocols have been designed for

networks with limited node mobility, since flequent topology changes may require

substantial reconfiguration latency caused by the two-way handshake signaling

needed after every topology change event.

The protocol ZMAC [70] offers a hybrid solution, in which although each node

is allocated a dedicated TDMA slot, the nodes are allowed to contend for bandwidth

using CSMA with a goal to improve the bandwidth usage. This protocol too, due to

its out-of-band allocation signaling, may suffer flom high slot reallocation latency

afier a network t0pology change. The protocol D-MAC [34] allocates node and route

aware TDMA slots with a goal of minimizing the end-to-end application delay. The

primary difliculty of applying D-MAC to the targeted vehicular applications is that

the MAC protocol assumes preset routes, which are not feasible in most safety

related applications for their latency constraints. Additionally, the protocol does not

provide syntax for completely avoiding hidden-collisions, which can prove

detrimental to safety critical vehicular applications.

From the existing literature we conclude that schedule based protocols are desirable

for their bounded delays, which is a critical requirement for ITS safety applications

which require fast reconfiguration and low message delivery latency. However, the

primary researchable question still remains: how to cope with flequent topology

changes by fast TDMA reconfiguration. This paper attempts to address this key

question.

5.1.4 VeSOMAC: Vehicular Adaptation ofISOMAC
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A distinctive feature of the adapted Ehicular Self-Crganizing MA_C (VeSOMAC)

is its distributed design with fast schedule reconfiguration for coping with vehicular

topology changes. Distributed design allows MAC allocation without having to

depend on roadside inflastructure or virtual schedulers such as leader vehicles. This

allocation autonomy, coupled with the bitmap based in-band signaling mechanism,

allows VeSOMAC to perform fast slot reconfiguration after topology changes in

dynamic scenarios such as highway platoon mergers, vehicle passing, and other

urban traffic situations. Fast slot reconfiguration translates into low upflont latency

(during a topology change) which was noted to be a serious issue for other

deterministic protocols in [67] and [68].
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Figure 5.1: Location aware MAC allocation by synchronous VeSOMAC

VeSOMAC is adapted to be vehicle location and movement aware for application
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specific delay provisioning. Consider the Cooperative Collision Avoidance (CCA)

application as shown in Figure 5.1:a. After an emergency event (e.g. an accident) in

flont of the platoon A-B-C-D, the platoon head A periodically broadcasts warning

messages instructing other vehicles to slow down for avoiding collisions4 [66, 72].

Such warning messages are to be forwarded across the entire platoon with minimum

possible delivery latency, by and to all vehicles. With an example TDMA allocation

[39] with arbitrarily slot placement (Figure 5.1:b), it will take three TDMA flames

before the message generated by vehicle A will be delivered to all vehicles in the

platoon. However, with a possible VeSOMAC allocation, in which slots are allocated

based on the vehicles’ relative locations (see Figure 5.1:c), the delivery delay can be

significantly reduced. In this example, all messages can be delivered within a single

flame. This improvement can be much more pronounced for larger platoons. This

way VeSOMAC can effectively enhance highway safety by leveraging its ability to

allocate slots based on location, speed, and other vehicular contexts.

The adapted VeSOMAC inherently has all the advantages ofISOMAC. Furthermore,

the avoidance of out-of-band explicit signaling makes VeSOMAC a faster

reallocation, which is particularly suitable for vehicular applications with frequently

changing network topologies. Finally, an option of sequential TDMA slot allocation

with respect to vehicles’ physical positions allows VeSOMAC to reduce message

delivery delays for a number of highway safety applications such as Cooperative

 

An example: on a 2004 foggy morning, more than 200 cars were involved in a multi-car pile-up on

1-96 near Iansing MI [71].
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Collision Avoidance.

5.2 VeSOMAC Protocol Adaptation Details

5.2.1 Adapted Frame and Slot Structures

The adapted VeSOMAC generally has the same flame and slot structure as

ISOMAC like shown in Figure 5.2. Similarly to ISOMAC, in VeSOMAC it is

mandatory for each vehicle to send a packet every flame, even if no application data

is available.
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Figure 5.2: Slot structure and steady allocation in adapted asynchronous VeSOMAC

The only difference we make to the adapted VeSOMAC is that we remove the

“interrupt” sub-slot slot flom ISOMAC flamework. The purpose of the interrupt slot

in ISOMAC is to advertise existence of newly joined node to sleeping neighbors. As

we stated before, energy is less a consideration in the vehicular networks. The
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adapted VeSOMAC requires nodes to maintain awake all the time. Thus there is no

chance of missing joining advertisement because of in sleeping mode. The structure

of interrupt sub-slot consequently fades out flom the adapted VeSOMAC logic.

VeSOMAC operates in both synchronous and asynchronous modes just like

ISOMAC.

5.2.2 Adaptation ofISOMAC Protocol Logic for the proposed VeSOMAC

5.2.2.1 Timing and Bitmap Constraints Adaptation

The adapted VeSOMAC still follows the timing and bitmap constraints as defined

in ISOMAC. The timing constraint is hold for any distributed TDMA MAC protocol.

There is no change in the timing constraint at all in VeSOMAC. Spatial reuse in

VeSOMAC is accomplished by allowing vehicles which are more than two hops

away to share TDMA slots as usual.

Convergence results flom ISOMAC show that larger bitmap vectors can attain

faster convergence. The VeSOMAC logic potentially could completely remove the

bitmap constraint by having the maximum B value (flame size). Even with the

largest required bitmap vector, which is the flame duration in number of slots, the

number of bits required is usually much smaller (around 5% [73, 74]) compared to

the entire data packet, and therefore its capacity overhead can be considered

negligible. In addition to the function of the “dummy packet” in ISOMAC,

VeSOMAC obtains more responsive slot reorganization compared to the out-of-band

mechanisms that rely on explicit reallocation signaling without contribution to any

form of channel congestion.
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5.2.2.2 Location Aware Slot Ordering for Delay Reduction

As shown in the Allocation-2 in Figure 5.1:c, one way to achieve location aware

delay reduction is to temporally order the slots in the same sequence as the vehicles

appear in a platoon. A packet flom the platoon-flout A can now be delivered to the

platoon-tail D within a single flame duration. This is because when it is a vehicle’s

turn to relay a packet, the packet is already available because it was transmitted by

this vehicle’s upstream neighbor during an earlier slot within the same flame. For

example, since B’s slot is preceded by A’s slot, B is guaranteed to have received the

packet flom A before its own slot starts. The same applies to the slot for C. As a

result, the maximum end-to—end delay in this case is bounded by the frame duration.

The absence of location-aware slot ordering introduces end-to-end delay in the

following manner. According to the allocation in Figure 5.1:b, vehicle A will forward

a packet to B during A’s slot in Frame-1. By the time B receives this packet, it is past

B’s transmission slot in Frame-l, and therefore B has to wait till the next flame for

transmission. After B sends the packet to C in Frame-2, the same misordering issue

is faced by C. In the end, a packet flom A to D will require three complete TDMA

frames, as opposed to just one frame in the case ofAllocatioon-I. In the worst case,

when all N vehicles in a platoon have the complete reverse ordering, the end-to-end

delay will be N-I frame durations. Therefore, in order to minimize end-to-end

routing delay, VeSOMAC allocation needs the following constraint to be satisfied.

Ordering Constraint: If two vehicles 1' andj are geographical neighbors and is

location is ahead ofj in the platoon, then is chosen slot should be earlier than j is
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slot in the time domain.

The ordering constraint is optional, and it is useful when the wireless messages

flowing flom the flont to the tail of a platoon are more delay critical than the

messages flowing in the reverse direction. While this is generally true for most ITS

safety applications, a reverse requirement can be accommodated by adjusting the

definition of the constraint itself. A disadvantage of the ordering constraint is that it

can delay the self-configuration process of VeSOMAC by slowing down its

convergence. More about convergence will be discussed later in Section 5.2.2.5.

5.2.2.3 Transmission Slot Feasibility Adaptation

Besides timing, bitmap constraints in ISOMAC, the feasible transmission slot of

VeSOMAC has to satisfy the ordering constraints as defined in Section 5.2.2.2.

The definition of feasible slots now becomes: within the admissible region, a

feasible time region for a vehicle is defined by the duration which is sooner (on the

left on time axis) than the slots of all its rear neighbors, and later (on the right on the

time axis) than the slots of all its flont‘ neighbors. Any slot chosen within the feasible

region will satisfy all the protocol constraints.

Consider the VeSOMAC example in a highway platoon scenario in Figure 5.4. A

new vehicle R joins in between two unconnected vehicles P and Q. Bitrnaps (with

length 4) flom P and Q, as received by the new vehicle R, are shown in Figure 5.4:a.

The shared ‘0’s in the bitmaps of P and Q indicate an admissible time region for

vehicle R. The feasible region is indicated in Figure 5.4:a.
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Figure 5.3: Adaptation ofISOMAC feasible slot scenarios in example VeSOMAC
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ProofofFeasibilitjy: Like in ISOMAC timing and bitmap constraint is guaranteed.

Also, since the admissible region is both sooner than Rs rear neighbors’ (Q and its

neighbors) slots and later than R 3 front neighbors’ (P and its neighbors) slots, the

ordering constraint is also satisfied. Therefore, in Fig. 4:a, the entire admissible

region is also a feasible region.

Scenarios in Figure 5.3:b and c are same as ISOMAC. In Figure 5.3:d although an

admissible region is found, a feasible region is not there because of a violation of the

ordering constraint. This is because although the admissible region for R is later than

vehicle P’s slot, a slot cannot be chosen from the admissible region so that it lies

sooner than Q’s slot.

5.2.2.4 Adapted VeSOMAC Protocol Overview

Similar to ISOMAC, the key strategy is that if a newly joined vehicle cannot

immediately identify a feasible time region, it first chooses a non-feasible slot that

lies on the right side of the slot of the vehicle immediately ahead in the platoon. At

this stage, the ordering constraint for the rear neighbor is not satisfied and the

bitmap constraint may or may not be satisfied. In the following iterative slot

movement each vehicle attempts to place its slot behind the slot of its immediate

front neighbor.

Contrast to ISOMAC, both the initial slot selection and the iterative slot

movement process require a vehicle to know its neighbors’ location information.

This is accomplished by including a vehicle’s location in the header of each of its

transmitted packets. This is a reasonable assumption for most of the ITS application
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models [67, 75] with access to onboard GPS systems.

Consider the topology in Figure 5.4, in which the allocation step-l depicts

Tx—slots chosen by vehicles A-E before vehicle C enters the network. Here we

assume the maximum bitmap length (fi’ame length), thus eliminating the bitmap

constraint. Therefore, we only consider the timing and the ordering constraints. With

the allocation in step-1, vehicles A, B, D, and E each has a collision free slot that

satisfies the timing constraint. Also vehicle pairs A-B and DE individually satisfy

the ordering constraint. This is because Ais slot is ahead of Bis, and Dis is ahead of

E is. As a result, at step-1 all vehicles are at a steady allocation state.
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Figure 5.4: Iterative slot movements for allocation convergence

Upon entering the network, C learns about the slot locations of its l-hop

neighbors B and D from their periodic transmissions, and the 2-hop neighbors (A and

E) through the bitmaps in B ’s and Dis packet headers. Since the temporal gap

between Bis and Dis slots is less than a single slot, C is not able to find a slot
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satisfying the ordering constraints with respect to both B and D. As shown in step-2,

unable to find a feasible slot, C chooses a collision free but non ordering-constraint

compliant slot right after E ’s slot. With this, the ordering constraint with respect to B

is satisfied but not with respect to D. Since at the end of step-2 the slot ordering of

CD is reverse to their physical ordering, now vehicles D and C cannot satisfy the

ordering constraint, and therefore their allocations become unstable. Vehicles A, B

and E however still remain stable.

Responding to its own instability, in step-3 D moves its slot after its front

neighbor C is slot for satisfying the ordering constraint. Similarly in step-4, E moves

its slot after Dis slot. After these moves, the allocation slot ordering of the platoon

becomes consistent with the vehicles’ physical ordering. Finally, the allocation

pattern after step-4 becomes compliant with the timing, bitmap and the ordering

constraints, and therefore it is considered to be stable.

To summarize, the core idea of VeSOMAC logic adaptation is to let each vehicle

iteratively move its slot following its immediate front neighbor’s slot until a

combined allocation pattern which is stable for all vehicles in the neighborhood

emerges.

If the ordering constraint is removed, the iterations above become much simpler.

In Figure 5.4, the allocation reconfiguration will now stop at step 2 after C chooses

its slot. This indicates a much faster convergence (2 steps) compared to the one with

ordering constraint scenario (4 steps) as explained above. Generally speaking, by

removing the ordering constraint in VeSOMAC, it is possible to trade data plane
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delay for faster protocol convergence during a topology change.

5.2.2.5 Generalized Slot Selection Logic of VeSOMACAdaptation

After joining a network, if a vehicle finds no feasible slot as defined in Section

5.2.2.3, it picks a collision-free slot (satisfying bitmap and timing, but not the

ordering constraint) that is chosen randomly (uniformly distributed) within B.r

duration after the slot of its immediately front vehicle. If no such collision-free slot

is found, the same binary exponential logic in ISOMAC applies.

5.2.2.6 Inherent Collision Detection and Resolution Logic

Packet collisions in VeSOMAC are resolved using the exact logic used in

ISOMAC. Note that the VeSOMAC logic can handle collisions in the presence of

interference range as used in 802.11 or any kinds of packet collision caused by

special vehicle network scenarios. Consider a situation with two vehicles A and C,

which are more than two hops away and sharing a transmission slot. Another vehicle

B is only Ais l-hop neighbor but within C is interference range. In this situation, B

can not receive a message from A, since it will be corrupted due to the interference

from vehicle C. According to VeSOMAC/ISOMAC logic, vehicle B in this situation

will not acknowledge to Ais transmission in its bitmap, therefore vehicle A will

eventually move its time slot thus resolving the collision with C. This means that the

timing constraint in VeSOMAC/ISOAMC for 2-hop communication range turns into

an equivalent constraint for Z-hop interference range, when the latter is considered.”

5.2.2.7 Protocol State Machine Adaptation

Adapted VeSOMAC protocol state machine with all three constraints is presented
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in Figure 5.5, and the equivalent pseudo-code is depicted in Figure 5.6. In general

VeSOMAC logic follows the same routine as ISOMAC logic. Only difference is the

adapted VeSOM4C has three constraints as opposed to two constraints in ISOMAC.

Since the asynchronous VeSOMAC relies on local clock for slot and frame timing,

the relative clock drifi between vehicles can move a vehicle’s transmission slot with

respect to those of its neighbors. This can perturb allocation stability of VeSOMAC

by progressively violating the mapping between the relative slot locations and the

information coded in the corresponding bitmap vectors. As a result, nodes can

transition from Stable to Evaluate state, thus affecting the stability of the protocol.

With periodic time synchronization using onboard GPS, the relative drift is

periodically reset, and therefore it is less of an issue for the synchronous VeSOMAC.
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Figure 5.5: Adapted State machine for the VeSOMAC protocol with all constraints
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/* VESOMACProtocol Logicfor Each Vehicle */

Arbitrarily choose the MACfi'ame boundary;

Listen:

Listen to the existing networkfor Wflames;

// observe received transmissions to know the slot

// location ofall I—hop neighbors; also observe the

// bitmaps in the l-hop neighbors' transmissions to

// know the slot location ofall 2-hop neighbors

choose a slot using the logic described

in Section 2.3.6;

Evaluate:

Periodically transmitpackets using the chosen slot

and listenfrom neighborsfor Wframes;

if(W is over && bitmap/timing/ordering constraints

are all satisfied)

goto Stable;

else{

Move the slot using the logic described in

Section 2.3.5;

goto Evaluate;

}

Stable:

Periodically transmitpackets using the chosen slot;

If(violation ofat least one constraintpersists

for Wframes){

Move the slot using the logic described in

Section 2.3.5;

goto Evaluate;

If(new neighbor vehicle arrives or topology

changes orpackets get corrupted due to channel

errors) {/* do not change slot */

goto Evaluate;

}
 

Figure 5.6: Pseudo code for the adapted VeSOMAC with all constraints

Due to the capacity scarcity created by inappropriately dimensioned frame size (see

Section 3.4) when collisions are unavoidable in VeSOMAC, the optimality of

allocation can be defined as how fairly the collisions are cycled among the

participating vehicles. The objective is to prevent only a specific set of vehicles from

suffering repeated slot collisions while the others enjoying the available bandwidth.

According to the collision resolution logic in section 5.2.2.6, the implicit
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acknowledgement mechanism in VeSOMAC forces the vehicles with colliding slots

to move their slots so that the slot collisions are uniformly and randomly shifted

around the vehicle in the neighborhood of limited capacity.

The model offlame size dimension in adapted VeSOMAC is same as in ISOMAC.
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Figure 5.7: VeNTSim: ITS application and network evaluation/planning tool

5.3 Performance Evaluation

A hybrid simulation system for joint evaluation of different wireless network

technologies, including their MAC and routing protocols, ITS applications, and

vehicle following logic with drivers’ behavior has been developed for evaluating the

UICW and other applications under difi’erent MAC protocols. Figure 5.7 depicts the

architectural components of our VeNTSim system which is designed to be open for

incorporating the evolving DSRC and other radio technologies, ITS applications [62],

and their required network protocols. Using VeNTSim, Both DSRC and non-DSRC

radio technologies, including WiMax [62] and Cellular mechanisms [62] can be
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architecturally evaluated for characterizing their impacts on heterogeneous ITS

applications and use cases outlined by the research community and various

standardization consortiums.

The networking functions in VeNTSim has been developed on top of ns-2 network

simulator [76] by adding a vehicle mobility module that can react to the received

wireless messages according to the modeled vehicle following logic with various

drivers’ reaction models. An ITS application modeling module capable of simulating

a series of ITS applications such as cooperative collision control, cooperative cruise

control and emergency vehicle preemption [62] has been also added The

synchronous version of VeSOMAC has been implemented at the ns-2 MAC layer, so

that they can be compared with the 802.11 protocol running in the same radio

environment. 802.11 is chosen for comparison is simply because it is the current

DSRC recommending protocol. The architecture of VeNTSim is designed to be open

for incorporating evolving DSRC and ITS applications [62], and their required

network protocols.

5.3.1 VeSOMAC Protocol Convergence

Afier a network topology change, the convergence latency for VeSOMAC is

defined as the time interval from when at least one vehicle becomes unstable to

when all the vehicles become Stable, as defined in the state machine in Figure 5.5.

The scenario shown in Figure 5.8 corresponds to an instability triggered by a vehicle

passing 40 vehicles in a platoon. From the VeSOMAC standpoint, the platoon is

stable till the 8th frame, when the switching takes place. The vehicle passing causes
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temporary instability by forcing at least two vehicles (not necessarily always the

passing and the last-passed vehicles) out of their VeSOMAC stable states. But

eventually, the network converges after 11 flames, which is 0.11 second for lOms
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Figure 5.8: VeSOMAC convergence dynamics after a topology change

5.3.1.1 Platoon Merger

Figure 5.9 depicts convergence performance when two platoons, with

individually stable VeSOMAC allocation, merge together. A bitmap size of 96 bits,

which is closed to the flame size (100 slots), has been used for eliminating the

bitmap constraint (see Section 3.3.2.2). Convergence during a platoon merger is

needed because certain vehicles within the merging platoons may have had slots that

can violate the timing and/or the ordering constraints after the merger. Therefore,

post-merger slot movements are needed to resolve such situations. Observer that the

convergence latency is always smaller without the ordering constraints, because

convergence in this case is needed for fewer nodes which violate only the timing
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constraint. Also, the convergence is faster when two platoons of 10 and 40 vehicles

merge, compared to the 20 and 30 vehicles case. The results in Figure 5.9

demonstrate that during mergers of practical size highway platoons, the allocation

convergence latency of VeSOMAC remains within only few hundreds of milliseconds,

which are deemed acceptable for ITS related applications. It is also evident that the

ordering constraint in VeSOMAC logic can be used for trading reduced data plane

latency for slower protocol convergence.
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Figure 5.9: VeSOMAC convergence latency for platoon mergers

5.3.1.2 Intra-platoon Vehicle Passing

Figure 5.11 reports VeSOMACis convergence performance when a vehicle passes

few vehicles in flont to get ahead in the platoon. Convergence after a passing is

needed because a passing vehicle’s slot can violate the timing and/or ordering

constraints of the vehicles that it is passing and the ones in the neighborhood of its

new location in the platoon. As expected, the convergence latency increases with
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longer passing events because more vehicles’ slots are prone to be violated in these

cases. Also, the absence of the ordering constraint does expedite the convergence

process. For all the experimented scenarios within a SO-vehicle platoon, the

post-passing allocations have always converged within 100 ms, when the ordering

constraint was not used. Notice that the convergence time of 40 vehicle-passing is

the largest. The reason for is explained as followed. The slot distance between two

immediate vehicles is 2.5 slots on average. Considering the flame size is 100 slots in

our experiments. This means that on average every 40 vehicles, the slot position will

be repeated. As a result, passing 40 vehicles has the largest probability to have a

VeSOMAC slot collision. This explains why the convergence time of passing 40

vehicles is the largest. And the convergence would not increase as passing more
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Figure 5.10: VeSOMAC convergence latency for intra-platoon vehicle passing

VeSOMAC has a speed-aware component which prevents a passing vehicle from
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perturbing the allocation stability of the vehicles that it passes at a higher speed. The

relative speed is inferred flom the vehicle-location and timing information in the

packet headers. A vehicle’s VeSOMAC state machine does not react to the

transmissions from neighbors with relative velocity larger than a pre-defined

threshold. This way, the effects of passing shows up only after the passing vehicle

settle down at a platoon location.

We have observed the convergence behavior with different size of the bitmap

vectors. As expected, since with larger bitmap size the bitmap constraint becomes

weaker, the convergence becomes faster. For example, in an experiment in which a

vehicle passes five other vehicles, the convergence latency was registered to be 0.54

sec. and 0.49 sec. for bitmap size of 72 and 96 respectively. With ordering

constraint turned on, the absolute values have dropped but they showed similar

bitmap dependency. This indicates that whenever possible, the largest possrble

bitmap size should be used for the fastest protocol convergence.

Although the evaluation has been focused primarily on highway situations, the

VeSOMAC architecture is fully extendible for other traffic and application scenarios

including data streaming, internet services, vehicle-to—roadside and urban

intersections, and bi-directional highway traffic.

5.3.2 Highway Scenario Performance

The experiments in this paper were carried out for the CCA application on a

one-lane highway platoon scenario [72] with DSRC radio communications. V2V

communication was leveraged for reducing chain vehicle crashes caused by
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emergency events in flont of moving highway platoon. First, an emergency event is

simulated in flout of a moving platoon. Upon detecting the event, the platoon-flout

vehicle rapidly decelerates (8 m/s2) [77] and starts broadcasting periodic Wireless

Collision Warning (WCW) packets with the format (event-id, sequence-number).

While the event-id remains constant for an event, the sequence-number is

incremented within subsequent WCW packets, transmitted once in every lOOms [37,

66]. Upon receiving a WCW packet for an event for the first time, each vehicle in the

platoon starts decelerating (4 m/sz) [78] in order to avoid any impending collision

due to the emergency event. Also, it rebroadcasts the packet only when it receives it

for the first time. Fast and reliable WCW message delivery across the platoon is

expected to reduce the number of vehicles involved in a chain collision [66, 72].

The CCA application was simulated in the presence of background UDP traffic

generated by data intensive ITS applications. Because of their non-deterministic

message recipients, all CCA traffic is forwarded using MAC layer broadcasts

coupled with multi-hop broadcast forwarding [66]. The data intensive traffic is

unicast forwarded both at MAC and routing layers. Unless specified otherwise, we

have always used the worst case VeSOMAC allocation in which the TDMA slot

ordering is completely reverse to the vehicle ordering in a platoon. The purpose is to

evaluate VeSOMAC’s worst case application impacts compared to 802.11. The

baseline vehicle, network, and VeSOMAC parameters are summarized in Table 6.1.

Each presented data point corresponds to the average flom 500 independent

simulation runs.
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Platoon Size 50 vehicles

Vehicle Speed 68 mph (30 m/sec)

Inter-vehicle Spacing 25m to 45m 5 [0.8 sec to 1.5 sec]

Vehicle Length 4 m

Emergency Deceleration 8 m/s2

Regular Deceleration 4 m/s2

Drivers’ Reaction Time 0.75 sec to 1.5 sec

Network Related

Channel DSRC 5.9 GHz band, 24Mbps

Radio Model Two ray ground

Radio Range 300m

MAC Protocols IEEE 802.11 and Worst case VeSOMAC-Synchrorrous

WCW Packet Size 300 bytes (0.1 ms)

WCW Message Period 100 ms

VeSOMAC Frame Size 100 packets (10 ms)

VeSOMAC Bitmap Size 96 Bits (very weak bitmap constraint)

VeSOIlMC Evaluation Time W = 3 flames

Table 5.1: Baseline experimental parameters
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Figure 5.11: Efficiency of VeSOMAC for reducing vehicle crashes in CCA

application
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5.3.2.1 Highway Vehicle Crash Performance

Effects of Vehicle Spacing: The number of vehicles crashed as a percentage of a

50-vehicle platoon is plotted in Figure 5.11. With the CCA system turned off, if the

vehicles decelerate based only on the tail brake light of the flont cars, then for this

entire range of vehicle spacing, all cars in the platoon were found to crash in a chain

collision. However, as shown in Figure 5.11, by turning the CCA system on, with

VeSOMAC as the MAC layer protocol, it was possible to bring the platoon collision

down to 8%, when the vehicle spacing is nearly one second (i.e. 30 111). With 802.11,

however, the vehicle crash probabilities are observed to be significantly higher,

especially for closely following vehicles. As expected, fewer vehicles crash with

increasing vehicle spacing. This is because with larger inter-vehicle space a vehicle

gets a longer time cushion for safely decelerating to a stop before crashing into the

vehicle in flont
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Figure 5.12: The effects ofbackground non-safety traffic on avoiding vehicle crashes
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Effects of Backggound Traffic: As shown in Figure 5.12, the performance

advantage of VeSOMAC over 802.11 is maintained for a large range of background

traffic load flom the non-safety applications. Unlike 802.11, for which the MAC

layer delivery delay goes up with the background traffic due to increased access

contentions, the TDMA based VeSOMAC’s delay is virtually insensitive to the

amount of background traffic. This is because of zero packet collisions, which

explain why the vehicle crash count remains flat for VeSOMAC with increasing

background traffic. For 802.11, on the other hand, the crash count increases linearly

beyond background traffics of 25 ppsv and 35 ppsv for vehicle spacing of 25m and

45m respectively.

The cross-platoon message delivery latency for an example run of CCA with

VeSOMAC is presented in the top graph of Figure 5.13. Latency is defined by the

duration between when the emergency event occurs at the platoon front and when a

corresponding WCW message is delivered to a vehicle. Relative stop distances

between consecutive vehicles are reported in the middle graph. Since the vehicle

length is assumed to be 4m, any relative stop distance of4m or less corresponds to a

crash. For vehicles avoiding a crash, the relative distance thus indicates the margin

of safety provided by CCA. The bottom graph further reports the severity of vehicle

crashes in terms of the relative speed between two crashing vehicles. Any relative

speed which is greater than zero indicates a crash, and its magnitude indicates the

crash severity.
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Figure 5.13: Latency and crash statistics for CCA with VeSOMAC
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Results for an example CCA run with 802.11 MAC are reported in Figure 5.14.

For VeSOMAC, since there are no packet collisions and the cross-platoon latencies

are very small (up to only 51 ms), the only crashes are in the platoon front. These

crashes are due to the lack of enough distance cushions and cannot be avoided with

CCA even with zero message delivery latency. For 802.11, due to packet collisions

and delay unpredictability, the WCW message latency increases significantly

towards the rear of the platoon, where the broadcast traffic load increases

progressively. This abrupt increase in latency flom few milliseconds to few seconds
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causes a cluster of vehicles to crash due to insufficient reaction time for their drivers

to brake. This explains the chain crashes at the middle of the platoon. For the

vehicles towards the rear, although the absolute latencies are very high, the relative

latency is small. Therefore, all vehicles get suflicient time to react, thus avoiding

crashes. This explains why there are no crashes towards the platoon end. Crash

performance flom these example CCA runs with VeSOMAC and 802.11 are

consistent with the average crash results flom 500 different experiments presented in

Figure 5.11 and 5.12.
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Figure 5.14: Latency and crash statistics for CCA with 802.11
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Figure 5.15: Effects of channel error on cooperative collision avoidance

Effects of Channel Errors: Crash performance with independent bit errors (no

fading and burst errors were modeled) are reported in Figure 5.15. With increasing

packet errors up to 80%, VeSOMACis crash performance is insensitive to the errors,

whereas for 802.11, the crashes steadily increase. For 802.11, with increasing

channel error, latency for successful reception of a WCW message progressively

increases towards the platoon end. This delay is compounded by 802.11’s own

contention related packet drops. As shown in Figure 5.14, higher latency translates

into more vehicle crashes. With VeSOMAC, the latency was found to be low and

steady for up to the 80% error mark. This low latency is due to the fact that in the

absence of MAC collisions, a vehicle receives a specific WCW message several

times - once flom each of its neighbors. Therefore, in spite of certain number of

packet losses due to channel errors, the vehicle is still able to receive at least one
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copy of the message flom an emergency event. VeSOMAC is low latency and the

subsequent insensitivity to channel errors are because this reception redundancy. For

error rates beyond 80%, however, the delay and the vehicle crash count shoot up.

Packet drops beyond 80% is not practical, and they are shown only for

understanding purposes.

Within the practical range of channel errors, the crash performance expectedly

worsens with smaller inter-vehicle spacing for both the protocols. With very large

packet rates though, there is an interesting trend reversal in which closely spaced

vehicles actually suffer flom less crashes. The reason for this turned out to be higher

reception redundancy at lower inter-vehicle spacing.

Based on these results we conclude that the proposed VeSOMAC protocol offers

significantly better CCA vehicle crash performance compared to the DSRC proposed

802.11 protocols. In fact, within an acceptable packet error of less than 10%,

VeSOMAC shows no sensitivity to errors.

5.3.2.2 Highway Data Plane Network Performance

5.3.2.2.] Cross-platoon Message Delivery

Deliveg Delay: Experiments were carried out with both VeSOMAC and 802.11

protocols with varying levels of background unicast load generated using a Poisson

traffic model. For a 50-node platoons, the multi-hop WCW message delivery delay

to vehicle number 49 is depicted in Figure 5.16. In addition to the worst case

 

The platoon-front vehicle that encounters the emergency event is number 0 and the vehicle at the

platoon end is number 49.
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allocation (see Section 5.3), a version of VeSOMAC with the ordering constraint

turned on has also been experimented with. With increasing background traffic, the

cross-platoon latency goes up for all the protocols due to increased MAC and

queuing delays. However, compared to VeSOMAC, the delay for 802.11 is much

more sensitive to the background data rate. With 802.11, for traffic higher than

approximately 33 ppsv, the latency goes beyond seconds. With both versions of

VeSOMAC however, the delays are constrained within only tens of milliseconds even

for traffic rates as high as 90 ppsv. This large comparative latency of 802.11 further

explains its poor CCA crash performance as shown in Figure 5.11 and 5.12.
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Figure 5.16: WCW message delivery latency across the entire platoon

At lower rates (i.e. between 10 to 20 ppsv), there is no queuing latency for both

the protocols, and the MAC delay for VeSOMAC is actually larger than that of

802.11. This is because unlike in 802.11, for TDMA protocols a half-frame average

MAC latency is there irrespective of the data rates. As the data rate increases, the
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802.11 delay increases at a much faster rate due to MAC layer collisions,

retransmissions and carrier-sensing delays. For VeSOMAC however, there are no

such delays at the MAC layer at steady state. As a result, the queuing efi‘ects are also

less severe. These account for the lower rate sensitivity for the VeSOMAC delay.
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of cross-platoon delivery latency for 802.11 and VeSOMAC

Delay Distribution: Distributions from 500 experiments involving message

deliveries to the platoon-end vehicle are plotted in Figure 5.17. For 802.11, the

distribution has a much wider spread (tens of seconds) compared to both the versions

of VeSOMAC (only tens of milliseconds). Unlike 802.11, since VeSOMAC does not

have stochastic delay due to carrier sensing, collisions, and retransmissions, its

latency is deterministic. This explains the low delay jitter for VeSOMAC, which not

only contributes to its better CCA crash performance, but it can be also beneficial for

inter-vehicle audio and video streaming applications [62].

Packet Drops: Drop statistics for the WCW safety messages across the platoon is
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presented in Figure 5.18. Due to collisions, 802.11 is susceptible to frequent packet

drops. For instance, with a background data rate of 45 ppsv, on an average an 802.11

based CCA application would loose the first WCW message by the time it reaches

the 24m vehicle in the platoon. Meaning, if the platoon-front was not periodically

sending the WCW messages, the vehicles beyond the 24th vehicle would not have

received the message, thus suffering from the possibility of chain crashes. Similarly,

the 2'Id WCW message gets lost by the time it reaches the 32"d vehicle. However,

because of zero collisions, VeSOMAC can deliver the very first WCW message to all

vehicles in the platoon. The results from Figure 5.18 reinforce the CCA crash

performance findings in Figure 5.11 and 5.12.
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Figure 5.18: Message drop at different platoon locations

5.3.2.2.2 Benefits of Location-aware Slot Ordering

Cross-platoon latency performance for the worst, the average and the best case

VeSOMAC are presented in Figure 5.19. The best and the average cases represent
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VeSOMAC with ordering constraint turned on and off respectively. And the worst

case represents a forced allocation in which the TDMA slot ordering is completely

reverse to the vehicle ordering in a platoon. For a low background data rate of 10

packets/sec/vehicle (ppsv), VeSOMAC with ordering constraint is able to deliver a

WCW message to the platoon-end vehicle approximately 21 .5ms sooner than the

average case (without ordering constraint), and approximately 45ms sooner than the

worst case allocation. This indicates that the ordering constraint in the VeSOM4C

logic (Section 5.2.2.7) can indeed achieve reduced multi-hop packet delivery latency

through a location aware slot allocation.
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Figure 5.19: Effects of the ordering constraint on delay for VeSOMAC

However, for higher background data rates (e.g. 90 ppsv) the delay differential

between with and without ordering constraint scenarios are less prominent. This is

because packet queuing at higher rates introduces delay, which makes the cut-though

forwarding with ordered TDMA as explained in Section 5.2.2.2 not possible. With
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the present experimental setup, the benefits of ordering constraint were found to be

preserved for rates up to approximately 46 ppsv.

5.3.2.3 Highway Scenario Performance during VeSOMAC Reorganization

Although the performance of CCA with TDMA at its steady state allocation is

consistently better than that with 802.11 MAC, the majority of TDMA protocols

(with a notable exception of the protocol LCA [41]) suffer from transient instability

during slot reorganizations triggered by network topology changes due to vehicle

movement. The results in this section report the impacts of such TDMA slot

reorganizations on an ongoing CCA process.

Controlled vehicle movements in terms of vehicle passing within a 50 vehicle

were created for triggering slot reorganization. The vehicle passing events were

created in a way so that each such event is able to give rise to a temporary (before

the reorganization process is able to converge) slot collision between a passing

vehicle and the vehicles being passed. As a result of such collisions, the WCW

message propagation within the platoon is blocked, thus causing potential vehicle

crashes. Sequential vehicle passing events are designed in a way that each vehicle

passing event is able to block the WCW message relay within the platoon for one

WCW message cycle period, which is 100ms. In other words, with k consecutive

passing events, the WCW messages generated in k number of consecutive WCW

message cycle periods are blocked from propagation within the platoon.

Each vehicle passing event involves a simultaneous group passing movement of 6

adjacent vehicles and subsequent slot collisions between all those 6 vehicles and 6
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other vehicles that are being passed. In total, there are 12 vehicles that are involved

in one passing event. For the given radio range and inter-vehicle spacing as reported

in Table 6.1, 6 represents the minimum group size that is required for completely

blocking a WCW message due to temporary collisions caused by the TDMA slot

reorganization process. The vehicle crash performance with different number of

sequential passing events is shown in Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Impacts ofTDMA slot reorganization during a UICW process

From Figure 5.20, it can be seen that since each passing event involves 12

vehicles, there are at most 4 sequential passing events possible within a platoon of

50 vehicles. Each passing event causes the WCW message propagation to be delayed

by a complete WCW cycle period of 1001115, which is sufficient for two more

vehicles in the platoon to crash. This explains as to why the percentage numbers for

the crashed vehicles in Figure 5.20 increases linearly with the number of sequential

passing events. Note, however, that for this experiment with 50 vehicles on the

West-to—East street, the maximum percentage of platoon collided for TDMA is only
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24%, which is less than half of that with the 802.11 MAC, which is 52%. The graph

for TDMA without MAC reallocation depicts the baseline CCA performance in the

absence of vehicle passing or other similar events that can trigger slot

reorganizations.

Note that although not very practical, a large passing vehicle group size of six is

chosen just to ensure guaranteed blockage of the WCW message. This serves a stress

test for the TDMA protocol in the context of the targeted CCA application. In order

to study the impacts of more practical group sizes, experiments were carried out for

groups of 1 through 5 vehicles. Since the WCW messages are not able to be

completely blocked in these situations, the vehicle crash count of CCA did not get

any worse than the baseline performance with steady state TDMA, as reported in

Figure 5.20. For the crashed vehicles, the collision speed in the experiments was

found to be increased by at most 0.04 meters/sec. From the results in this section, it

can be concluded that although the slot reorganization in TDMA due to network

topology changes does degrade the CCA application performance temporarily, in an

absolute sense it still remains better than that with the 802.11 MAC protocol.

5.3.3 Urban Traffic Intersection Scenario

5.3.3.1 flrban Intersection Collision flaming (UICW)

The urban Intersection Collision Warning (UICW) application is designed for

Cooperative Collision Avoidance (CCA) [62, 66] in urban traffic intersections using

vehicle-to-vehicle DSRC communications. A representative UICW execution is

described in Figure 5.21, which depicts a situation when the South-to-North traffic
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light is red and the West-to-East light is green. Vehicle crashes in such a situation can

occur if a bad driver on the South-to-North street runs the red light and collides with

the cross vehicles in the West—to-East street. Once a single vehicle on the

West-to-East street crashes with the bad driver’s vehicle, a chain crash may also

occur due to insufficient reaction time and stop distance available to the drivers of
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Figure 5.21: Cooperative Collision Avoidance in an urban intersection scenario

However, when the UICW application is turned on, such crashes can potentially

be avoided or mitigated using the following mechanism. The DSRC onboard unit in

the bad driver’s vehicle first detects a problem situation from the vehicle’s speed and

location with respect to the intersection point. If a problem situation is detected so

that the vehicle reaches a threshold distance from the intersection (referred to as the

WCW Message Generation Threshold in the Figure 5.21) at a high speed while the

traffic light is red, the onboard unit starts broadcasting periodic Wireless Collision

Warning (WCW) packets, one in each message cycle period. A tuple containing the
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identification of the originating vehicle and a monotonically increasing sequence

number is used in the WCW messages for their unique identification. Upon receiving

a WCW packet for the first time, each vehicle on the West-to-East street starts

decelerating after a driver’s reaction time, in order to avoid any impending collision

due to the event. Also, the vehicle on the cross-street rebroadcasts the WCW packet

when received for the first time. Note that the Cross-street Vehicle Position in Figure

5.21 represents the position of the front cross-street vehicle when the bad driver

crosses the WCW Message Generation Threshold point. Although the WCW

message is generated by the bad driver’s vehicle in the above explanation, it can also

be generated by a roadside infrastructure by measuring the speed of the violating

vehicle at the generation threshold point, and by noting the status of the traffic light.

Once the WCW message is generated by the roadside infrastructure, the same logic

involving the WCW message interpretation applies.

Depending on the network protocol efficiency, vehicle speed, and the inter-vehicle

spacing, a significant number of the cross-street vehicles can be saved using the

UICW application as outlined above. From the network standpoint, the delivery

delay and reliability of the WCW messages from the bad driver’s vehicle to the

cross-street vehicles play a crucial role in reducing the number of vehicles involved

in a chain crash.

5.3.3.2 UICW Operational Details

Figure 5.22 illustrates the dynamics of a chain crash after the front car (Car-0) on

the West-to-East street collides with the vehicle with bad driver on the
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South-to-North street. For the sake of clarity, the dynamics of only three vehicles are

presented in Figure 5.22. The y-axis in Figure 5.22 represents the vehicles’ positions

in terms of the distance from the street intersection point, as a function of time. As

shown in the figure, the driver in Car-l starts decelerating when he or she sees the

tail brake light of Car-0, and the driver in Car-2 and Car-3 do so when they see the

brake lights of the vehicles ahead. Note that a vehicle starts decelerating after a

driver’s reaction delay following when the vehicle ahead applies its brake. In Figure

5.22, with a finite driver’s reaction time, Car-O gets hit by Car-1 at the intersection

point. Subsequently, Car-l is hit by Car-2, and Car-2 is hit by Car-3. This example

shows when the drivers react solely on the visual information (tail brake light), how

all the vehicles on the West-to-East street can end up in a chain collision.
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Figure 5.22: Dynamics of a cross-street chain collision without UICW

For the same scenario, the usefulness of UICW application is illustrated in Figure

5.23. With UICW [62] turned on, all West-to-East vehicles apply their respective

brakes and start decelerating afier a combined delay of Wireless Collision Warning
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(WCW) message delivery and a driver’s reaction time following the generation of

the WCW message by the vehicle of the bad driver. In the depicted instance in

Figure 5.23, for the given WCW delivery latency and the driver’s reaction time,

although the driver in Car-0 is able to apply its brake, due to insufliciently available

stop distance the vehicle is not able to avoid a collision with the vehicle in the

South-to—North direction.
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Figure 5.23: Leveraging UICW for reducing intersection vehicle crashes

For Car-l and Car-2, two scenarios are explored: with a large WCW message

delivery delay T1, and a small delivery delay T2. For the same driver’s reaction

time, while the smaller WCW latency can save Car-l, the larger latency cannot. For

Car-2, however, because of its sufficiently available stop distance a crash can be

avoided even with the large WCW delivery latency. The scenarios in Figure 5.22 and
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5.23 illustrate that: a) the UICW application can indeed reduce vehicle crashes when

the vehicles in the West-to-East street rely on wireless warning messages, and b) low

message delivery latency is a key to the overall success of this ITS application. This

also reinforces the need for a MAC layer protocol with low and deterministic

delivery latency. The core logic for WCW message generation and interpretation are

shown as the pseudo-code in Figure 5.24.

 

 

/* WCWmsg Generation Logic at the vehicle with bad driver*/

do{

keep checking the vehicle speed,

distance to the intersection,

and traflic signal status;

if(this vehicle will be unable to stop before intersection

&& the traflic signal is currently red

&& distance to intersection < = threshold distance){

/* the vehicle is exepected to run a red light */

Start originating WCWmsg. periodically;

}

}

/"‘ Message Interpretation Logic at the West-to-East vehicles */

/* A WCWMessage arrives at a West-to-East vehicle */

check the message origantor andsequence number;

if(new msg. origantor){

store new msg. origantor id and seq. #;

rebroadcast the msg;

 

 

}

else{

if(seq. # is new){// newly updated msg.

store new seq. #;

rebroadcast the msg. ;

}

else{// received old msg.

drop the msg;

}  
   
 

Figure 5.24: Pseudo-code for the WCW generation and interpretation in UICW

5.3.3.3 Multi-slot Message Broadcast with TDMA MACS
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With TDMA MAC, when the vehicle with bad driver in the UIWC application

generates its WCW message, there is a possibility that this message will collide due

to a MAC slot overlapping between the generating vehicle and at least another

vehicle within its wireless range on the West-to-East street. Such collisions can occur

before a TDMA slot reallocation can take place as a response to the network

topology change caused by the vehicular movements. From an UIWC crash

avoidance standpoint, these collisions can prove fatal and need to be avoided.

We introduce a multi-slot MAC broadcast mechanism in which the WCW

generating vehicle sends the message on multiple TDMA slots in a flame, in addition

to on its own allocated slot This way, if the generating vehicle’s slot does collide

with that of a cross-street vehicle, the redundancy in the multi-slot MAC broadcast

will improve the chance of a collision free transmission of the WCW message. The

redundant slots are chosen randomly within the TDMA frame during the successive

WCW message transmission to avoid any persistent collisions, thus further

improving the chance of successful delivery of a WCW message. For a UICW

scenario with vehicle density D (average number of l-hop radio neighbor of a

vehicle) and frame size F (number of TDMA slots per frame), if the multi-slot MAC

broadcast redundancy is n (the number of TDMA slots used for a multi-slot MAC

broadcast), then the probability of a collision free WCW transmission can be written

as: 1 — (D/F)n . Note that the multi-slot MAC broadcast is needed only for the

UICW safety application and is not enabled for data intensive non-safety

applications.
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5.3.3.4 Urban Traffic Intersection Experimental Setup

For the evaluation in this paper, we have used DSRC as the radio technology with

a custom-built message forwarding for UICW, and DSDV [79] routing for

non-safety data intensive applications. The vehicle following logic in UICW

comprises of the intersection traffic rules, and the drivers’ behavior is modeled in

terms of the reaction time with different ranges and distributions. A synchronous

version of TDMA (VeSOMAC [73, 74]) has been implemented at the ns-2 MAC

layer so that its impacts on the chosen applications can be compared with the current

DSRC recommended 802.11 running in the same radio environment.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Vehicle and Scenario Related

Platoon Size 50 vehicles

Vehicle Speed 45 mph (20 m/sec)

Inter-vehicle Spacing 9m to 15m E [0.45 sec to 0.75 sec]

Vehicle Length 4 m

Emergency Deceleration 8 rn/s2

Regular Deceleration 4 rn/s2

Drivers’ Reaction Time Fast [0.5 - 1.0 sec], Slow [0.75 - 1.5 sec]

WCW Msg. Generation Threshold Dist. 50 m

Cross Street Vehicle Position 20 m to 50 m

Network Related

Channel DSRC 5.9 GHz band, 24Mbps

Radio Model Two ray ground

Radio Range 100m

MAC Protocols IEEE 802.11 & Synchronous VeSOM4C

WCW Packet Size 300 bytes (0.1 ms)

WCW Message Period 100 ms

TDMA Frame Size 100 packets (10 ms)

Channel Packet Error Rate 5%  
Table 5.2: Baseline experimental parameters for the UICW application simulation

The UICW scenario was simulated in the presence of background UDP traffic

generated by non-safety ITS applications. Due to their non-deterministic message
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recipients, all UICW traffic is forwarded using MAC layer broadcasts and multi-hop

broadcast forwarding [66]. The non-safety background traffic is unicast forwarded

both at MAC and routing layers. The baseline simulation parameters are summarized

in Table 6.2. Each presented data point corresponds to the average from 500

independent simulation runs.

5.3.3.5 Urban Traffic Intersection Vehicle Crash Performance

The percentages of 26 vehicles (25 cross-street and one bad driver) that crash

during the simulated incident are reported in Figure 5.25. When the UICW is turned

off, the drivers respond only to visual information, and a large number of cross

street-vehicles crash. It was observed that one vehicle first collides with the bad

driver’s vehicle, and then the vehicles behind engages in a chain collision. With no

UICW, at 45 mph vehicle speed, even with a large vehicle spacing of 15 meters,

almost 75% of the cross-street vehicles crash due to the red light running of the bad
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Figure 5.25: Vehicle crash performance with 802.11 and VeSOMAC
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5.3.3.6 Impacts ofMAC Protocols

When UICW is turned on, with VeSOMAC as the MAC protocol, it was possible

to bring the crashes down to nearly 13% (3 vehicles), which is with 15m spacing and

fast drivers’ reactions (0.5-1 second). With 802.11, the vehicle crash probabilities are

observed to be significantly higher; i.e. 39% for 15m spacing and fast drivers’

reactions. As expected, fewer vehicles crash with increasing vehicle spacing. This is

because with larger inter-vehicle space a vehicle gets a longer time cushion for

safely stopping before crashing into the vehicle in front. Also, a fast drivers’ reaction

time helps to prevent the collision as shown in Figure 5.25. The reason that

VeSOMAC has much smaller collision number can be explained fi'om Figures 5.26

and 5.27 as followed.

The cross-platoon WCW delivery latency for an example run of UICW with

VeSOMAC is presented in the top graph ofFigure 5.26. This latency is defined by the

duration between when the bad driver’s vehicle generates the first WCW message

after crossing the threshold point (see Figure 5.21) and when it is delivered to a

vehicle. Relative stop distances between consecutive vehicles are reported in the

middle. With a vehicle length of 4m, any relative distance of4m or less corresponds

to a crash. For vehicles avoiding a crash, the relative distance thus indicates the

margin of safety provided by UICW.
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Figure 5.26: Latency and crash statistics for CCA with VeSOMAC

The bottom graph reports the severity of crashes in terms of the relative speed

between two crashing vehicles. Relative speeds greater than zero indicates a crash

and its severity.

Similar results for an example UICW run with 802.11 MAC are reported in Figure

5.27. For VeSOMAC, since there are no packet collisions and the cross-platoon

latencies are very small (up to only 43 ms compared to seconds in 802.11), the

crashes involve only the front of the cross-street vehicles. For 802.11, due to packet

collisions the WCW latency increases significantly towards the rear of the cross

street vehicles. This increase in latency causes a cluster of vehicles to crash due to
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insufficient reaction time. This explains the chain crashes at the middle of the

platoon starting from vehicle 7 in the Figure 5.27. Crash performance from these

example UICW runs with VeSOMAC and 802.11 are consistent with the average

crash results from 500 different experiments presented in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.27 : Latency and crash statistics for UICW with 802.11

Based on these results we conclude that the proposed VeSOMAC protocol offers

significantly better UICW vehicle crash performance compared to the

DSRC-proposed 802.11.
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Figure 5.28: Message drop at different platoon locations

Packet drop statistics across the cross-street vehicles is presented in Figure 5.28.

Due to collisions, 802.11 is susceptible to frequent packet drops. For instance, with a

background data rate of 40 packets per second per vehicle (ppsv), on an average the

802.11 based UICW application would loose the first WCW message by the time it

reaches the 4th cross-street vehicle. Meaning, if the message was not periodically

broadcast by the bad driver’s vehicle, the vehicles beyond the 4th vehicle would not

have received the message, thus suffering from the possibility of chain crashes.

Similarly, the 2nd WCW message gets lost by the time it reaches the 5th vehicle.

However, because of zero collisions, VeSOMAC can deliver the very first WCW

message to all cross-street vehicles. These drop results reinforce the UICW crash

performance findings in Figure 5.25.

5.3.3.7 Impacts of Vehicle Count and Speed

Crash performance with varying vehicle count and speed is reported in Figure

5.29. As expected, with higher vehicle speeds more vehicle crash for the without
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UICW as well as with UICW with 802.11 and VeSOMAC scenarios. This is because

for a given vehicle spacing, at higher speeds, the vehicles get lower stop distances to

avoid a crash.
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Figure 5.29: Crash performance with varying speed and vehicle count

Unlike the crash results in Figure 5.25 (for 25 vehicles), with fewer cross-street

vehicles 802.11 performs as well as VeSOMAC. This is because the delay and drops

for 802.11 are small (see Figure 5.27 and 5.28) and comparable to that of VeSOMAC

for the front cross-street vehicles. With larger number of vehicles, however, the

latency is larger — which explains more crashes for 802.11.

5.3.4 Inter-vehicle Data Transfer Applications Performance

The experiments in this paper were carried out for inter-vehicle data and file

transfer applications on a one-lane highway platoon scenario [66] with DSRC radio

communications. We have evaluated both DSRC-recommended 802.11 and the

proposed VeSOMAC protocols with a channel rate of 24 Mbps. Two-ray ground

propagation model was used with a radio transmission range of 300m. Packet and
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frame size for VeSOMAC were chosen to be 300 bytes and 100 packets (lOms)
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Figure 5.30: Throughput performance ofnon-safety data streams

5.3.4.1 Performance of Non-safety UDPApplications

Throughput of cross-platoon UDP data streams, representing applications such as

inter-vehicle file, music, video, and traffic information downloads, are reported in

Figure 5.30. With varying background traffic, the data rate of a UDP stream from the

platoon front-to the platoon end was changed to determine the maximum sustainable

stream throughput. With low background traffic of 10 ppsv, a stream using 802.11

can sustain a throughput of up to approximately 47 packets/sec, beyond which it

starts degrading due to packet collisions. With higher background traffic of 20 ppsv,

its performance suffers drastically with a sustainable stream throughput of nearly 20

ppS.

However, for VeSOMAC with ordering constraint the throughputs are much higher.
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At 10 ppsv, VeSOMAC with ordering constraint is able to attain 27% higher

throughput compared to the 802.11 (60 pps over 47 pps). Zero collisions, bounded

delay, and location aware slot ordering in VeSOMAC account for this performance

superiority. Without the ordering constraint, VeSOMAC can still offer better stream

throughput than 802.11, especially at higher background rates. These results indicate

the suitability of VeSOMAC for non-safety oriented vehicular data applications.

5.3.4.2 Performance of Non-safety FTPApplications

Figure 5.30 reports the FTP completion time for a 1 Mbytc data file transferred

across vehicles which are multi-hop apart within a highway platoon of 50 vehicles.

The reported results indicate the average FTP completion time computed over 30 and

10 simultaneous file transfer sessions active across different vehicle pairs within the

platoon. In each experiment, a given number of connections with a specified

connection length have been established with randomly chosen source and

destination vehicles within the 50—vehicle highway platoon. Each point on the graph

represents the average duration computed from 200 such independent experimental

runs.

FTP has been run over TCP over 802.11 or VeSOMAC, and the TCP connections

were set up using DSDV MANET [79] routing protocol. Note that such FTP based

data transfer corresponds to a large number of data intensive applications such as

maps, navigation and location based service, and music download [62].
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Figure 5.31: FTP duration with varying hop counts

The graphs in Figure 5.31 demonstrate that in majority of the situations, the file

transfers are faster with the VeSOMAC compared to with 802.11, especially for

scenarios when the involved vehicles are located farther apart within the platoon.

The reason for this is better TCP performance with VeSOMAC compared to with

802.11 as reported in Figure 5.31. Note that the only scenario in which 802.11

performs better is when files are transferred across l-hop, and with lesser number

(10 in this case) simultaneously active connections within the platoon.

Figure 5.322a reports the corresponding TCP throughputs using 802.11 and

VeSOMAC. Observe that with longer connections the TCP throughput per connection

reduces for both the MAC protocols due to increased user data traffic in the platoon.

However, the proposed VeSOMAC enables higher TCP throughput compared to

802.11 for all scenarios except for l-hop connections under small connection counts

(10 in this case). For example, when the connections are 2-hop long and there are 10
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connections present in the platoon, VeSOMAC can enable a per connection TCP

throughput of 51 Kbps, which is a 66% improvement over the 802.11 enabled

throughput of 30 Kbps. As explained later, the MAC layer packet drops of 802.11 in

all scenarios except for the l-hop connections under small connection counts turn

out to be the reason [64] for the low TCP throughput.
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Figure 5.32: TCP Performance: a) throughput, b) round trip time

Generally higher TCP throughput using VeSOMAC can be explained through the

TCP congestion window evolution as reported in Figure 5.33:a and 5.33:b (for a

S-hop connection with 30 simultaneously active connections). Observe that due to

frequent MAC layer packet drops, the congestion window for the 802.11 case is reset

much more frequently compared to the VeSOMAC case, in which there are no MAC

drops. TCP segment drops due to 802.11 drops in this experiment are reported in

Figure 5.34:a. The infrequent window resets for VeSOMAC are due to

out-of-sequenee packet delivery in the events of rerouting caused by the routing
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protocol DSDV’s periodic route refresh operations. Zero packet drops for the

VeSOMAC allows the congestion window to grow higher, which in turn yields better
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Note, however, from Figure 5.32:b and 6.33 that in spite of its better throughput,

the TCP round trip delay for the VeSOMAC case is actually higher than that with

802.11. This is due to the higher load for VeSOMAC caused by larger TCP

congestion windows. Larger TCP load in the VeSOMAC case is evident from the

higher sent segment sequence numbers compared to the 802.11 case as shown in

Figure 5.34:a. Higher TCP load forces VeSOMAC to operate at a higher MAC load

point, which results into larger MAC queuing and subsequent TCP round trip time.
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Figure 5.34: Dynamics ofTCP segment generation:

a) 30 5-hop connections b) 10 l-hop connections

TCP loading for l-hop connections under small connection counts (10 in this

case) are reported in Figure 5.34:b. Unlike in Figure 5.34:a, 802.11 in this case

enables higher TCP loading compared to the VeSOMAC. Lack of self-competition

[64] for the l-hop connections and mild inter-connection competition due to fewer

connections help significantly reduce the MAC layer drops for the 802.11. This

explains 802.11’s better TCP and file transfer performance for l-hop connections

under small connection counts as shown in Figure 5.31 and 5.32.
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Figure 5.35: FTP duration with varying vehicle switching rates

5.3.4.3 Inter-vehicle Data Transfer Performance during VeSOMAC

Reorganization

We also conduct experiments when there is a VeSOMAC slot allocation

reconfiguration. A 50—vehicle platoon is used for these experiments and there are 10

concurrent 7-hop away TCP connections. We have some vehicles to pass certain

number of vehicles, which is an ordinary traffic event in practical scenarios. Notice

that all the experiments in the following are controlled in a way that the routing path

of those 10 TCP connections will not be affected by the passing events. This is to say

that the vehicles with passing events will not be on the route of any TCP connection.

This minimizes the effect of the routing layer on the performance. Also, afier each

vehicle passing events, we force the passing vehicle to have a‘slot collision with one

of its new neighbor which is the intermediate vehicle in the TCP connection route

path. The VeSOMAC logic will then be used to choose a slot collision allocation after

the passing events.
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Figure 5.35 reports the FTP transfer duration of 1 Mbytes data changes over

different vehicle passing rate in one of FTP connections. The FTP transfer duration

of 802.11 is not prone to change with changing vehicle passing rate because of the

inherit 802.11’s topology change unawareness property. On average it takes around

550 seconds for 802.11 MAC to finish this FTP service. On contrast VeSOMAC has

a much smaller FTP transfer duration as shown in Figure 5.31 in the stable state.

Although the FTP transfer duration of VeSOMAC has a clear rise with increasing the

vehicle passing rate, it reaches around 550 seconds when the passing rate is around

5.3 times per minute. VeSOMAC has still smaller FTP transfer duration than 802.11

does.

In the Figure 5.36:a, it shows the TCP congestion window evolution when there are

two vehicle passing events, which all cause a slot collision on the routing path. The

two passing events happen at time 190.0 and 260.0 second respectively. As we can

see from the figure, there are TCP congestion window drops at both time stamps.

The TCP segments loss during the temporary slot allocation configuration process

leads to the TCP congestion window drops. After the VeSOMAC configuration, TCP

congestion window then gradually increases to the maximum value. When there is

no such vehicle passing event, as we can see the congestion window will maintain

the maximum value after it increase to the maximum value. With 802.11 MAC, the

congestion window evolutions with or without passing events are not much difl’erent.

Similar to Figure 5.33, VeSOMAC is still able to reach much larger TCP congestion

window size than 802.11 even there are some slot allocation reconfigurations.
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Figure 5.36: TCP Dynamics with passing events: a) congestion window, b) segments

generation

Figure 5.36zb shows how the TCP segments generation pattern at the TCP source

in the same TCP connection as we analysis in Figure 5.36:a. As we can see that two

passing events cause some short period retransmissions. These retransmissions are

the results of TCP segments loss during the short VeSOMAC reconfiguration period.

The segments generation rate recovers quickly upon finishing slot reallocation. As

we found before in the stable case, VeSOMAC is still able to send much more

number ofTCP segments than 802.11.

The dynamic of TCP throughput of the same connection is reported in Figure 5.37.

Figure 5.37:a is the throughput dynamics with 802.11 MAC. As we mentioned
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before, there is not much difference between with and without passing events. With

VeSOMAC MAC, those two passing events will also temporarily affect the TCP

throughput. As shown in Figure 5.37zb, there are two drops corresponding to two

passing events at time 190.0 and 260.0 seconds. Whereas there is no such drop when

no such passing events. Even with two drops, the average throughput ofVeSOMAC

is still around two times larger than 802.11.
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Figure 5.37: Dynamics ofTCP throughput: a)TCP-over-802.l 1, b)

TCP-over-VeSOMAC

Same as the results given before, the TCP round trip time is reported in Figure

5.38. VeSOAMC is having larger round trop time than 802.11 because of working in

a higher traffic load.
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In the Table 6.3, we give some time constants of TCP, routing protocol and

proposed VeSOMAC protocol. As we can see, if the vehicle platoon topology

changes cause the routing and TCP protocol to respond, it may take 45 seconds to

rebuild the TCP connections. This time constant is same even using mobility

transparent 802.11 MAC protocol. Comparing to this time constant, VeSOMAC

reconfiguration time is just 0.27% of it. This means VeSOMAC would not cause

obvious delay overhead when there is a routing path reset-up.

 

TCP retransmission

timeout (seconds)

DSDV routing

timeout (seconds)

entry VeSOMAC

time (seconds)

reconfiguration

 

 6  
45

 0.12
 

Table 5.3: Time constant ofprotocols

5.4 Summary and Conclusions
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We have adapted ISOMAC logic to a fihicular _S_elf-_Qrganizing M

(VeSOMAC) protocol for distributed TDMA allocation in vehicle-to-vehicle wireless

networks. In additional to ISOMAC, VeSOMAC is designed to be vehicle location

and movement aware. Simulation results demonstrate that unlike the 802.11 style

contention based protocols, VeSOMAC can offer better vehicle safety and data

transfer throughput through smaller and bounded packet latency. It has been also

shown that the protocol convergence during topology changes is fast including

platoon mergers and vehicle passing.
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Chapter 6

Dynamic MAC Protocol Switching for Performance Adaptation

with Traffic Heterogeneity

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Background

Wireless sensor networks are initially motivated by military applications such as

intrusion detection, battle-field surveillance and enemy tracking. Recent research

shows a rapid increase in the civilian applications like environment data collection,

health monitoring, and disaster relief. Although there have been significant recent

improvements, maximizing network throughput at the MAC layer in a multi-mission

network is still a key design challenge.

The traffic heterogeneity in a multi-mission network can be considered in three

categories:

> Variance of data rate: Applications of wireless sensor networks can range

from very low data rates such as intrusion detection events, to very high data

rate video surveillance. In [80], the author has shown that the data rates in

future wireless sensor networks can vary from several bits or bytes per

second up to 10 to 100 Mbps. This means that there can be over 100 times

spread of working data rates within the same network. Recent applications

such as video sensor networks indicate that gradually the share of high data

rate applications are expected to become similar to the share of traditional

low data rate applications.
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> Variance in num_ber ofactive transmitters: The number of active transmitters

can be different for different applications. Applications like environment

monitoring, typically involve a large number of deployed nodes sending data

simultaneously. Whereas in applications like intrusion detection, only nodes

in the vicinity of an intrusion event transmit at a time. This heterogeneity in

number of transmitters is unavoidable for multi-mission applications and

networks.

> Spatial variance: It is unlikely that in a very large network all sensors will

experience the same trafi'rc profile. Instead, multiple and possibly distinct

traffic profiles are expected in different parts of a network.

The problem we address in this chapter is: how to develop a MAC layer that can

maximize network throughput in the presence of the above traffic and network

heterogeneity.

6.1.2 Related work

The MAC layer approaches for wireless sensor networks can be divided into three

broad categories: contention-based [9, 22, 48, 49, 81, 82], schedule-based [23, 24, 44,

50, 69, 83], and hybrid [42].

CSMA/CA [48] is an example of the contention based approach. If the channel is

sensed busy before any transmission, nodes defer the current transmission for a

random back-off period. The RTS/CTS handshake mechanism is used to prevent the

exposed and hidden terminal problems. CSMA/CA has the advantages of simplicity,

flexibility and robustness. No infrastructure support and clock synchronization is
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needed for CSMA/CA protocol to work. The most prominent feature of CSMA/CA

is that anode can access all available bandwidth in its neighborhood when needed.

However, the medium access collisions and the corresponding unbounded delay is a

problem for CSMA/CA and all other protocols in this category, mainly because of

their underlying random access.

Comparing with contention based protocols, schedule based protocols like TDMA

consists of establishing transmission schedules in a way that no collisions occur, and

efficient spatial reuse of the available bandwidth can be achieved. A number of

TDMA protocols for sensor networks are proposed in [23, 24, 44, 50, 69, 83].

Despite all the known drawbacks which have been pointed out in the literature,

TDMA protocols allocate fixed and guaranteed bandwidth for all nodes in the

network. The spatial reuse feature provides efficient bandwidth usage when all nodes

in a network transmit at the same time. The collision free feature in the steady state

makes sure that all the bandwidth is used for data transmissions rather than packet

collisions.

In a hybrid design [42], the authors proposed a protocol called Funneling-MAC.

The Funneling-MAC is designed to address the funneling efi'ect near base stations in

a sensor network. The funneling effect means that events or data generated in the

sensor field travel hop-by-hop in a multipoint—to-point pattern toward one or more

sink points. It assumes that the sink nodes are more energy-rich than other sensor

nodes. A sink node niggers localized TDMA by a beacon broadcasting process.

Nodes that are able to receive the beacon are said to be within an intensity area. The
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boundary of the intensity area is regulated by the transmission power of the beacons

from the sink. Through a dynamic depth-tuning algorithm, the throughput can be

maximized and the packet loss rate is minimized at the sink point. A sink constantly

monitors the traffic that arrives at the sink on a per-aggregated-path manner,

calculates the favorable TDMA schedule based on the monitored traflic for all paths,

and distributes the schedule by broadcasting a schedule packet at the same

transmission power used for beaconing. Nodes in the intensity area run an alternate

CSMA/TDMA frame, called superfiame. The duty cycle of CSMA and TDMA is

decided by the schedule computed by the sink. Nodes outside the intensity area still

run CSMA. They are aware of the localized TDMA schedule by overbearing

meta-schedule advertisements containing TDMA scheduling information, which are

sent out by nodes in intensity area in the first event data packet toward the sink every

beacon interval. The problem of how to achieve maximum throughput is alleviated

to some extent, but the Funneling-MAC scheme is suitable only for

multipoint-to-point applications and not for peer-to-peer traffic.

6.1.3 Proposed Dynamic MAC Protocol Switching

In this chapter, we present a distributed Dynamic MAC Protocol Switching

framework, which achieves the goal of maximizing network throughput as in

Funneling-MAC but without its restrictions. The key idea behind the proposed

Dynamic MAC Protocol Switching is to use neighborhood traffic information to

decide the most appropriate MAC protocol under current traffic situation for each

active node. Instead of monitoring incoming traffic constantly only by the sink node,
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all the nodes monitor the local traffic, compute the appropriate MAC protocol to run,

and make decision of protocol switching within their neighborhoods. In fact, the

presence of a sink node is not necessary for the proposed mechanism to work. The

primary contributions of this chapter are listed as follows:

1. Propose a novel dynamic MAC protocol switching paradigm to address the

problem of how to achieve the maximum throughput in a network with

traffic heterogeneity.

2. Specify two examples of MAC protocols, CSMA/CA and TDMA, and

describe the extensions of both protocols so as to use for co-existence and

dynamic MAC protocol switching. The corresponding revision of

transmission rules is also stated.

3. Develop the protocol switching criteria, supported with a mathematic model.

4. Experimentally validate the concept ofdynamic MAC protocol switching.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 6.2 we explain the features

of protocols supporting MAC switching. Two examples are used in this section to

elaborate the concept. The detailed modifications and transmission rules of protocol

revision are presented. The general MAC protocol switching logic is described in

Section 6.3, including description and model of switching criteria, main switching

logic and response to topology changes. An experimental evaluation is shown in

Section 6.4 to support the proposed paradigm. Finally Section 6.5 states the

conclusions and ongoing work.

6.2 Protocols Supporting MAC Switching
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6.2.1 Generalized Concept

To generalize, there could be multiple MAC protocols running at different node

clusters (see Figure 6.1) with heterogeneous trafiic profiles. Conceptually, a typical

example of a real-life situation is as follows. The home wireless router

communicates with the outside internet through CSMA/CD wired MAC protocol,

and at the same time uses 802.11b/g wireless MAC protocol to communicate with

home computers. Therefore, the home wireless router operates in a Multi-MAC

Operating Mode (MMOM) node. In the context of wireless sensor networks, the

MMOM can have three differences from this example. Egg, the different MAC

protocols all have to be wireless. mtg, sensor nodes, unlike wireless router in the

example, usually are not equipped with multiple interfaces. Various MAC protocols

run at individual sensor node have to use the same wireless communication interface.

M, at MMOM nodes, different MAC protocols have to coexist MMOM node has

to bridge different MAC protocols through the same wireless radio interface. If

different MAC protocols could not “talk” with each other, the network can be

partitioned.

Most of the currently used MAC protocols, however, are not able to communicate

with each other. Often times, researchers focus on proposing a single MAC protocol

to solve a series of problems. For instance, contention based protocols are proposed

to provide satisfactory performance for moderate trafiic scenarios, whereas schedule

based protocols are proposed to provide performance guarantee in high or congested

trafiic scenarios. This results in certain modifications of the current protocols so that
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they can communicate with each other without changing their individual primary

advantages.

 

    
Figure 6.1: MAC variations within networks

6.2.2 Specific Mechanisms for MAC Protocol Switching

In this chapter, coexistence of two MAC protocols, namely a random access

CSMA/CA and a schedule based TDMA, are studied. CSMA/CA and TDMA are

chosen because they serve as good representations of contention based and schedule

based protocols respectively. Current MAC mechanism, both random access [9, 22,

48, 49, 81, 82] and schedule based [23, 24, 44, 50, 69, 83], are not able to

communicate to each other because of different “languages” they speak. In order to

have two different protocols communicate with each other, smart adaptations of

transmission rules to CSMA/CA and TDMA are required. With such adaptations,

two protocols are then able to coexist at MMOM nodes. Furthermore, the

coexistence also aids the capability of protocol switching. In this section, we
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concentrate on the adaptations of transmission rules of CSMA/CA and TDMA to

cope with the coexistence problem. The capability of protocol switching will be

elaborated in Section 6.3.

6.2.2.1 Adaptations of CSMA/CA for TDMA Coexistence

In general, the basic transmission rules in CSMA/CA are not changed. A

successful transmission between two nodes is still through a control message

handshake. If a node wants to transmit, it first listens to the channel for a

predetermined amount of time so as to check any ongoing activity in the channel. If

the channel is “busy”, the node will defer its own transmission. If the channel is

“idle”, the node then sends a Request-to-Send (RTS) message, and a Clear-to-Send

(CTS) message will be sent back by the intended receiver. The handshake of RTS

and CTS will alert all the nodes within the range of the sender and/or the receiver to

maintain silence for the duration of the data packet transmission. Upon receiving the

CTS message, the sender finally sends the data message to the receiver. The

Acknowledgement (ACK) is not utilized in our CSMA/CA logic, which means that

there is no link layer. The other features of CSMA/CA such as exponential back-off

and so on are still applied here.

TDMA is well known for its collision-free transmission in steady state. We still

want to maintain the collision-free feature of TDMA. Thus, the key idea of the

adaptation of the CSMA/CA is to guarantee the collision-free transmission ofTDMA

nodes in a CSMA/CA nodes neighborhood. The pseudo code for the adapted

CSMA/CA logic is shown in Figure 6.2. The new adaptations lie in two categories:
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at sender side and at receiver side.

> Sender side: The sender is able to estimate the duration of a successful

transmission in terms of RTS, CTS, the data message, and the inter frame

space, before the RTS transmission. If it knows the TDMA slots of all its

neighbors, then the sender can determine whether the following data

transmission will overlap with the neighbors’ TDMA slots or not. If there

is at least one anticipated overlapping, the sender simply defers

transmission till the end of all its neighbors’ TDMA slots. Otherwise, the

data transmission could carry on as usual.

 

/* Adapted CSMA/CA Logic */

Sender Side:

Estimate the duration ofa success/ill transmission;

if(any overlapping with TDMA neighbors ’ slots)

defer transmission till end ofneighbors ' TDMA slot;

else // no overlapping within knowledge ofsender side

start RTS transmission;

Receiver Side:

Upon receiving RTS, check the duration ofthe intended

message transmission;

if( any overlapping with TDMA neighbors ’ slots)

send NTS message back to the sender;

else // no overlapping within knowledge ofreceiver side

start CTS transmission;  
 

Figure 6.2: Pseudo code for adapted CSMA/CA logic

> Receiver side. Upon receiving an RTS message, the intended receiver is

able to know the duration of the following data message by looking at the

RTS NAV duration field of the RTS message. If within the knowledge of

the receiver, there are TDMA slots of neighbors overlapping with the

following data message, the receiver will send a Not-to-Send (NTS)

message, containing the duration of the overlapping period, back to the
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sender. Upon receiving the NTS message, the sender will then know when

to restart the current data transmission to avoid the neighbors’ TDMA

slots.

6.2.2.2 Adaptations ofTDMA for CSMA/CA Coexistence

Unlike CSMA/CA, TDMA requires more adaptations even for its basic

transmission rules. The frame and slot structure of regular TDMA is maintained as

usual. Every node has one slot per frame to transmit. The frame is periodic, so the

transmission of each node is periodic with periodicity of frame duration. Instead of

transmitting data directly within the slot in regular TDMA, we impose RTS/CTS

handshake mechanism inside each TDMA slot. Before transmitting the data message,

the two way RTS/CTS handshake is used. The RTS/CTS handshake mechanism is

different from the one in CSMA/CA in a way that there is no need to sense the

channel before transmitting the RTS message. With the new RTS/CTS mechanism

inside each slot, TDMA is now able to “talk” to CSMA/CA. Note that even when

two nodes use TDMA MAC to communicate, they still use RTS/CTS mechanism

inside their respective slots. The pseudo code for the adapted TDMA logic is shown

in Figure 6.3.

 

/* Adapted TDMA Logic ‘/

Sender Side:

if( in sender’s own TDMA slot)

start RTS transmission and waitfor CTS;

M:

if( receiving RTS)

send CTS message and waitfor data message;  
 

Figure 6.3: Pseudo code for adapted TDMA logic
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6.2.3 Detailed Transmission Rules

6.2.3.1 Transmission Among Nodes with Same MAC Protocol

Nodes with same MAC protocol refer to nodes within two hop neighborhood

which are all running the same MAC protocol. For CSMA/CA, nodes will act like

running regular CSMA/CA. There is no need to consider TDMA slots because there

are no TDMA MAC neighbors within two hop neighborhood. The modified

CSMA/CA performs the same as the regular CSMA/CA. For nodes with TDMA

MAC, the RTS/CTS mechanism is still used within the TDMA slot. The throughput

performance ofmodified TDMA is expected to be the same as regular TDMA.

6.2.3.2 Transmissions From TDMA to CSMA/CA Nodes

The transmission fi'om a TDMA node to a CSMA/CA node is schematically

elaborated by an example shown in Figure 6.4.

 

  

  

  

TDMA Frame

TDMA Slot

TDMA

sender RTS DATA

Tx

Rx

CSMA/CA T"
  

receiver Rx

 

RTS DATA  
 

Figure 6.4: Transmission from TDMA node to CSMA/CA node

When a node with TDMA wants to transmit a message to a neighbor which is

running CSMA/CA, RTS message will first be sent out in the beginning of the

transmission slot. When the CSMA/CA neighbor receives the RTS from the TDMA

node, a CTS message will be sent in response. Afier receiving the CTS message
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from the CSMA/CA neighbor, data message transmission follows in the remaining

slot time. Since the RTS and CTS message are generally very short compared to the

actual data message, the transmission time spent on RTS/CTS handshake should be

relatively small. The RTS/CTS exchange at the beginning of each slot of the TDMA

nodes is regarded as overhead.

Another issue here is the relationship between the slot time and data message

transmission time. If not carefully dimensioned, it is possible that the data message

transmission will not be finished before the slot boundary ends. The transmission

started in the previous slot could potentially cross over to the next slot, which may

cause collision in the following slot. However, the slot size should be large enough

to handle at least one message transmission, and we will make assumption that data

transmission will not cross the slot boundary. The last thing to note is that TDMA

nodes will only transmit messages in their assigned TDMA slot.

6.2.3.3 Transmissions From CSMA/CA to TDMA Nodes

The transmission rules used when a CSMA/CA node transmits to a TDMA

neighbor node is more complex than the previous two cases. Ideally, assuming the

carrier sense is successful, a CSMA/CA node should be able to transmit when there

is a message to be sent without the notion of any slot constraints. However, in this

design, when CSMA/CA node transmits to a TDMA neighbor, transmission should

not start without any notion of timing. Without such constraints, there is a chance

that the transmission for a CSMA/CA node may collide with the transmission of a

TDMA node in its assigned slot time.
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The collision at the CSMA/CA node is less of a problem because the

retransmission mechanism will handle the collision anyway after timeout or back-off.

The collision at the TDMA node is a relatively severe problem compared with at the

CSMA/CA node. The transmission of TDMA nodes is scheduled once every frame.

If there is a collision, transmission has to be deferred until the next frame, which

could greatly increase the delivery latency. Thus the collision at the CSMA/CA node

is much cheaper than at the TDMA node. This motivates us to give higher priority to

TDMA nodes when CSMA/CA nodes try to access the medium at the same time.

The priority is achieved in the following two ways:

(1) CSMA/CA packet transmission should not cross the slot boundary to interfere

potential TDMA neighbors’ (up to 2-hop) transmission in the next slot. The owner of

the next slot can be the neighbor of either the sender, which is a CSMA/CA node in

this case, or the receiver, which is a TDMA node. To make sure both cases are

handled, the existing message duration in the control message (RTS/CTS) is

extended. The logic of the control message duration extension is explained in the

following three scenarios.

First Scenario: at the CSMA/CA side, if message transmission including RTS/CTS

duration starting from current time is not able to finish message transmission before

entering a TDMA neighbor’s slot, the CSMA/CA node should defer currently

intended message transmission after the TDMA neighbor’s slot.
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Figure 6.5: Transmission from CSMA/CA node to TDMA node scenario 1

W1CSMA/CA node is flee to transmit an RTS due to know the

message overlapping period. After the RTS reception, if the TDMA node finds out

that the interval between current time and the earliest next TDMA neighbor’s slot is

smaller than the RTS message duration, CTS will not be sent back to the CSMA/CA

node. Instead, an NTS (Not-to-Send) message will be sent back to the CSMA/CA
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Figure 6.6: Transmission from CSMA/CA node to TDMA node scenario 2

Third Scenario: The TDMA node does not find any overlapping RTS duration and

neighbors’ TDMA slots. A CTS will be sent back to CSMA/CA node in the
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RTS/CTS handshake. Upon CTS reception, data message could be finished if no

violation of scenario one. In this case at the sender, there is no clear NTS message

reception to ask for deferring. CSMA/CA node still checks the validity of the first

scenario when having CTS. This redundancy is to ensure the priority even in the

presence of network topology dynamics. The diagrams of all three scenarios are

shown in Figure 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 respectively.
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Figure 6.7: Transmission from CSMA/CA node to TDMA node scenario 3

(2) Usage of a TDMA neighbor’s slots by a CSMA/CA node is allowed only when

the TDMA neighbors do not have anything to send. This is accomplished by having

a randomly distributed RTS deferring time for the CSMA/CA nodes when current

time is in their TDMA neighbors’ slots.

6.3 MAC Protocol Switching Logic

In this section we discuss the detailed design of the proposed protocol switching

logic, and issues related to the involving criteria and thresholds.

6.3.1 Switching Criteria

The goal of protocol switching is to be able to provide the best network-wide
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throughput irrespective of the heterogeneous traflic profile at different parts of a

network. Thus, the criteria for protocol switching have to be decided by the

network-wide throughput. If we consider the generic queuing model of MAC

protocols, the network-wide throughput includes two distinct types, unsaturated and

saturated throughput. For example, for a network with it active nodes and each node

is modeled as a simple M/M/l queue, the unsaturated network-wide throughput is

n - ,1 , and the saturated network-wide throughput is n . ,u , where l is the data rate

at each node and ,u is the queue service rate at each node.

The above observations lead to the following conclusions about the network-wide

throughput in a fully-connected l-hop network for both unsaturated and saturated

cases. The network-wide throughput ofTDMA, as shown in [84], is of the form:

STDMA = f(1.n,F), (6.1)

where 2. is the generated data rate at each node, n is the number of active nodes,

and F is the TDMA frame duration which is fixed for a given network. The

performance analysis of CSMA/CA presented in [85-90] shows that the

network-wide throughput ofCSMA/CA is of the form:

SCSMA/CA = g(/1,n.Wmin,m), (6.2)

where l is the generated data rate at each node, n is the number of active nodes

(contenders), Wmin is the minimum contention window size, and m is the
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maximum back-off stage".

The throughput ofa given network running protocol switching is:

S = 5mm +SCSMA/CA = f(Anibal/1J7) + g(’12"CSAM/CA,Wminam): (63)

where "TDMA and "CSMA /CA are the number of nodes running TDMA and

CSMA/CA MAC respectively. The combination of anA and ”CSMA ICA is the

number of active nodes n in whole network. Considering the situation that some of

the nodes may not actively send messages all the time, the number of active nodes is

not necessarily equal to the network size. Given a fixed network, F, m and Wm

are all constants for TDMA and CSMA/CA protocols. Thus, the throughput is

decided based on the xi and n values from Equation 6.3. Consequently, if we want

to maximize the throughput, 2. (generated data rate at each node) and n (number of

active nodes) should be the criteria to decide protocol switching.

> Data rate ( A ): Generally speaking, larger data rate results in larger

throughput. The maximum service rate of TDMA is bounded by the TDMA

frame duration, and can be reported as #MAX—TDMA, which is fixed for a

given network. From a single node’s perspective, when the generated data

rate xi. is equal to or less than #MAX—TDMA» theoretically, the achievable

throughput is equal to ,1 while running TDMA MAC. On the other hand,

the “maximum” achievable throughput with CSMA/CA MAC is equal to or

 

6

In CSMA/CA MAC, a back-off time is uniformly chosen in the range (0, W-l) at each message

transmission. The parameter Wis called contention window. At the first transmission attempt, w is set

to a value Wmin , and can go up to Wmax = 2m Wmin after m unsuccessful transmission.
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less than 1, depending on the possible message collisions. To summarize,

when the data rate 11 is larger than #AMX—TDmi the throughput is equal

to #MAX—TDMA with TDMA, and the throughput can be larger than

#MAX—TDMA with CSMA/CA.

> Num_ber of gctive nodes (n): Generally speaking, more active nodes lead to

larger throughput. Assume when there is only one node in the network

sending at a data rate A , the throughput of that single active node is Ssin gle-

When there is n active nodes, the network-wide throughput is

n - Ssin gIe—TDMA for TDMA and n - Ssin gle—CSMA /CA for CSMA/CA. The

difference here is that Ssh, gIe—IDMA = Ssin gIe , but

Ssin gle-CSNIA/CA S Ssin gle‘ The reason is that for TDMA there are no

collisions, thus putting more number of nodes will not affect the throughput

of individual nodes. Whereas for CSMA/CA, a contention based protocol,

putting more active nodes means introducing more contenders to the same

channel. From a single node’s perspective, the throughput goes down with

increasing number of active nodes.

From the above analysis, in order to boost fidelity of the network, a node should

use TDMA MAC when the traffic and node density (Ii. and n) in its neighborhood is

favorable for TDMA and should use CSMA/CA when the parameters A and n are

favorable for CSMA/CA.

6.3.2 Model for Switching Criteria

This section solves the problem as to when nodes should switch their MAC
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protocols. From the analysis in Section 6.3.1, the decision of protocol switching is

based on the data rate A and the number of active nodes (contenders) n in the

neighborhood. If A s #MAX—TDMA , it was shown in Section 6.3.1 that using TDMA

MAC protocol gives better throughput. Therefore the number of contenders (n) in

the neighborhood does not have to be considered for this data rate range. As the data

rate becomes larger than ”MAX—TDMA , we should consider the number of active

nodes 12. Increasing n will at the same time shrink the Ssingle—CSMA/CA- If we also

model CSMA/CA MAC as a queue, the critical point is when the data rate 2. is

equal to service rate of CSMA/CA ( #CSMA/CA), where /l > fimx-IDMA- After

this critical point, even if we fiirther increase ,1 or n, the throughput of CSMA/CA

will not go up any more. This ceiling effect is because that at this time the

throughput has already saturated. The throughput of CSMA/CA is unsaturated before

the critical point ( #CS‘MA /CA ).

 

/* MACProtocol Switching Logic decisions with J. and n */

if( ’1 (z/JMAX-TDAM)

run TDMA MAC;

else If(’K :auCSMA/Ct and Pcs.rLUCA>f‘MAX—mm)

//A>pM4X-TDM4

// andfor moderate "r ”CSMUCA>PMAX-TDMA

run CSMd/CA MAC;

else if(/‘CSMA/CA<= ”MIX-TDMA)

run TDMA MAC; // large n reduces pCSWC-A   
Figure 6.8: Pseudo code for protocol switching decision with 2. and n

To summarize, the protocol switching decisions are as follows:

> When the data rate xi. is not greater than #MAX—TDMA, nodes should run

TDMA;
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> When 2 is larger than #MAX-TDMA , nodes should run CSMA/CA till

,1 = #CSMA/CA;

> Nodes should run TDMA when #CSMA /CA S #ZIDMA with large n. The

corresponding pseudo code is shown in Figure 6.8.

Data rate is usually considered as an application layer parameter. If the decision of

MAC protocol switching is based on the data rate, it requires a cross-layer design so

that the upper application layer can pass the data rate parameter down to the MAC

layer. Another alternative is to try to find a MAC layer substitution parameter for the

data rate. The queue utilization, which is of the form ,0 = xi / p , is a good candidate

for the MAC layer substitution parameter for the data rate.

Considering the utilization p the corresponding protocol switching decision

become:

> Nodes should run TDMA if PTDMA <1, or PCSAM/CA <W,

#CSMA/CA

where #MAX—IDMA < .UCSMA/CA-

> Nodes should run CSMA/CA when PTDMA = 1 and

#MAX—TDMA
PCSMA / CA > , Where ”MAX—TDMA < #CSMA / CA-

PCSMA/ CA

> Nodes should run TDMA when PCSMA / CA 2 l

(l-e-#CSAIA/CA S #MAX—Toml-
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/* MACProtocol Switching Logic decisions with p and n */

if(” TDMA<1 0"

pCSMA/CA<( ”MAX.IBM1“CSMA/CA ) With P.11.4r-rom< 1Ucant/(:4)

run TDMA MAC;

else if(.0 7:0sz and

*0 CSMA/CA>( ”Mix—mM/FCSMA/CA) With I"MAX-7DM4< ”CSMA/CA)

run CSMA/CA MAC;

else if( pCSMA/CA21)

run TDMA MAC; // large n makes pCSWCA<= Fmrmu   
Figure 6.9: Pseudo code for protocol switching decision with p and n

The numerical value of above decisions can be derived from the theoretical

analysis in [85-88] by solving the following series of eight nonlinear equations:

  

 

 

 

  

2lel—(2p) ](l-p)+p(l-2p)(1-p )+(2—ps)(W+l)+1-pb,m3m.

2(1 -.2p)(1 -p) 2 pa

_1_=< 2lel—(2p)"’ 1(l—P)+P(1-2P)(1“Pm)+(2‘Pb)(W+1)+1_Pb

bo,o 2(1 - 2p)(l - p) 2 pa

m'+l m-m'

+p (Wmax+l)(l—p ),m>m.

1 220-17)

(6.4)

m 1_pm+l

1': Ebro bit—50,0 (6.5)

i=0

p=1—(1-r)N‘l (so)

1— - 2 ’" W

l/,u= p p( p) —o*+tx+tc P +p(N-1)(tx+tc——l-)—) (6.7)

1—2p 2 l—p l—p

Pa =1-e—M (6.8)

. vi

Pb =.0=— (6.9)

,u

tx = RTS + SIFS + CTS + SIFS + Header+ DATA + DIFS (6.10)

tc =RTS+DISF (6.11)

where m is the maximum number of retransmissions, m ’ is the maximum number of
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back-off stage, 0' is the slot unit duration of CSMA/CA, W is the minimum

congestion window size, N is the number of contenders, A is the data rate and ,u

is the service rate.

Equation 6.4 is the expression of but, the steady-state probability of the active

state (i,k) when i=0 and k=0, where i is for the number of retransmissions and k is

for the contention window size. Equation 6.5 expresses the probability 1 that a

node transmits in a randomly chosen time slot. Having the transmission probability

r , a collision happens if at least two nodes transmit at the same time. This gives the

collision probability p in Equation 6.6. Equation 6.7 is obtained from [91] by having

the collision probability p in Equation 6.6. Equation 6.8 is the expression of the

probability that there is at least one frame arriving during the unit time slot 0'.

Equation 6.9 shows the probability that a node is in a busy period or equivalently.

Both Equation 6.8 and 6.9 are written based on the queuing theorem in [92]. It is

shown in Equation 6.10 for the average time that the channel is sensed busy due to

as successful transmission. Equation 6.11 gives the average time that the channel is

sensed busy due to a collision.

6.3.3 Mechanics of Protocol Switching

The general protocol switching logic is shown in Figure 6.10 in the form of a pseudo

code. There are three steps which a newly joined node needs to follow for protocol

switching logic.

(1) Upon joining the network, a new node first relies on a TDMA logic to choose

a TDMA slot for future use. This is just an upfront one time process. At this
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stage, the new node should not transmit any valid data messages. At the same

time, the new node starts to build the neighbor table, which contains up to

2-hop neighbors’ information including the moving average of their queue

utilization and number of contenders. The complete information of the

moving average of queue utilization and number of contenders is maintained

by the new node.

(2) New node can then start with any type of MAC protocols to transmit valid

data messages. There is no difference between starting with TDMA and

CSMA/CA protocol. In our experiments, we start with CSMA/CA. The

pseudo code is also shown with CSMA/CA as the starting MAC protocol.

(3) After starting with CSMA/CA protocol, the new node enters CSMA/CA

MAC state which lasts for W message transmissions. During the W message

transmissions, the new node will periodically check all its 2-hop neighbors’

information about their queue utilizations and numbers of contenders. When

W message transmissions are over, if the node finds that the protocol

switching decisions are satisfied by at least D% of the total number of active

2-hop neighbors, it then simply goes to the TDMA MAC state. Otherwise, it

assumes that in current network traflic and density situation it is not

necessary to switch the protocol. In this case, the node maintains the current

CSMA/CA protocol unchanged and starts to check the next W message

transmissions.
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/* MAC Protocol Switching Logicfor Each Node */

Initial State:

Choose a TDMA slot using any TDMA MAC logic;

Start to maintain a moving average oflocal queue

utilization;

Start to maintain Z-hop neighbor table about

neighbors ’ protocol type, queue utilization and their

number ofcontenders;

Start to run CSMA/CA MACprotocol;

WW:

Periodically check 2-hop neighbors ’ queue utilization

& number ofcontendersfor Wmessage transmissions;

Count the number of2-hop neighbors, which satisjfv

the protocol switching decisions in Section 6.3.2

if(W is over && count > D% oftotal number of2-hop

neighbors)

goto ZDM MCState;

ZDMA mg Statg:

Periodically check Z-hop neighbors ’ queue utilization

& number ofcontendersfor Wmessage transmissions;

Count the number of2—hop neighbors, which satisjy

the protocol switching decisions in Section 6.3. 2;

if(W is over && count > D% oftotal number of2-hop

neighbors)

goto (EM/CA MC Statg;

If(no more trafiicfor Tseconds'

gotoW‘  
 

Figure 6.10: Pseudo code ofMAC protocol switching logic

While in the TDMA MAC state, the node still periodically checks 2-hop

neighbors’ information to see if they satisfy the protocol switching decisions. Like in

CSMA/CA MAC state, if there is at least D% out of total number of 2-hop neighbors

satisfy the protocol switching decisions, the node then goes to CSMA/CA MAC state.

In addition to that, in our experiments we also define that if a node does not have

traffic for T seconds, it switches back to CSMA/CA MAC protocol because of low

In the general protocol switching logic, the Initial state is a transient state that

only occurs during initial node joining. The transition between CSMA/CA and
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TDMA will only happen when there is a trigger because of network traffic

heterogeneity or variation as we described in Section 6.3.1.
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Figure 6.11: Adapted network stack with dynamic MAC protocol switching logic

6.3.4 Response to Network Topology Variations

Network topology variations can occur due to node joining or node leaving a

network.

6.3.4.1 Node Joining

When a new node attempts to join an existing network, it listens to the

information exchange within its neighborhood. The 2-hop neighbors’ information

can be inferred from the information exchanges of l-hop neighbors like the regular

TDMA does. If all the neighbors are running TDMA MAC, the new node can simply

choose a slot like the ISOMAC logic [73, 74] or any other TDMA logic. However,
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when few neighbors may run CSMA/CA, which means that the neighbors may not

send anything over a long period. The silent period of the CSMA/CA neighbors

could be larger than the listen period of the new node. The new node has to send an

explicit notification packet to announce its existence, and then gets acknowledge

packets fi'om all its neighbors which run CSMA/CA MAC. The acknowledge packet

is not MAC layer ACK message in CSMA/CA. It is the control message which

belongs to the protocol switching logic. The neighbors’ acknowledge packets contain

the information about their assigned TDMA slots. The slot for the new node then can

be decided based on all neighbors’ slots. After choosing the slot, the new node starts

to run CSMA/CA MAC as the protocol switching logic described in Section 6.3.1.

6.3.4.2 Node Leaving

The logic to deal with node leaving is much simpler compared with the one for

node joining. Only the neighbor table update is needed within the neighborhood. No

additional messages need to be sent. And the transmission rules based on neighbor

table will also be adjusted by reclaiming the slot occupied by according to the

leaving node.

6.4 Experimental Evaluation

We implemented our protocol switching logic on 100 nodes within N52

simulator [76]. We choose a radio data rate of 2 Mbps and fixed packet duration of 2

ms, which is also the TDMA slot duration. All considered traffic is l-hop. All

reported performance numbers are based on l-hop MAC layer traffic. Unless stated

otherwise, we fixed the TDMA frame size to 20 slots for all experiments. The
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numbers of active nodes and data generation rate have been varied. Before running

protocol switching logic, we run ISOMAC (see Chapter 3) to get TDMA slot

assignment. The other baseline parameters are shown in Table 7.1. The evaluation

time (W) and percentage of decision count (D) are the parameters used in Figure

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

6.10.

TDMA MAC Related

Frame Size (number of slots) 20

TDMA Slot Duration 2m

CSMA/CA MAC Related

Minimum Congestion Window Size 32

Maximum Number of Back-off Stage 5

CSMA/CA Slot size 2011s
 

Maximum Number of Retransmission 7

 

 

  
 

   

SIFS Duration 10 us

DIFS Duration 30 us

Protocol Switching Related

Evaluation Time W=3

Percentage of Decision Count D=55%

  

Table 6.1: Baseline parameters ofexperiment

6.4.1 Validation of Protocol Switching Decision Threshold

6.4.1.1 Protocol Switching Decision Threshold

In Section 6.3.2, we develop a mathematical model to estimate the protocol

switching decision threshold. In this section, we illustrate the difference between the

threshold obtained from the model and the threshold obtained through

experimentation. The experiments reported in this section are for a 20-node fully

connected network. All 20 nodes are l-hop neighbors to each others. For TDMA
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MAC protocol, the frame size is set to 20 slots. Here we only show the decision

threshold for CSMA/CA, since the decision threshold for TDMA is just the queue

utilization value equal to “1” as discussed in Section 6.3.1.
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Figure 6.12: Protocol switching decision threshold for CSMA/CA

Figure 6.12 shows the protocol switching decision threshold for CSMA/CA MAC.

The y-axis is the queue utilization (p), which is used in pseudo code in Figure 6.9 in

Section 6.3.2 for switching decision threshold. The curve for model is derived by

solving the series of nonlinear equations stated in Section 6.3.3. Because the TDMA

frame size is 20 slots and TDMA slot duration is 2 ms, the maximum TDMA service

rate #MAX—TDMA is 25 pps (packets/second). Therefore, the data rate ,1 used for

CSMA/CA is the same as #MAX—IDMA , which is 25 pps. The curve for the

experiment is obtained by running simulation for this 20-node network with TDMA

and CSMA/CA MAC individually. We manually find the points where CSMA/CA is

achieving better throughput than TDMA with various number of contenders. The
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corresponding queue utilization of those points are recorded and shown in Figure

6.12. As can be seen the queue utilization rises in both cases as the number of

contenders increases. This is because the service rate for contention based protocol

CSMA/CA ( #CSA/IA/CA) drops when there are more contenders transmitting at the

same data rate (A ). This was discussed and explained in Section 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. The

difference between the lines for the model and for the experiment initially becomes

large with larger number of contenders, and finally shrinks when both lines meet at

61.1”

the ceiling value of . The initially increasing difference between the model and

the experiment is caused due to the assumptions made by the model. As stated in [85,

87] the model assumes the collision probability p, and the queue busy probability

pb are independent of the number of contenders. However, as the number of

contenders increases, which means that real traflic approaches to saturated scenarios

from unsaturated scenarios, this assumption may not hold true. Finally, the shrinking

difference is because model and experiment queue utilization are both bounded by

6‘1” 6‘12,

the ceiling value of . When the model reaches , it can not grow larger any

more while the experiment keeps approaching “1”.

Figure 6.13 shows the last scenario that is discussed in Section 6.3.1, which is the

saturated service rate for both MAC protocols. From this point onward, the “exp” in

the legend of the graph means the results obtained from experiments, “model” means

the results from solving equations in Section 6.3.2, “mesh” means the average results

for three different arbitrary mesh multi-hop networks, and “l-hop” means the results

from fully connected l-hop networks. Here, the saturated service rates of both MAC
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protocols are in fact the maximum throughputs of both MAC protocols from

pervious discussion in Section 6.3.
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Figure 6.13: Impacts ofnumber of contenders on maximum service rate

From Figure 6.13, the first observation is that when the traffic density (number of

contenders) becomes larger than certain value (17 contenders in this case) the

saturated service rate of TDMA is larger than that of CSMA/CA. Second, the

experimental result in the l-hop case closely matches the theoretical model result.

Third, the experimental result of a lOO-node arbitrary mesh network has a larger

difference from the model result than the one of l-hop case. This difference comes

from the irregularity of the arbitrary mesh topology. The arbitrariness of node

placement causes the number of contenders to be not uniformly distributed across

the network. Also, nodes at the edge of the network have a much smaller node

degree than nodes in the center. These two factors bring some benefits to CSMA/CA.
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Figure 6.14: Impacts of protocol switching decision thresholds on fully connected network

6.4.1.2 Impacts of Switching Decision Threshold on Fully Connected l-hop

Networks

We use two different protocol switching decision thresholds to evaluate the

performance of real-time protocol switching in this section. In Section 6.4.1.1, we

see that for the 20-node firlly connected network, the largest difierence of decision

threshold between model and experimental data is when the number of contenders is

equal to 16. We thus conduct an experiment in the 20-node fully connected network

having 16 active nodes sending l-hop traffic with variable data rate. Figure 6.14

shows the real-time throughput performance of MAC protocol switching over the

20-node fully connected network. We start our traffic at time 11.0 second with a data

rate of 33.3 packets/second, change the data rate to 5 packets/second at time 31.0

second, and finally change back the data rate to 33.3 packets/second.
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Figure 6.15: MAC protocol dynamics on fully connected networks

As we can see in Figure 6.14, at high rates if running TDMA, the throughput will

be limited by the frame size. But CSMA/CA is able to achieve higher throughput

than TDMA at high rates. At a lower rate, TDMA is expected to perform better than

CSMA/CA because of zero collisions. But the data rate is so low that the benefit of

TDMA is not obvious at lower data rates. However, using protocol switching, the

real-time throughput is generally able to track the upper envelop of both CSMA/CA

and TDMA protocol at both high and low rate scenarios. At high data rates, nodes

choose CSMA/CA to obtain larger throughput, and TDMA is chosen at low rates.

Note that there is a slight difference in throughput performance when switching logic

is obtained based on thresholds from the experiments and from the model.

The difference is further elaborated by using Figure 6.15. Figure 6.15 shows the

CSMA/CA protocol dynamics for all the 20 nodes. The y-axis shows the number of

nodes running CSMA/CA MAC at any given time. The number of nodes running

TDMA MAC can be computed by subtracting the CSMA/CA node count from the
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total number of network nodes. As we can see in Figure 6.15, due to the difference in

Figure 6.12, the experimental and the theoretical decision thresholds result MAC

switching at difi’erent times. For example, using model based decision threshold,

nodes start to switch to TDMA MAC about 0.5 seconds earlier than using

experimental decision threshold. But this half seconds difference is small enough to

not to make a difference in the throughput figure as shown in Figure 6.14. Especially

when we consider the long term impact of protocol switching, the effect of different

decision thresholds can be considered negligible.
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Figure 6.16: Impacts of switching decision thresholds on arbitrary mesh network

6.4.1.3 Impacts of Switching Decision Threshold on Multi-hop Mesh Networks

Experiments are also conducted on a lOO-node network with arbitrary mesh

topology to evaluate the switching logic with decision thresholds obtained from the

model and from experiments. We still maintain the number of contenders within

2-hop neighborhood to be 16. Data rate varies from 33.3 packets/second to 20
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packets/second at time 31.0 second and back to 33.3 packets/second at time 51.0

second respectively. Similar to the results shown in Section 6.4.1.2 for the fully

connected network, the real-time throughput with protocol switching is able to track

the upper throughput envelope for the mesh network scenario as shown in Figure

6.16. At high rates, nodes switch their MAC to CSMA/CA to achieve larger

throughput, and change to TDMA to maximize the throughput at low rates.
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Figure 6.17: MAC protocol dynamics on arbitrary mesh network

In Figure 6.17, we can see that nodes using the experimental threshold are

switching their protocol around 2 seconds later than when using model threshold.

This explains the approximate 2-second delayed tracking of larger throughput for

experiment threshold compared to the model threshold in Figure 6.16. The difference

between model and experiment decision threshold is limited only at the point of

protocol switching. The latency effect of 2 seconds on upper throughput envelope

tracking is negligible compared with the long term benefit of protocol switching.
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This is particularly true with the assumption that the switching is relatively

infrequent compared to the usually long operating life ofpractical networks.

6.4.2 General Network Experiments

In this section, all the experiments are conducted in a general arbitrary mesh

topology. All the protocol switching results are based on the experimental decision

threshold.

6.4.2.1 Impacts ofData Rate

As stated in Section 6.3.1, data rate variance is one of the parameters that affects

the MAC throughput. The data rate variance in wireless sensor networks is caused

by several factors, such as mission objective changes or detection of special events.

In our lOO—node arbitrary mesh network, all nodes using the same data rate send to

one of their l-hop neighbors. The data rate varies from 100 packets/second to 20

packets/second at time 21.0 second and reversely at time 31.0 second.
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Figure 6.18: Real-time throughput with varying data rate

The real-time throughput values are shown in Figure 6.18. As we can see that for
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TDMA, the throughput is limited by the maximum TDMA service rate at high data

rates, whereas CSMA/CA is able to provide relatively larger throughput. In a low

rate scenario, TDMA provides better throughput due to zero message collisions.

Using the protocol switching logic, nodes are able to track CSMA/CA throughput at

the high rates and turn to TDMA when the rates are less than the maximum TDMA

service rate (#MAX—IDMA )-
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Figure 6.19: MAC protocol dynamics with varying data rate

The dynamic behavior ofMAC switching is shown in Figure 6.19. As the data rate

changes from high to low, the number of nodes running CSMA/CA reduces and the

number of nodes running TDMA rises. Based on the switching decision thresholds

represented in Figure 6.12, nodes decide to switch to different protocols based on the

queue utilization, which is the threshold we use for switching. When data rate

changes, the queue utilization does not change immediately. The queue behavior

usually has a lag between rate changes and queue build-up, which is known as the

time for the queue to reach the steady state in standard queuing theory [93]. This
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explains why usually there is a few seconds delay between the time data rate change

and the nodes switch their protocols.

6.4.2.2 Impacts of Number of Contender Nodes

Besides the data rate, the number of contenders is also a factor that affects the

network throughput performance. An experiment is conducted to study the impacts

of variable number of contenders on the performance of protocol switching. As

shown in Figure 6.20, the number of active nodes starts from 100, changes to 25 at

time 21.0 second, and turns back to 100 at time 31.0 second. When there are only 25

active nodes, they are randomly selected out of all 100 nodes. The number of

contenders in a neighborhood is accordingly changed by varying the number of

active nodes. All active nodes send data to all l-hop neighbors at rate of 35
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Figure 6.20: Real-time throughput with varying number of contenders

According to the graphs in Figure 6.20, CSMA/CA performs better when there are

less number of contenders because of its larger service rate in the absence of
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collisions as we describe in Section 6.3.1. When the number of contenders increases,

the contention brings down the service rate of CSMA/CA. Observe that the protocol

switching logic is able to track the throughput upper envelope of both the protocols,

providing larger throughput in a manner that is independent of the number of
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Figure 6.21: MAC protocol dynamics with varying number ofcontenders

The dynamics of protocol distribution is shown in Figure 6.21. Like the results

shown before, the switching of the protocol does not happen at the same time for all

the active nodes. There is an approximate two seconds delay for all the active nodes

before they make the decision for switching.

6.4.2.3 Impacts of Spatially Clustered Traffic Profiles

In the previous experiments, the switching logic causes all the active nodes in a

network to switch their protocols to the same type. The scenarios describe in this

section, active nodes in a network can run different MAC protocols and switch to

different protocols when there is spatial traffic heterogeneity. The experiment here is
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conducted in a rectangular field with an arbitrary mesh network topology consisting

of 400 active nodes. The varying traffic profile is shown in Figure 6.22. The traffic

distribution is changed from Profile-(l) to Profile-(2) at time 31.0 second. In high

traffic density region, a node sends to all its l—hop neighbors each with a data rate of

3 packets/second. Nodes in the medium traffic density region send to only one l-hop

neighbor at a data rate of 140 packets/second. Nodes in the low traffic density region

send to only one l-hop neighbor at a rate of 12.5 packets/second.
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Figure 6.22: Pictorial diagram of spatial traffic variation

A node in the high traffic density region is expected to run TDMA to achieve

higher throughput, because the CSMA/CA service rate is less than the TDMA

service rate at this traffic level (due to data rate and number of contenders).

CSMA/CA is expected in a medium traffic region. TDMA is then favored in a low

density region.

The real-time throughput result is shown in Figure 6.23. The scenario with

switching enable achieves larger throughput than both scenarios in which the TDMA

or CSMA/CA protocol was run individually in the entire network. The reason is that
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with acn'vated protocol switching, TDMA is able to be used in various traffic density

regions when needed. So is CSMA/CA. If only one protocol is used in the entire

network, the network-wide throughput is afi’ected either by the throughput in high

traffic density region or in low traffic density region. With protocol switching

enabled, it is possible to provide the best achievable throughput at both high and low

traflic density regions. When the traffic profile is flipped over completely (from

profile (1) to profile (2) in Figure 6.22), the switching logic is able to adjust

appropriate protocols to accommodate the changes.
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Figure 6.23: Real-time throughput with varying spatial traffic profile

Results in Figure 6.23 show the adaptation process due to switching. Note that

during the actual switching, there is a temporary throughput drop. While the

protocols of nodes are switching, certain packets experience collisions, and thus

MAC layer drops and queue drops give rise to reduced service rate. After the

transient state is over, the throughput benefit of switching resumes.
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Figure 6.24: MAC protocol dynamics with varying spatial traffic profile

Two observations can be made from the reported in Figure 6.24. First, nodes

change their protocols in a period of few seconds after the traffic profile actually

changes. Second, the protocol distribution is different in these two traffic density

profiles across time. During the time that the network is working in the first traffic

density profile, the number of nodes running TDMA is equal to the number ofnodes

running CSMA/CA. However, during the time running the second traffic density

profile, there are 328 nodes running TDMA and 72 nodes running CSMA/CA. The

variance of network MAC protocol distribution in two trafiic density profiles is

coming from the irregularity of the network connectivity, although the traffic pattern

is similar to each other in both traffic scenarios. Each node changes its protocol

based on the switching decision threshold shown in Figure 6.9 and the logic in

Figure 6.10. Due to the topology irregularity, even nodes in the same trafic density

region experience difl’erent number of contender nodes (n) and queue utilization (p),

which are used in the switching decision threshold and the switching logic. The
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different views of n and p cause nodes to run different protocols as expected. For

example, some nodes in the medium traffic density region run TDMA instead of

expected CSMA/CA.

6.5 Conclusions and Ongoing Work

We present a distributed Dynamic MAC Protocol Switching paradigm, which

achieves the goal of maximizing network throughput in the presence of traffic and

topology heterogeneity. The key idea behinds Dynamic MAC Protocol Switching is

to use local neighborhood information and traffic density to decide the most

favorable MAC protocol under current traffic conditions for each active node.

Instead of only the sink node constantly monitoring incoming trafi'rc as in the

protocol Funneling-MAC [42], each node in the proposed scheme constantly

monitors the local traffic, computes the most favorable MAC protocol, and makes

decision on switching within its neighborhoods. Simulation experiments demonstrate

that with the novel dynamic protocol switching logic, the MAC layer is able to

achieve maximum throughput in response to the network traffic heterogeneity,

including data rate, number of contenders and traffic spatial patterns.

Ongoing work includes refining transmission rules for CSMA/CA to achieve

higher throughput in Multi-MAC Operating Mode. For examples, the transmission

rules can include a smarter deferring mechanism when overlapping with TDMA slots,

and giving TDMA priority with less than one probability. We also intend to study the

processes and effects of protocol switching notification. Finally new protocol

switching criteria could be introduced to have better performance.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Work

7.1 Summary

In this thesis we present a MAC self organization framework for both intra-MAC

and inter-MAC for wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. These frameworks are

developed to address the specific design issues raised by unique constraints of the

wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. Such constraints include ad hoc deployment,

energy limitation, topology changes due to mobility, infrastructure failure,

communication errors and trafiic heterogeneity.

The objective of the proposed ISOMAC is to address the intra-MAC self

organization problems with energy limitations, network dynamics, and ad hoc

deployment In ISOMAC, a fixed length bitmap vector is used in each packet header

for exchanging relative slot timing information across immediate and up to 2-hop

neighbors. It is shown that by avoiding explicit timing information exchange,

ISOMAC can work without network-wide time synchronization which can be

prohibitive for severely cost-constrained sensor nodes in very large networks.

Through simulation experiments it was shown that ISOMACs performance without

time synchronization is just marginally worse than that with synchronization. Results

demonstrate that with in-band bitmap vectors of moderate length, ISOMAC

converges reasonably quickly - approximately within 4 to 8 TDMA fi'ame duration.

Also, if the bitmap is restricted within 10% of packet duration, the energy penalty of

the in-band information is quite negligible.
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In Chapter 4, a Minimized Slot Misordered Routing (MSMR) protocol has been

proposed for end-to-end delay mitigation in sensor networks with TDMA MAC.

Different from the existing D-MAC [34], which resolves the problem by

delay-optimized slot allocation based on pre-set routes, MSMR seeks an opposite

point of view by finding the delay-optimized routing based on pre-set TDMA slot

allocation. MSMR has been targeted towards delay sensitive sensor network

applications such as tactical surveillance, intrusion detection, and industrial process

monitoring. Delay reduction in MSMR is accomplished by computing least cost

routes with a link cost formulation based on the degree of misordering of the TDMA

slots of nodes across a link. It has been shown that with realistic TDMA models and

sensor event generation rates, in a 5000-node sensor network, MSMR can reduce the

reporting delay of emergency events by up to 3.5 seconds, which is a significant

amount of time for possible remedial actions. We have also shown that while

controlling end-to-end delay due to slot misordering, at higher event rates MSMR

can give rise to undesirable queuing delay as a result of congestions. We propose a

centralized Balanced MSMR routing protocol that can strike a balance between

queuing delay and slot misordering delay by adjusting link costs based on

instantaneous node level congestions.

We adapt the concept ofISOMAC logic in the context of vehicular networks and

propose the _Y_e_hicular Self-Organizing MAC; (VeSOMAC) protocol in Chapter 5.

VeSOMAC is designed to be vehicle location and movement aware so that the MAC

TDMA slots in a vehicle platoon can be time ordered based on the vehicles’ relative
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locations. Simulation results of both highway and urban intersection scenarios

demonstrate that unlike the 802.11 style contention based protocols, VeSOMAC can

offer better vehicle safety and data transfer throughput through smaller and bounded

packet latency. It has been also shown that the protocol convergence during topology

changes is fast including platoon mergers and vehicle passing.

In Chapter 6, a distributed Dynamic MAC Protocol Switching logic is presented.

The key idea behind our Dynamic Protocol Switching is to use local neighborhood

information to decide the most favorable MAC protocol under current traffic

conditions for each active node. Each node constantly monitors the local traffic,

computes the most favorable MAC protocol, and makes decision on protocol

switching within its neighborhood. The experiments demonstrate that with the novel

dynamic MAC protocol switching logic, the MAC layer is able to enhance

throughput in response to the network traffic heterogeneity, including data rate, and

the number of contenders.

7.2 Future Work

Here, we highlight some of the key items tat we plan to pursue in the future:

> Develop a theoretical approach to prove the convergence of the asynchronous

ISOMAC protocol using some methods fi'om the multi-agent system[94-105]

in embedded control system theories [106-108].

‘9 For our proposed centralized Balanced MSMR routing protocol, future work

includes developing a distributed Balanced MSMR protocol. The goal is to

avoid network wide information flooding and to let the sensor nodes compute
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the delay optimal routing locally.

The extensions of the VeSOAMC framework include border ITS scenarios

involving vehicle-to-roadside communication, bi-directional and multiple

highway lanes, and the presence of multiple simultaneous emergency events.

We also intend to evaluate it in the presence of more detailed physical layer

models including fading and multi-paths. Finally, variable traffic rates will be

introduced in VeSOMAC by allocating multiple slots to a vehicle in each

TDMA frame.

Ongoing work of Dynamic Protocol Switching includes refining transmission

rules for CSMA/CA to achieve higher throughput in Multi-MAC Operating

Mode. For examples, the transmission rules can include a smarter deferring

mechanism when overlapping with TDMA slots, and giving TDMA priority

with less than one probability. We also intend to study the processes and

effects of protocol switching notification. Finally new protocol switching

criteria could be introduced to have better performance.
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Appendix A

A Model for ISOMAC Convergence in Linear Networks

We construct an analytical model for ISOMACs convergence in a linear network

as described in Section 3.3.2.5. The purpose of this model is to validate the

experimental convergence results presented in Figure 3.6:b. Consider the linear

topology in Figure A.l :a, in which there are two disconnected physical clusters {01 ,

(12 , ...... an} and . Within each cluster, nodes are in allocation steady state, and

as shown in Figure A.l:b, the inter-slot timing separation between connecting nodes

is kept fixed at 3 slots, which is what was used for the experiments described in

Section 3.6.2. Also, it is assumed that the separation of slots between the two clusters

is larger than the bitmap size.

We study the allocation dynamics after node 00 joins right in between the

clusters so that they are forced to merge to a single connected graph. When 00

joins, according to ISOMAC-A described in Section 3.3.2.6, 610 will choose a slot

right at the middle of those of 0.1 and 01. Since in this model the topology and

slot allocation are symmetric across the clusters, and the slot of a0 never moves, we

analyze the slot movement by observing it only in one cluster. In Figure A.l :c, slot

movements of the right hand cluster is demonstrated, keeping the slot location of

00 fixed.

After 00 joins the network in step-0, the separation between slots of 00 and

(10, a], 02, ...... an are defined as 00(0), 01(0), 02(0), an (0). In

step-l, in order to satisfy the bitmap constraint, ao , a1 , £12 , ...... an.
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sequentially pick up new slots. After step-l, the separation durations are defined as

do (1) , (11(1) , 02 (1) , 61,,(1). To state generally, the separation between node

00 and node a,- in step j is a,- (j) . Mth the stated initial inter-node separation of

3 slots, we can write ao(O)=0, ai(0)=T+3xi, for i= 1, 2,... n, where T is the

half of the initial timing separation between the two disconnected clusters, i.e.

T=01(0)—00(0).
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Figure A. 1: Convergence model in linear networks

According to the ISOMAC-A protocol, as described in Section 3.3.2.6, the
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quantity a,- (j) will reduce, although non-monotonically, with increasing iteration

step j. We make a simplifying assumption that the edge node 0,, will always

follow node an_1 ’5 slot at each allocation iteration step. This implies

an (l) = an—l(j) for all j. With this assumption, the quantity 01(1) becomes

monotonically decreasing and the protocol becomes analytically tractable. Now,

. , , . l . .

01(1) can be written as: 00(1)=0.atU)=§(at—1(J)+at+1(J-1)) (Al).

for i = 1, 2,.... n-l. With this iteration model, the protocol is said to have converged

when the condition a1 (j) < B is true. This is because at any protocol step-j,

01 (j) represents the largest inter slot separation between any two connecting

nodes in the cluster. Therefore, if this separation satisfies the bitmap constraint then

all a ,- (j) values will satisfy the bitmap constraint, thus the protocol will have

converged.

We use the iterative expression in Equation Al to compute the convergence time

from the model, and compare that with experimental results for different cluster sizes

in Figure 3.6:b. Observe that the experimental results are always slightly larger that

the values from the model.

The following assumptions in the model account for this difference. The first

assumption that an (j) = an_1(j) in the model results in a faster convergence than

what happens in the experiments. This is because in the experiments the edge node

does not always move. When the distance between edge node and its neighbors is

smaller than the bitmap range, the bitmap constraint is satisfied for the edge node

and therefore, it does not move. This slows down the rate of reduction of the inter
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cluster separation, which is the speed of convergence in this scenario.

Another assumption here is that nodes’ slot movements at two sides of the center

node 610 are symmetric, which means slots used by the two clusters are

non-overlapping. In the experiments, however, this may not always be true. For

example, when n=1, two nodes at each side may end up picking an overlapped slot,

which would require four more frames for resolving such a collision. The collision

probability will decrease with larger bitmaps. That is why with increasing bitmaps,

the experimental results have better agreement with this model (Figure 3.6:b).
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